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FOREWORD

Over a period of two decades, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency has devoted its efforts to a
number of projects related to the physics, fuel cycle issues and economic aspects of the use and
management of plutonium arising from civil spent fuel reprocessing. Studies have covered their use
as fuel in light water reactors, fast reactors and high temperature reactors.
Two standing committees have commissioned international projects:
•

The Nuclear Science Committee addresses core physics and physics of the fuel cycle
(Working Party on Physics of Plutonium Recycling and Innovative Fuel Cycles) as well as
topics concerning burn-up credit and other criticality issues including critical experiments
and minimal critical masses (Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety).

•

The Nuclear Development Committee covers both the technical issues regarding management
of separated civil plutonium, as well as the economic aspects of this question.

Recently, two of the nuclear weapons countries (the Russian Federation and the USA) have
declared part of their weapons-grade plutonium stockpiles surplus to their national defence needs.
This material needs to be disposed of, and one of the suggested means of doing so is burning it in
existing reactors and transforming the material into spent fuel. The experience in these two countries
with mixed oxide fuel (MOX) is either dated or scarce. Several European countries and Japan, however,
have acquired much experience in using MOX fuel in reactors.
As a result, both countries discussed the possibility of establishing a group at an international
level that would facilitate the sharing of existing information and experience in the physics and fuel
behaviour of MOX. The OECD/NEA was first approached on this issue in October 1997. A preliminary
ad-hoc meeting with experts exploring possible avenues was held in November 1997. The NEA
Steering Committee for Nuclear Energy and the Nuclear Science Committee endorsed the
organisation of a first workshop, whose goal was to review the existing technical information in
particular experiments, and identify the basic knowledge needed to provide a favourable licensing
environment for the start-up of a reactor partially loaded with MOX. This would speed up the process
of plutonium disposition.
These workshop proceedings represent the discussions held from 28-30 September 1998 in Paris.
In addition to the Executive Summary, it also contains conclusions and recommendations which should
help further the goal of information exchange in this area. The establishment of a specific task force
dealing with this issue was proposed at the workshop. The Nuclear Science Committee has given its
approval, and the task force will come into being during the first months of 1999.
This text is published on the responsibility of the Secretary-General of the OECD. The views
expressed do not necessarily correspond to those of the national authorities concerned.
Acknowledgements
Special thanks go to Hannah Cocks for her organisational efforts and her overall contribution to the
success of the workshop, and to Amanda McWhorter for her dedication in editing these proceedings.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
The meeting was opened by Ph. Savelli, who described the events that led to the workshop and
introduced its motivation, scope and goal. In the framework of nuclear disarmament agreements, the
United States of America (USA) and the Russian Federation (RF) have declared portions of their
weapons-grade plutonium stockpiles surplus to their national defence needs. This fissile material now
needs to be utilised/disposed of, and two means of accomplishing this goal are currently envisaged:
•

burning plutonium in the form of MOX fuel in commercially operated reactors (water
reactors and fast reactors);

•

vitrification and geological disposal (immobilisation).

Several European countries and Japan have much experience in using plutonium as MOX fuel in
civil nuclear power stations. Such experience is relatively scarce or dated in countries possessing
excess weapons plutonium. International co-operation and sharing of technical knowledge on MOX
physics and fuel performance in reactors will be greatly beneficial to the speeding up of the
disposition process.
This workshop has been proposed with these issues in mind. It is expected that participating
countries, organisations and experts will identify existing basic technical knowledge, and also
delineate the nature and conditions under which such knowledge can be shared for plutonium
disposition purposes.
The workshop programme also proposed the discussion of the technical knowledge base required
for licensing MOX fuel loading in existing reactors.
The aim of the workshop was to exchange information on experience and ongoing research
activities relevant to reactor-based weapons-grade MOX fuel issues and to identify those areas of
research where international multilateral co-operation would be beneficial. The roles that existing
experimental facilities can play in resolving specific problems related to this issue were also
addressed.
The workshop was organised in five sessions. In the first session the Russian Federation and the
United States of America presented their respective reactor-based plutonium disposition programmes.
This was followed by presentations by other OECD/NEA Member countries (Belgium, France,
Germany, Japan, Switzerland and Canada) concerning their experience in licensing and operating
reactors loaded with civil MOX fuel and a brief overview of international activities in this field
(EC, IAEA, ISTC, NEA). The more technical issues concerning MOX fuel behaviour and core
physics were discussed on the second day. The specific issues related to the differences between UO2
and MOX and more particularly those expected from differences in the isotopic compositions in civil
7

and weapons-grade plutonium were addressed during these sessions. Major technical issues were
discussed, and the major points are summarised in the following sessions summaries.
The workshop was attended by 50 participants from 29 organisations and 16 countries. The list
of participants is given at the end of this publication.
Summary on MOX fuel behaviour (Chairman: Laurence Brunel)
Presentations at Session III as well as those parts relevant to MOX fuel behaviour from Sessions I
and II of this meeting are summarised below. The specific presentations made were:
•

M. Lippens, Y. Vanderborck – “MOX Fuel Performance: BELGONUCLEAIRE Views”;

•

Y. Guérin, D. Lespiaux, C. Struzik, L. Caillot – “Behaviour of MOX Fuel as Compared to
Behaviour of UO2 Fuel”;

•

G.J. Schlosser – “German Know-How on Pu Recycling and its Utilisation for Disposition of
Weapons-Grade Pu”;

•

W. Wiesenack – “MOX Fuel Performance Assessment at the Halden Reactor Project”;

•

D.F. Wilson, J.R. DiStefano, J.P. Strizak, J.F. King, E.T. Manneschmidt – “Behaviour of
Zircaloy Cladding in the Presence of Gallium”, presented by S. Greene;

This review provides a summary of the main conclusions reached after presentations and
discussion concerning MOX fuel performance. The aim of the summary is to place the experience
gained by those who have used and conducted research into MOX fuels into an internationally
accessible context by looking at more specific properties of RG-MOX, WG-MOX and UO2 fuels in a
comparative critical framework, and then extracting the information that could be relevant to the
Russian and American experiences of MOX fuel. Proposed long-term and immediate directions are
then outlined.
MOX and the European experience
The general experience with MOX fuel indicates that civil Pu recycling in LWRs has now
reached an industrial maturity in Europe and Japan, to the point that Japan and European countries
using MOX fuels have a good knowledge of RG-MOX fuel behaviour. This was best exemplified in
presentations describing the MOX fuel experience in Belgium, France and Germany. Research and
development are needed in areas relating to the assessment of fuel behaviour with increasing burn-up
and the Pu content, although this does not concern WG-MOX as the target burn-up is approximately
40 GWd/t and Pu content is expected to be low.
Principal characteristics of RG-MOX
RG-MOX exhibits several characteristics in fuel behaviour, which serve to highlight the
similarities and differences between MOX and UO2 fuels. There is extensive fabrication experience
using proven industrial fabrication processes as it was fully demonstrated for the MIMAS process.
An additional process (SBR) has recently been introduced.
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While MOX has similar thermal-mechanical properties as UO2, MOX fuel conductivity is
slightly lower and the creep rate is slightly higher than UO2. Higher fission gas release was also
observed in MOX due to higher linear power at EOL and slightly lower thermal conductivity. There
are no significant differences in dimension and corrosion behaviour between MOX and UO2 at current
discharge burn-up levels. MOX fuel has also exhibited excellent loading behaviour with few rod
failures, none of which are due to MOX fuel. MOX has shown improved behaviour in PCMI
situations. Failure during RIA tests occurred only in extremely severe conditions well beyond those
expected in reactors.
Behaviours specific to WG-MOX
No specific behaviour is expected from WG-MOX fuel:
•

Due to its isotopic content, the drop in reactivity versus burn-up is expected to lie between
UO2 and RG-MOX fuel. Consequently, WG-MOX behaviour will be intermediate between
UO2 and RG-MOX fuel and a favourable effect is expected for fission gas release compared
to RG-MOX fuel.

•

The influence of specific impurities in WG-MOX, specifically the presence of residual
gallium in US WG-MOX, is possible according to the conversion process choice. Current
research and development programmes in the USA (out-of-pile and in-pile tests) look to assess
the risk of gallium attack on cladding. Preliminary out-of-pile test results are encouraging
and no serious problems are expected.

Information and data available on MOX fuel performance
Much thermo-physical data can be found in open literature. In addition, several national and
international programmes exist – including Belgonucléaire (PRIMO, DOMO, FIGARO), Halden
Reactor Project (joint programme) among others, but the associated data are not yet available in the
public domain. While thermo-physical data can be used for upgrading the LEU calculation codes,
thus providing the first step towards licensing, there is a genuine lack of data in the open literature to
support validation of WG-MOX fuel performance calculation codes.
MOX fuels and the Russian and American experience
Within the context of WG-Pu disposition in MOX fuel in the USA and Russia, the USA has not
yet decided upon the type of fuel and fabrication process to be used, although DOE MOX
procurement is expected by the end of the year. In Russia, institutes are proposing a variety of
processes, but the reference process defined in AIDA/MOX 1 for MOX fuel fabrication for thermal
reactors is MIMAS, and the basic design of a MOX fuel fabrication plant being conducted within the
Trilateral Agreement relies on the MIMAS process adapted to Russian products .
A more specific concern relative to the US experience is to establish a positive environment that
is favourable to discussion with regulators. Russia’s priority lies in examining the influence of
specific aspects of VVER fuel design on MOX fuel behaviour.
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Future directions
Following final discussions, three principal tasks were delineated to ensure successful future
collaboration and information sharing between those countries represented at the meeting:
•

First, all information relevant to thermo-physical data and other MOX fuel behaviour data
should be made available and accessible in order to prepare the extension of UO2 calculation
codes to MOX. However, the use of this data must be limited to the industrial process based
on the European-Japanese experience given that the adaptability to other technologies has not
been firmly established. A first task would be to assemble an exhaustive bibliography of all
known literature.

•

Second, benchmarking would greatly aid in code qualification and licence preparation.
Though most of the detailed experimental results that would be needed are proprietary and
are not available in an open international framework, all those organisations having carried
out MOX fuel behaviour experiments should consider whether any data could be released, in
particular older data that might not be considered sensitive for RG-MOX.

•

Third, a study on a standard case should be carried out if possible on experimental data
released. Should such data not be forthcoming, theoretical exercises concerning VVER-1000
MOX and on allowable limits for UO2 fuel should be carried out. The first exercise using
experimental data could concern the study of the ATR experiment.

More detailed experimental results are needed before further work can be undertaken. HRP has
carried out experiments on LEU VVER fuel, and a test on VVER-1000 MOX would be possible.
Summary on physics of MOX loaded reactors (Chairman: Kevin Hesketh)
Presentations at Sessions I, II and IV of this meeting provided a very comprehensive review
of the physics of MOX in PWRs, BWRs, VVERs and Candus. The specific papers presented in
Session IV were, as well as those relevant to the topic addressed include:
•

K. van der Meer, Th. Maldague, D. Marloye – “The VENUS Critical Facility: Experimental
Techniques Used and Results of the Most Recent Programme VIPEX”;

•

G.J. Schlosser – “German Know-How on Pu Recycling and its Utilisation for Disposition of
Weapons-Grade Pu”;

•

M. Delpech, J. Tommasi, A. Zaetta – “Reactor Physics of Plutonium Disposition in PWR
and FR”;

•

T. Wakabayashi, S.N. Hunter, K. Sugino – “Study on Plutonium Burning in a Fast Reactor”.

The areas covered by the review were those of the existing, operational experience with MOX
in commercial PWRs, the nuclear design codes and their validation database, and the experimental
facilities which have been used to provide measurements of criticality, power distributions and other
safety/operational parameters. The experience base is almost entirely with reactor grade MOX
(RG-MOX), with only a small subset of the data relating to high isotopic quality plutonium
comparable with weapons grade material. However, the nuclear design experts were in agreement that
10

RG-MOX generally poses greater calculational difficulties than weapons-grade MOX (WG-MOX)
and that much of the existing knowledge and experience will be directly transferable.
A consensus was evident for the following specific points:
1. With respect to the majority of core design aspects, WG-MOX lies between the extremes of
UO2 and RG-MOX and therefore the existing validation database need only be interpolated
between areas where it is already firmly established. Therefore the existing codes and
methods currently used for RG-MOX applications can reasonably be applied to WG-MOX
with a good degree of confidence. In support of this, sensitivity studies conducted by the
CEA for RG-MOX and WG-MOX show that the ranking of key parameters is as follows:
moderation ratio (i.e. 2:1); Pu content (i.e. 4 per cent) and Pu isotopic vector. However, this
will not remove the need to provide confirmatory comparisons of the code predictions
against plant measurements.
2. The similarity in moderator/fuel ratio of PWRs and VVERs means that the PWR experience
base will be applicable to VVERs despite the differences in geometry. However, the need
for additional support for VVERs in more specific areas (such as the validation of the
thermal/hydraulic and safety codes and the development of modern safety cases) was noted.
3. The fine details of nuclear design calculations (both at the level of the within-assembly
plutonium and poison distribution and the level of core-wide loading patterns) will require
as much careful attention for WG-MOX as for RG-MOX. Acceptable loading patterns are
specific to the particular reactor and fuel management scheme. This implies that although the
limited analyses carried out already for WG-MOX indicate that acceptable designs will be
achievable, they cannot necessarily be relied upon to guarantee a satisfactory final outcome.
4. The previous point notwithstanding, it was recognised that some nuclear design parameters
will be more extreme with WG-MOX than with UO 2 or RG-MOX. In particular, WG-MOX
gives the lowest delayed neutron fraction, which is important in transient analyses. However,
the effect is less important with the 1/3-core loadings.
5. Those organisations with established nuclear design methods for RG-MOX consider that the
existing codes, nuclear data libraries and validation databases can be considered adequate for
application to WG-MOX applications without conducting further experiments in critical
facilities. Establishing the validity of WG-MOX calculations would naturally proceed
through careful monitoring of the start-up tests and core-follow data from the first loadings
of WG-MOX in commercial reactors and subsequent reloads.
6. The importance of establishing the appropriate source terms for use with WG-MOX in severe
accidents was noted. The relative lack of knowledge of MOX fuel behaviour of both WG and
RG types in severe accident scenarios was highlighted.
7. It was agreed that in the nuclear design area, follow-up meetings to this workshop would
have a valuable role to play in organising benchmark exercises in the nuclear design area.
They would allow independent validation of the codes and methods that will be applied in
Russia and the US and make a significant contribution to reducing the perception of risk
associated with WG plutonium disposition.
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In relation to the last point, the US and Russian delegations offered to provide three standard
problems for VVER-1000 which they have already analysed as the basis of the benchmarks, and it
was agreed that this would be a valuable starting point. Another task to consider for the meeting
would be to attempt to fill in the nuclear design checklist (attachment from Phillip Finck; see Annex 3
to the Executive Summary) by consensus, which would provide a good basis for expressing the
collective opinion of the experts on the detailed impact of WG-MOX on the core design parameters.
The parameters on this checklist are all ones where measurements have been made and analyses
carried out, at least for UO 2 and RG-MOX, which are therefore the most meaningful ones to examine.
It was suggested that a useful task for the task force would be to review the existing RG-MOX
know-how, referring where necessary to existing documentation in the public domain, and highlighting
those technical areas which will need to be addressed specifically for WG-MOX. A further suggestion
was made by the US delegation that the US Regulatory Guidelines could be used to provide a
structure around which the review report might be written. These suggestions would be explored
more fully at the task force meeting.
List of actions
During the discussion session, three action items were agreed upon (these items are to be
consolidated with the actions from the fuel performance summary):
•

A follow-up working meeting should be arranged at a time to fit in with the firm
announcement of the successful consortium bidding to assist with the US disposition
programme. This meeting would firm up on the details of the benchmark exercises and also
cover fuel performance work as discussed in the summary of Session III.

•

The NEA should formally approach those countries with direct operational experience with
RG-MOX in commercial reactors to consider releasing start-up physics test data and core
follow data and experimental databases. Attendees at this meeting were asked to provide
NEA with guidance as to the most suitable first contacts in their countries.

•

Those organisations present with commercial data for RG-MOX consider whether any or all
might be released to the NEA and in turn write to E. Sartori to confirm or otherwise. Old data
relevant to high plutonium isotopic quality and low burn-up, in particular, might no longer be
considered very sensitive in relation to present RG-MOX practice.

Summary of concluding session (Chairman: Pierre D’Hondt)
Scope and objectives
The Scope and Objectives proposed at the ad-hoc meeting held in November 1997 relative to a
NSC Task Force dealing with physics and fuel behaviour issues of reactor-based WG-Pu disposition
were presented. They were considered to cover adequately the different topics discussed at the
meeting.
It was not considered necessary to include safety issues explicitly, as the text allows flexibility in
this respect (co-ordination with other studies and groups). The issues of decay heat and spent fuel
isotopics were considered as important. Storage and transportation issues would include only
criticality safety, source term and radiation shielding issues.
12

As for the relation between WPPR and the proposed Task Force, it is suggested that the work is
kept separate as needed but co-ordinated as necessary. Where possible, co-ordination in timing of
meetings should be considered.
The Scope and Objectives were not modified in the content and were adopted in the form shown
in Annex 2 to the Executive Summary.
Summaries
Draft summaries on the sessions concerning MOX fuel behaviour and physics of MOX loaded
reactors were presented by the respective Chairs and discussed at the end of the meeting. The agreed
summaries, conclusions and specific actions for each of the topics are incorporated in this Executive
Summary.
Generation of report
One of the first activities should include the generation of a report, covering on a technical basis
the issues that must be addressed for moving from LEU to WG-MOX. It was noted by the Russian
delegation that the Russian licensing authority (GAN) is expected to utilise US regulatory requirements
(Regulatory Guideline 1.7 was specifically cited) in its licensing review of VVER-1000 WG-MOX
implementation. For the purpose of facilitating the task the US will submit a summary of the specific
fuel performance and physics topics highlighted in the US regulatory requirements and guidelines.
The task force will utilise the US submittal to focus the discussion and the organisation of the report.
The report should be based on documents existing in Member countries having experience with
operating reactors loaded with MOX fuels that reveal areas NRC and GAN will address and question
at the technical level. Answers from a consensus view of experts should be provided on issues
considered relevant and those issues which are not considered relevant should be identified.
In conclusion it is agreed that a technical evaluation document will be produced assessing the
implications of moving from LEU to WG-MOX in Western and VVER reactors. This evaluation
should be sensitive to regulatory requirements of the Russian Federation and the USA. The report
would be reviewed by the group and would identify issues to be addressed.
Workplan
The Scope and Objectives document adopted at the meeting, and the suggested report with the
proposals mentioned above, will be submitted to the NSC, to be discussed at its Bureau meeting of
15 December 1998. If endorsed, a task force should be set up having as a charter the approved Scope
and Objectives. Members of the task force should be designated at the national level and a first
meeting should be held in early Spring 1999. During this meeting results of the first actions defined
during the workshop will be reported and a corresponding work programme defined. The results from
the first meeting should be reported at the next NSC meeting. *

* The NSC has since endorsed the setting up of the task force; its first meeting is scheduled for 30 June-1 July 1999.
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Annex 1
Agenda of the Workshop on the Physics and
Fuel Performance of Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition

Monday, 28 September 1998
•

Ph. Savelli – Welcome and purpose of the workshop

Session I: Reactor-Based Weapons-Grade Plutonium Disposition in the USA and the Russian
Federation (Chairman: Ph. Savelli)
•

S. Greene – “Status of United States Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition Programme”

•

Discussion

•

P. Alekseev – “Status of Russian Federation Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition
Programme”

•

Discussion

Session IIa: National Programmes in Using MOX Fuel (Chairman: Ph. Savelli)
(Licensing Approach – Major Technical Issues)
•

Th. Maldague – “Belgian Programmes for MOX Fuel Validation”

•

J.L. Provost – “Plutonium Recycling and Use of MOX Fuel in PWR: EDF Operating
Experience” (France)

•

G. J. Schlosser – “German Know-How on Plutonium Recycling and its Utilisation for
Disposition of Weapons-Grade Plutonium”

•

H. Ikeda, H. Tajiri, K. Mori – “Research and Development Works for MOX Fuel in LWRs”
(Japan)

•

A. Stanculescu – “Experiences from Introducing MOX Loadings in Swiss Nuclear Power
Plants”

•

D. Cox – “Canada’s Plutonium Disposition Activities”

Session IIb: Summary of Ongoing International Activities (Chair: Ph. Savelli)
•

M. Defrennes, D. Gambier – “Activities of the European Commission for Russian
Ex-Weapons Plutonium Reactor-based Disposition”
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•

M. Takano, L. Tocheny – “ISTC Projects on Weapons Plutonium Disposition by Nuclear
Reactors”

•

J.S. Choi – “The Status of IAEA MOX Activities”

•

K. Hesketh, E. Sartori – “NEA Activities on MOX Issues”

Tuesday, 29 September 1998
Session III: MOX Fuel Behaviour (Chairman: L. Brunel)
•

M. Lippens, Y. Vanderborck – “MOX Fuel Performance: Belgonucléaire Views”

•

Y. Guérin, D. Lespiaux, C. Struzik, L. Caillot – “Behaviour of MOX Fuels as Compared to
Behaviour of UO2 Fuel” (France)

•

G. Schlosser – “MOX Fuel Performance – German Experience” (technical details from the
presentation scheduled for Session IIa)

•

W. Wiesenack – “MOX Fuel Performance Assessment at Halden”

•

D.F. Wilson – “Behaviour of Zircaloy Cladding in the Presence of Gallium”, presented by
S. Greene

•

Discussion

Session IV: Physics of MOX Loaded Reactors (Chairman: K. Hesketh)
•

K. van der Meer, Th. Maldague, D. Marloye – “The VENUS Critical Facility – Experimental
Techniques Used and Results of the Most Recent Programme VIPEX” (Belgium)

•

G. Schlosser – “MOX Neutronics – German Experience” (technical details from the
presentation scheduled for Session IIa)

•

M. Delpech – “Physics of Weapons-Grade Plutonim in PWRs and FRs” (France)

•

T. Wakabayashi, K. Sugino – “Study on Plutonium Burning in a Fast Reactor” (Japan)

•

C. Svoboda, – “Possibility of LR-0 to perform Critical Experiments in VVER Geometry”
(Informal) (Czech R.)

•

Discussion

Wednesday, 30 September 1998
Session V: Concluding Session (Chairman: P. D’hondt)
•

L. Brunel – Summary on MOX Fuel Behaviour and Identification of Issues to be Addressed
Further
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•

Discussion

•

K. Hesketh – Summary on MOX Reactor Physics Issues and Identification of Issues to be
Addressed Further

•

Discussion

•

P. D’hondt
− Scope and Objectives of a Task Force on Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition
− Discussion and Proposals for Work Programme
− Conclusions for Submission to the Nuclear Science Committee
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Annex 2
Scope and Objectives for the Proposed Task Force on
Reactor-Based Plutonium Disposition (TFRPD)

SCOPE
The Task Force will deal with the status and trends of reactor physics, fuel performance, and fuel
cycle issues related to the disposition of weapons-grade plutonium as mixed oxide fuel.
OBJECTIVES
•

To provide the Members countries with up-to-date information on and develop a consensus
regarding:
− Core and fuel cycle issues associated with weapons-grade plutonium disposition in
Thermal Water Reactors (PWRs, BWRs, VVER-1000s and CANDUs) and fast reactors
(BN-600), including:
◊

core physics;

◊

fuel performance and reliability.

− The capability and flexibility of thermal water reactors and fast reactors to disposition
weapons-grade plutonium within standard fuel cycles.
− Thermal water reactor and fast reactor fuel designs and fuel management approaches for
maximising:
◊

weapons-grade plutonium disposition rates;

◊

fuel cycle flexibility and the ability to accommodate variable weapons-grade
plutonium disposition rates.

− Thermal water reactor and fast reactor weapons-grade MOX fuel handling issues,
including:

•

◊

criticality;

◊

nuclear and thermal characteristics of spent fuel;

◊

packaging and transport of fresh and spent fuel.

To provide advice to the nuclear community on the scientific and technical developments
needed to meet the requirements (e.g. data, methods and validation experiments) for
implementing weapons-grade plutonium disposition approaches.

A co-ordination with complementary studies performed by other groups will be established.
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Annex 3
MOX Neutronics Parameters Validation Needs

Parameters

Measured
in RG-MOX

Measured
in WG-MOX

Fundamental mode(B2)
(spectrum, spectral indices)
Interface power distribution
Absorber worth
Void worth and power
distribution
Fuel substitution
Fuel displacement
Moderator worth
Boron worth
Doppler
β eff
Burn-up swing
Isotopics
Burnable poisons kinetics
Decay heat
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Can it be
extrapolated to
WG-MOX?

SESSION I
Reactor-Based
Weapons-Grade Plutonium
Disposition in the USA
and the Russian Federation
Chairman: Ph. Savelli
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THE UNITED STATES REACTOR-BASED PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION PROGRAMME

Sherrell R. Greene
Fissile Materials Disposition Programme Manager
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA

Abstract
The end of the Cold War has created a legacy of surplus fissile materials (plutonium and highly
enriched uranium) in the US and the former Soviet Union. These materials pose a danger to national
and international security. During the past few years, the US and Russia have entered into a series of
agreements aimed at securing and safely storing fissile material stockpiles. In January 1997, the
Department of Energy (DOE) announced the US would pursue a dual track approach to rendering
approximately 50 metric tonnes of plutonium inaccessible for use in nuclear weapons. One track
involves immobilising the plutonium by combining it with high-level radioactive waste in glass or
ceramic “logs”. The other method, referred to as reactor-based disposition, converts plutonium into
mixed oxide (MOX) fuel for nuclear reactors. The US and Russia are moving ahead rapidly to develop
and demonstrate the technology required to implement the MOX option in their respective countries.
US MOX fuel research and development activities were started in the 1950s, with irradiation of MOX
fuel rods in commercial light water reactors (LWR) from the 1960s-1980s. In all, a few thousand
MOX fuel rods were successfully irradiated. Though much of this work was performed with
weapons-grade or “near” weapons-grade plutonium – in which favourable fuel performance was
observed – the applicability of this data for licensing and use of weapons-grade MOX fuel
manufactured with modern fuel fabrication processes is somewhat limited.
The US and Russia are currently engaged in an intensive research, development and demonstration
programme (summarised in this paper) to support implementation of the MOX option in our two
countries. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) Nuclear Energy
Agency (NEA) Member states can play an important role in accelerating the pace of the weapons-grade
plutonium disposition campaigns in the US and in Russia. In addition to the information available in
the public domain, it is important that the US and Russia have the widest possible access to relevant
technical information. Both the US and Russia can learn much from the experiences of the
OECD/NEA Member states who have already implemented commercial reactor-grade MOX fuel
cycles. Thus, the OECD/NEA Member states have an historic opportunity to contribute in tangible
ways to ridding the world of the threat posed by inventories of surplus weapons plutonium.
By sharing “lessons-learned” from their commercial MOX licensing and utilisation experience,
providing access to important MOX physics and fuel performance databases and by participating in
essential computational benchmarking and code validation exercises, the OECD/NEA Member states
can help foster a technical and regulatory environment in the US and Russia that will facilitate the
safe, timely and economical implementation of the reactor-based plutonium disposition option.
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Introduction
The DOE has the responsibility of managing all activities associated with the disposition of
surplus fissile materials in the United States. Laura Holgate is the Director of the Office of Fissile
Materials Disposition (DOE/MD), and Howard Canter is the Deputy Director. The current focus of
the DOE/MD is to identify and begin implementation of the appropriate technologies and processes
for storage and disposition of highly enriched uranium, plutonium, and uranium-233. Two internet
addresses have been established to allow interested parties the opportunity to remain current with the
status of the Fissile Materials Disposition Programme (FMDP). The DOE Office of Fissile Materials
Disposition’s home page address is http://twilight.saic.com/md/, and Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s
Fissile Materials Disposition Programme home page is found at http://www.ornl.gov/fmdp.
Over the last several years, the US and Russia have been engaged in an intensive dialogue
relating to the management and storage of surplus fissile materials in the two countries. This dialogue
has resulted in a number of important agreements between the two countries. In September 1993, the
US committed to eliminate surplus fissile materials. The following January, President Yeltsin and
President Clinton issued a joint statement limiting the use of fissile materials and initiating joint
studies regarding long-term disposition of plutonium. Several meetings and agreements have been
made since that time with the latest, “Joint Statement on Principles for Management and Disposition
of Plutonium”, being issued in September 1998. This statement declared the intent of both Russia and
the US to disposition 50 Mt of military plutonium each, and also declared a goal of obtaining
a bilateral agreement by the end of calendar year 1998.
A decision has been made in the US to pursue a dual approach to plutonium disposition,
immobilisation and burning plutonium as mixed oxide (MOX) fuel in commercial nuclear power
reactors. Several factors contributed to this dual-approach decision:
•

two technologies provide some assurance that the mission will continue if any unforeseen
technical, schedule, cost or institutional obstacles are encountered;

•

no domestic or international consensus exists concerning the best technical approach;

•

Russia has expressed a concern that immobilisation does not destroy plutonium and leaves it
as weapons-grade material that could be used for possible weapons reuse;

•

plutonium disposition as MOX fuel provides the best opportunity for the US to work with
Russia and other countries to reduce Russia’s excess plutonium.

The question raised by Russia regarding the method of disposition and assurances that the
plutonium is destroyed and cannot be used at a later date for weapons use has been addressed in the
US by what has been termed the “Spent Fuel Standard”. The Spent Fuel Standard states that surplus
plutonium will be made as inaccessible and unattractive for retrieval and weapons use as the residual
plutonium in spent fuel from commercial reactors. The primary characteristics associated with the
Spent Fuel Standard are the material’s radiation field, plutonium concentration, chemical form, size
and weight and storage location.
The goal of the plutonium disposition programme is to complete the campaign by the year 2022.
Figure 1 shows the availability of US reactors superimposed with the desired time frame for
dispositioning the plutonium. Figure 2 shows the current schedule for the activities that are required
prior to the start of the disposition mission.
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Figure 1. The number of US commercial reactors available for plutonium disposition

Figure 2. Schedule of activities required prior to the plutonium disposition as MOX fuel

The technical issues relating to reactor-based plutonium disposition stem directly from the
differences between reactor-grade plutonium and weapons-grade plutonium. Weapons-grade plutonium
contains:
•

different isotopics:
− higher

239

Pu content;

− lower 240Pu content;
− lower 241Am content.
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The US is also considering the utilisation of a new dry Pu conversion and purification process,
that could also lead to differences in weapons-grade plutonium oxide powder morphology and
impurities (relative to commercial reactor-grade plutonium).
In addition to the differences that exist between reactor-grade and weapons-grade plutonium,
differences between low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuel and weapons-grade MOX fuel necessitate the
re-evaluation of many technical issues that will ensure mission safety, timely execution, flexibility of
fuel management and reasonable economics. Some of the more significant technical issues that will
be addressed include:
•

criticality;

•

physics and neutronics;

•

fuel performance;

•

thermalhydraulics;

•

fuel fabricability;

•

reactor modifications;

•

fuel packaging and transportation;

•

validation of codes and methods;

•

collection of applicable data.

In order to proceed as quickly as possible with implementation of the programme, full advantage
should be taken of all available performance data.
US LWR experience
World-wide, there are currently ~442 operating power reactors with ~351 GWe of generating
capacity. In the US there are 110 operating power reactors with 101 GWe of generating capacity.
The current average burn-up in the US for BWRs is ~37 GWd/Mt and ~44 GWd//Mt for PWRs.
The projected average burn-up in the US by the year 2016 for BWRs will be ~40 GWd/Mt and
~50 GWd/Mt for PWRs. The US has continued to be a leader in the state of LWR technology using
LEU fuel. US LWR fuel design parameters are similar to international designs, as shown in Table 1,
and US LWR operating parameters are consistent with international operating practice, as shown in
Table 2. However, the US MOX fuel experience, although substantial, is dated.
US MOX fuel research and development activities were started in the 1950s, with irradiation of
MOX fuel rods in commercial reactors from the 1960s-1980s. Table 3 provides details of the
irradiations that were conducted on the MOX rods. In all, a few thousand MOX fuel rods were
successfully irradiated. Plutonium isotopics used for the tests included weapons-grade plutonium.
The fuel performance was found to be equivalent to contemporary LEU fuel performance. Reviews
conducted by the NRC, and documented in NUREG-0002, concluded there were no significant health
and safety impacts to the public of MOX fuel fabrication or reactor operations. However, US MOX
fuel development work was halted in the late 1970s following a Presidential Executive Order banning
fuel recycle.
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Table 1. US LWR fuel design parameters are similar to international designs
Assembly
type

Number
of plants

Core
Fuel pellet
enrichment outer diameter
for reloads
(mm)
(%)

Fuel pellet
Fuel pellet Fuel pellet
height (mm) aspect ratio
inner
(L/D)
diameter
(mm)

PWRs
World

174

2.8-4.6

7.8-9.64

9.4-15.25

1.06-1.64

US

70

3.0-4.6

7.8-9.64

9.4-15.25

1.06-1.64

World

100

2.2-3.8

8.2-10.44

7.15-12.0

0.78-1.24

US

40

2.2-3.6

9.06-10.4

7.15-11.5

0.78-1.24

126 hex

27

2.0-3.6

7.55-7.59

8.0-14.0

1.06-1.84

1.2-1.4

317 hex

20

3.3-4.4

7.55

11.0

1.46

2.2

BWRs

VVERs

Note: “World” values include US data.
Source: World Nuclear Industry Handbook, 1998 Nuclear Engineering International.

Table 2. US LWR operating parameters are consistent with international practice
Assembly Number Average
Average
type
of plants core power LHGR
density
(kW/m)
(kW/litre)

Peak
LHGR
(kW/m)

Average
Maximum
Cycle
assembly
assembly
length
discharge
discharge (months)
burn-up
burn-up
(GWd/MtU) (GWd/MtU)

PWRs
World

174

71.0-115.0 15.5-22.6

33.0-58.7

28.0-50.0

37.0-60.0

10-24

US

70

74.6-109.2 17.0-22.0

39.3-58.7

30.0-50.0

38.4-57.0

11-24

World

100

40.2-57.5

13.3-20.0

35.0-47.6

26.0-43.0

35.0-60.0

11-24

US

40

40.2-54.1

14.3-19.9

40.8-47.6

26.0-42.0

35.0-60.0

11-24

126 hex

27

83.0-97.0

13.1

25.0-36.6

28.6-36.0

39.0-42.0

10-12

317 hex

20

108.0

17.6

44.8

27.0-40.0

–

12

BWRs

VVERs

Note: “World” values include US data.
Source: World Nuclear Industry Handbook, 1998 Nuclear Engineering International.
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Table 3. US LWR MOX irradiation history
Reactor

Dates of
irradiation

Ginna
(PWR)
Quad Cities–1
(BWR)

1980-1985

Big Rock Point
(BWR)
San Onofre–1
(PWR)
Dresden–1
(BWR)
Saxton
(PWR research
reactor)
Misc. Test Rx
(Exp BWRs)
(Pu Re Test Rx)
(Mat Test Rx)
(Eng Test Rx)

1975-1980s

1969 up to
late 1970s
1970-1972
1968 up to
early 1970s
1965-1972

1960s and
1970s

No. of
MOX
assays
(rods)
4
(716)
5
(48)

Burn-up
(MWd/Mt) max.
avg. assay (peak
MOX pellet)
39 800
(?)
39 900
(57 000)

53
(1248)
4
(720)
15
(103)
9
(638)

~20 000 est.
(30 200)
19 000
(23 500)
~19 000
(~14 000)
Many
reconstitutions
(51 000)

1000s
of rods

Examinations

None

Comments

Assemblies intact
(82% fissile Pu)
D & ND
Well documented
core phys.
EPRI (80 & 90%
fissile Pu)
D & ND
Little
documentation
Some D
PIE documents
found
–
Little
documentation
Fuel perf. D and Relatively well
physics tests documented fuel
perf data (91.4%
fissile Pu)
Variety of D Capsules and rods
irradiated. Little
historical research
conducted

Data utilisation

FY99 spent fuel
exam plan
Neu benchmks
constructed and
analysed
No current plans
FY99 Neu
analysis plan
No current plans
Critical
experiments
analysed and
reported
No current plans

Abbreviations: D – destructive, ND – non-destructive, Neu – neutronics, est – estimated, perf – performance, Rx – reactor,
Exp – experimental, Re – recycle, Mat – material, Eng – engineering

Figure 3 provides a schematic of the MOX rod locations for the Ginna reactor test irradiations.
Figure 4 provides a schematic of the MOX rod locations for the EPRI-sponsored Quad Cities-1
reactor irradiation campaign.
Critical experiments were conducted at the Critical Reactor Experiment facility at the
Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Centre which included 44 lattice configurations of MOX and LEU
rods involving both single and multiple regions. MOX lattice pitches ranged from 1.32 to 2.64.
239
The MOX rods contained 6.6 wt % PuO2 with 90% Pu in the plutonium. The plutonium rods were
then irradiated in the Saxton reactor and results reported in the Transactions of the American Nuclear
Society, Vol. 75, June 1997.
As an extension of the Saxton critical experiments, critical experiments were conducted at
240
ESADA to consider variations in Pu. Variations included 2 wt% PuO2 in natural uranium with
240
240
8% Pu and 24% Pu. Single region experiments were conducted to evaluate buckling, reactivity
worth, and power distribution. Multi-region experiments were conducted to evaluate reactivity worth,
power distribution, and lattice pitches. In addition concentric regions and “salt and pepper”
arrangements were evaluated.
Additional critical experiments were conducted at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
240
(Battelle). Six lattices of MOX rods with 2 wt% PuO2 with 8% Pu in water, and six lattices of UO2
were constructed. Results of the study are documented by EPRI in Clean Critical Experiment
Benchmarks for Plutonium Recycle in LWRs, report number EPRI NP-196. The ASME Cross-Section
Evaluation Working Group has adopted this work as a benchmark.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the MOX rod locations for the Ginna reactor irradiation

3.279% (U + Pu) Fis
3.090% (U + Pu) Fis
2.736% (U + Pu) Fis

Figure 4. Schematic of the MOX rod locations for the Quad Cities-1 reactor irradiation
Wide/Wide
Water Gap
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B

C
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E

F
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3

1.94%

2

2

1.69%

2

3

2

2.56% 3.30%

5

1

2

3

3

1

6

2.34%
(h)

2.14%

6

1

4

2

5

P3

1

3.62%
(h)

P4

5

5

2

5

P1

3.52%

6

P2

5

6

2

1

6

P4

P2

2.56%+
2.5%GdO

5

7

3

2

1

5

5

5

1

90% Fissile MOX
80% Fissile MOX
UO2/Gd
UO2

% Fissile Enrichment
MOX – (239Pu+241)/THM
UO2 – 235Pu/THM
P1/P3-80% Isotopics
P2P4-90% Isotopics
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Narrow/Narrow
Water Gap

Current US FMDP R&D
Reactor physics studies have provided a better understanding of the impact of weapons-grade
plutonium on MOX fuel performance, as summarised in Figure 5. An integral part of the current work
is the international ARIANE project, which includes irradiation of samples at Dodewaard in Holland,
and at Beznau and Goesgen in Switzerland, with examination of the irradiated samples at CEN in
Belgium, PSI in Switzerland and TUI in Germany. Plans for this study include both BWR and PWR
LEU and MOX data at multiple burn-ups, with the intent of expanding the database of fission
products and actinides. Applications of this data include reactor physics, accident analysis, reactor
operations, spent fuel management and spent fuel shipping.
Figure 5. Summary of the reactor physics studies of weapons-derived plutonium

A co-ordinated test programme is underway to characterise the impact of gallium in MOX fuel.
The intent is to gain an understanding of the gallium transport mechanisms, reactions, kinetics and
damage mechanisms. A two-phase out-of-rector test programme was conducted to determine general
and separate effects. Results of that study are shown in Table 4. A reactor test programme has been
initiated with samples in the Advanced Test Reactor at the Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory. The first samples are scheduled to be shipped to Oak Ridge National
Laboratory for post-irradiation examination in November 1998. Figure 6 provides a schematic of the
responsibilities of the contributing organisations.
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Table 4. Out-of-reactor gallium/clad compatibility tests for weapons-derived MOX fuel
Phase I
Variable

Static

Phase II
Stressed

Gallium form

Metal

Metal

Concentration (%)
Cladding

100
Zr, Zircaloy-2,
Zircaloy-4, Zirlo
30, 300, 500 a,b
200 h, 700 h

100
Zr, Zircaloy-2,
Zircaloy-4, Zirlo
30, 300, 500 a,b
200 h, TTF

Temperature (°C)
Time

Static
Ga oxide
Ga/Ce oxide
100, 1, 0.2, 0.1
Zr, Zircaloy-2,
Zircaloy-4, Zirlo
300, 500, 700
6 wk, 12 wk

Stressed
Ga oxide
Ga/Ce oxide
100, 1, 0.2, 0.1
Zr, Zircaloy-2,
Zircaloy-4, Zirlo
300, 500, 700
6 wk

a

without cadmium
with cadmium
TTF: time to failure
b

Figure 6. Weapons-derived LWR MOX irradiation tests participants and roles

In keeping with the declarations made as a part of the “Joint Statement on Principles for
Management and Disposition of Plutonium” this past September, the US and Russia are co-operating
to accelerate the pace of the plutonium disposition activities. The US is working with Russia to
validate reactor physics, fuel cycle physics and safety codes as they apply to Russian reactors. As a
part of this joint programme, weapons-grade MOX CANDU fuel tests are being conducted at the
NRU reactor at Chalk River in Canada. Figure 7 provides an overview of the test programme. Plans
are also being made to conduct MOX irradiation tests in Russian VVERs (Figure 8). In addition, work
is underway to plan and implement conversion of Russia’s BN-600 fast reactor to a plutonium
burning reactor. Reviews are currently being conducted of the safety and licensing requirements and
economics. Initially a hybrid partial MOX core is proposed that will burn 0.3 Mt of plutonium per
year. Ultimately a full MOX core design is proposed that will burn 1.3 Mt of plutonium per year.
The plan is to use one BN-600 reactor to disposition 20 Mt of plutonium from the year 2005 to 2020.
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Figure 7. Weapons-derived CANDU MOX fuel tests are underway

Figure 8. Burn-up, power ramp and thermalhydraulic tests will be
conducted in the MIR test reactor from fuel fabricated at RIAM

US MOX licensing considerations
The US regulatory review process is dictated by 10CFR50, and is facilitated by US NRC
Regulatory Guidelines, NUREG-0800 (NRC’s Standard Review Plan), and NRC Generic Letter 88-20
(which relates to the execution of Probabilistic Risk Assessments and Individual Plant Risk
Examinations). Figure 9 provides a summary of the scope and focus of these documents.
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Figure 9. The US regulatory review process is driven by several NRC documents
10.CFR.50
Regulatory Requirements

Scope

1. No fuel damage during NO
and AT
2. No fuel damage to prevent
control rod insertion in DBA’s
3. Coolable core geometry is
maintained during DBA’s
4. Radioactivity release during
DBA’s not underestimated

Generic Letter 88-20
Individual Plant Risk Exams
•
•
•
•

Focus

Scope

• Normal Operations (NO)
• Anticipated Transients (AT)
• Design Basis Accidents (DBA)

Focus

Regulatory Guidelines
Standard Review Plan

1. Will risk from reactor
operations be altered by
introduction of WG-MOX?

Normal Operations
Anticipated Transients
Design Basis Accidents
Beyond-Design Basic Accidents

Three basic questions must be answered as a part of the US regulatory review process:
•

Are safety margins significantly reduced?

•

Is the probability or consequence of any previously analysed accident increased?

•

Does the use of MOX fuel create the possibility of new types of accidents?

The US licensee will need to demonstrate that the thermal, mechanical, and physics performance
of weapons-grade MOX fuel is equivalent to LEU fuel, and that analytical methods used to
demonstrate fuel performance are as accurate as current methods used for LEU fuel. Many issues will
need to be addressed in the reactor/fuel licensing submittal made to the NRC. These issues include:
•

fuel assembly description:
− fuel pellet differences – chemical impurities or contaminants, manufacturing specifications,
mechanical properties, material properties;
− fuel rod design and fuel performance evaluation;

•

physics evaluation:
− physics modelling methodology verification;
− effects of MOX on assembly;
− fuel cycle comparison with and without Lead Use Assemblies (LUAs);
− physics parameter evaluation;

•

core thermalhydraulic evaluation;
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•

Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) event evaluation:
− Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) evaluation;
− non-LOCA event evaluation;
− radiation/environmental event evaluation;
− criticality event evaluation;

•

operating margins evaluation;

•

technical specification change evaluation;

•

FSAR change evaluation.

As a result of evaluating the regulatory requirements, key fuel pellet properties data will be
required:
•

chemical limits – impurities, oxygen to uranium ratio, hydrogen limits;

•

structural properties – microstructure, resintering characteristics, grain size;

•

uranium/plutonium isotopic content;

•

material properties – conductivity, thermal expansion, fission gas release densification,
swelling, fuel melt temperature.

The potential role of the OECD/NEA
The OECD/NEA Member states can play an important role in accelerating the pace of the
weapons-grade plutonium disposition campaigns in the US and in Russia. In addition to the
information available in the public domain, it is important that the US and Russia have the widest
possible access to relevant technical information. Both the US and Russia can learn much from
the experiences of the OECD/NEA Member states who have already implemented commercial
reactor-grade MOX fuel cycles. Significant information that can be learned from NEA Members
would include:
•

Reactor-grade MOX licensing experience:
− What licensing approaches have been used?
− What were the technical and regulatory issues?

•

Data needs:
− What data was required to license reactor-grade MOX fuel?
− What data will be required to license weapons-grade MOX fuel in the US and the RF?
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− What relevant fuel performance and physics data exists?
− What data can be made available and under what conditions?
•

Benchmarks:
− What computational benchmarks should be performed?

The applicability of data from existing international databases will be a function of the fuel and
physics parameters from each test:
•

uranium type (ADU or AUC) and isotopics;

•

plutonium type (aqueous or dry conversion) and isotopics;

•

fuel fabrication process – MIMAS or SBR;

•

fuel lattice physical design – pellet, clad and assembly design;

•

power density, linear heat generation rates, etc.;

•

burn-up;

•

operational regime – normal operations, anticipated transients, design-basis events, beyond
design basis events.

The OECD/NEA Member states have an historic opportunity to contribute in tangible ways to
ridding the world of the threat posed by inventories of surplus weapons plutonium. By sharing
“lessons-learned” from their commercial MOX licensing and utilisation experience, providing access
to important MOX physics and fuel performance databases, and by participating in essential
computational benchmarking and code validation exercises, the OECD/NEA Member states can help
foster a technical and regulatory environment in the US and Russia that will facilitate the safe, timely
and economical implementation of the reactor-based plutonium disposition option.
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STATUS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
REACTOR-BASED PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION PROGRAMME

P.N. Alekseev, A.M. Pavlovitchev, N.N. Ponomarev-Stepnoi
Russian Research Centre “Kurchatov Institute”, Russia

Abstract
The world community now has reasons to be concerned about accumulation of plutonium produced in
the operation of existent power reactors, as well as weapons-grade plutonium released according to
nuclear arms reduction programmes. Plutonium treatment includes manufacturing, separation,
storage, utilisation and one of the main branches of the world technical culture. Plutonium treatment
problems are not only technical, ecological and economical, but also political, because they are
directly connected with non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and social acceptability of nuclear
power. Implementation of the opportunity to use the experience accumulated in the world in MOX
fuel manufacturing and plutonium utilisation in power reactors would expedite the beginning of a
large-scale and irreversible decrease of weapons-grade plutonium amounts.
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Introduction
Currently in Russia and in the USA the process of reduction of nuclear arms and means of their
delivery is under way. Thus, significant amounts of fissile materials (highly enriched uranium and
weapons-grade plutonium) are released from the military sphere.
The production of the released fissile materials has required large investments of material, labour
and financial resources. These fissile materials have significant energy potential and, consequently,
the problem of their disposition should be solved in view of the national strategy of nuclear power
development. This strategy is aimed at a gradual transition to a closed fuel cycle with extended fuel
reproduction.
The use of the released fissile materials can provide optimum conditions for solving this
problem. The realisation of such an approach opens a way for the power development of the country
without restrictions on fuel resources and ensures an opportunity for an acceptable solution of the
radwaste problem. Introduction of the released ex-weapons fissile materials in the fuel cycle of
nuclear power (NP) will allow for considerably reducing terms and investments necessary for the
creation of an effective structure in the nuclear power sector (NPS).
Successive activities on peaceful use of plutonium in the nuclear power are implemented in
Russia. These activities are aimed at development of scientific, technical, technological and industrial
background for economically effective plutonium utilisation in the nuclear power. A draft of the
Russian Federation Concept on Treatment of Plutonium Released in Nuclear Arms Reduction was
developed and transferred for approval in the government. The key condition for large-scale power
utilisation of the weapons-grade plutonium released in Russia is organisation of international
co-operation. This co-operation should include development of international databases necessary for
licensing of Pu fuel manufacturing and its disposal in power reactors.
Nuclear power development and the problem of disposition of surplus weapons fissile materials
Lack of demand for plutonium as an energy source is currently due to the low price of uranium,
as well as the fact that the NPS structure and scale are not yet ready for its effective utilisation. This
includes not only that advance reactors are not ready to work with equilibrium quantities of heavy
nuclides, but also the basic absence of fuel cycle components necessary for this purpose, which
should be based on low-waste, energetically and economically effective technologies of fuel recycling
and handling of separated fission products.
It is necessary to start right now with the development of such technologies and with the
construction of the required structure, so that in the moment of obvious occurrence of demand there
will be something to offer (taking into account the duration of development). For future large-scale
nuclear power with closed U-Pu and U-Th nuclear fuel cycles, it is possible to suggest a
three-component structure. In this structure, reactors of three types are considered, which, except
energy production, carry out additional various functions:
•

reactors with a fast neutron spectrum – reproduction of nuclear fuel and maintenance of
necessary neutron balance in the whole system (at their share about 50 %);

•

reactors with a thermal neutron spectrum – widening of sphere of nuclear energy utilisation
in the fuel-energy balance, and minimisation of equilibrium quantities of Pu in the NP fuel
cycle (their share is about 45 %);
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•

reactors – “burners”, for example, molten-salt reactors – closure of the fuel cycle on minor
actinides and minimisation of long-lived radioactive wastes (their share is 5 %).

It is necessary to take into account that the operating reactors from the viewpoint of
characteristics of efficiency, safety and fuel usage have yet not completely realised their potential
opportunities, though the advantages and perspectives of nuclear power have already been
demonstrated.
At the moment, the following problems of existing nuclear power get the growing urgency:
•

profitability, safety and reliability of operation of objects g rowing old;

•

presence of large surplus quantities of weapons plutonium, on the one hand being the most
expensive and most valuable product ever made by the mankind, on the other hand appearing
a “waste” by virtue of non-preparedness of NP system to use it effectively;

•

continuous growth of power plutonium stocks;

•

prolongation of operation and decommissioning of NPP units and nuclear fuel cycle enterprises;

•

significant reduction of available (developed) uranium deposits after disintegration of the
USSR;

•

increase of quantities of spent nuclear fuel and regenerated uranium;

•

steadily approaching rise in the price of uranium-235 that is a basis of maintenance of
modern NP neutron balance;

•

the huge quantity of radioactive wastes, already produced and being produced now, for which
there are no natural reducents or natural technologies for disposition;

•

handling of long-lived artificial radionuclides, in particular, Np, Am, Cm, Tc, I;

•

growing concern of society about long-lived toxic radwastes;

•

significant uncertainty in the rate of the future nuclear power development;

•

practically complete absence of the own investments in Russia.
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The large part of these problems should be solved as in the case of NP development, and in that
of NP closing. Some of the problems, for example, the rise in uranium price and transmutation of
long-lived actinides will require solutions only in the case of continued NP development. In the case
of NP closing, problems can be solved independently from one other, for example: separately
“burning” weapons plutonium, separately “liquidating” radioactive wastes – assuming that the means
and time for each of these solutions are available.
In the case of further NP development (beginning of the “second nuclear era”) [1-3] all these
questions should be solved in common, as they require practically simultaneous solutions (during a
20-30 year period), or at least their solutions must be initiated. In case of the co-ordinated solution of
problems, the necessary expenses can be minimised and, moreover, they can be transformed into
investments in the development of NP having essentially new opportunities.
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Plutonium is produced during operation of reactors of any modern type, therefore, plutonium is
an inevitable companion of uranium nuclear power. In this sense, different types of reactors differ
only quantitatively, but not qualitatively, and this distinction is determined by the individual
properties of different plutonium isotopes and their contribution to fuel composition, changing during
fuel campaign and at subsequent recycling.
The use of plutonium in the power sector simultaneously allows putting a barrier on the
possibility of its unauthorised use for the manufacture of nuclear weapons.
Realistic scenarios of Russian surplus weapons plutonium disposition
The decision of the Russian Federation as concerns “stage-by-stage withdrawal from the nuclear
military programmes up to 500 tonnes of highly enriched uranium and up to 50 tonnes of plutonium,
released during nuclear disarmament” has become an important step on the way to disarmament.
In this connection, at the moment in Russia the basic principles, ways and approaches to the solution
of a problem of surplus weapons plutonium disposition (down to exhaustion of its declared amounts)
are formulated.
The following goals of surplus weapons plutonium disposition are defined as strategic:
•

economically effective use of energy potential of plutonium in the nuclear power;

•

guarantee of irreversibility of nuclear disarmament process, i.e. ensuring the impossibility of
plutonium return for the use for weapons purposes; at comparing the actions of Russia with
the actions of the USA and other nuclear countries in a given area.

The use of surplus weapons plutonium in the form of nuclear reactor fuel can ensure an
achievement of both these purposes – economic and political. Such fuel can be used in nuclear
reactors of various types, but the most realistic in Russia is its use in operating and constructed
reactors of BN and VVER-1000 types [4-6].
The variants of plutonium disposition in Russia are considered now in view of the following
governing factors:
•

The Russian concept of plutonium disposition (both power and weapons) should be based
on the closure of the nuclear power fuel cycle to increase the efficiency of fuel usage and to
reduce the activity of long-lived radwastes.

•

The chosen variant of plutonium disposition should form a basis for the development of an
optimum fuel cycle in the long term.

•

Safe and reliable storage of weapons and separated power plutonium up to that time, when
it will be used in reactors, forms the basis of the short-term programme of plutonium
disposition in Russia.

•

If urgent actions on the plutonium disposition problem will be required, the use of mixed
uranium-plutonium (MOX) fuel in modern operating and constructed reactors in the open
fuel cycle could be considered as the first stage of plutonium disposition. At this stage, the
problem of incorporation of separated plutonium into a fuel cycle of nuclear power is put to
minimise risk of its use for manufacturing the nuclear weapons.
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In the suggested outline, the determining item is the readiness of the industrial base for
realisation of the programme of power use of the declared quantity of surplus weapons plutonium
under the given terms. It is supposed that the terms of commissioning of facilities for MOX fuel
fabrication are determined by the readiness of reactors to its use, and the capacity of facilities – by
required efficiency.
Large-scale power use of surplus weapons plutonium is supposed to start in the form of MOX
fuel in operating fast reactors BOR-60 and BN-600, and in operating light-water thermal reactors
VVER-1000. On completion of VVER-1000 reactors, located at the Kalinin and Rostov NPP sites in
the European part of Russia, and also of BN-800 reactors at the Beloyarsk NPP site, they also join
in the programme of power use of surplus weapons plutonium. Reactors involved in the programme
will work without reproduction of weapons-quality plutonium.
Hereinafter, in accordance with development and realisation of the projects of advanced thermal
reactors (for example, NP-VVER, GT-MGR) and advanced fast neutron reactors (for example, cooled
by lead-based coolant), their consecutive inclusion in the programme of power use of surplus
weapons plutonium is possible.
The use of fast neutron reactors BOR-60 and BN-600 can ensure the beginning of industrial
th
realisation of the programme of power use of surplus weapons plutonium in Russia already in the 20
st
century. Disposition of 50 tonnes of plutonium can be finished during the first third of the 21 century.
Fabrication of fuel for NPPs on the basis of weapons plutonium includes at the first stage the use
of small-scale facilities (PAKET, VIBRO) for qualification of MOX fuel fabrication technology,
experimental studies of possibilities to fabricate MOX fuel in industrial scale, partial MOX fuel
production for operating reactors BOR-60 and BN-600. For wide-scale realisation of the disposition
programme on VVER-1000, BN and foreign reactors the following measures are supposed
organisation of fuel fabrication with the capacity not less than 5.5 t/year, use of the international
experience in MOX fuel production and development of proved Russian technologies.
The scenario of the power use of weapons plutonium supposes the following time phases of the
mission:
•

Phase 1: 1999-2007, 5-6 t Pu. Change of weapons-grade form and storage, creation of MOX
fuel manufacturing, licensing of the reactors and manufacturing.

•

Phase 2: 2008-2015, 44-45 t Pu. Implementation of the mission.

Initial data for the scenario of the power use of weapons plutonium are:
•

Pu consumption (t/year):
− BOR – 0.06 (2000-2015);
− BN-600 – 0.07 (2000-2002), 0.336 (2003-…), 1.2 (2008-…);
− VVER-1000 – 0.268 (2005-...);
− CANDU – 1 (2006-...);
− BN-800 – 2.7 (2010), 1.655 (2011-...);
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•

approximate term of finishing the mission of 50 t utilisation – 2015;

•

operation life time is prolonged by 10 years compared to the design life time;

•

annual MOX fuel production of about 5.5 t should be started by 2008.

Economic estimations and, moreover, opportunities of financial support for the realisation of the
suggested scenarios, have significant uncertainties. Variants of realisation of the scenario and the time
schedule are closely connected with financing opportunities for development in various directions.
The choice of the final variant will be determined by the required terms of the mission
implementation, reliability of the realisation and minimisation of the costs.
Power use of 50 tonnes of Russian surplus weapons Pu by 2015 are estimated according to three
variants:
1. BOR-60, BN-600, 7 VVER-1000 (operating) and three VVER-1000, BN-800 (to be
completed) in the Russian Federation with MOX fuel production of 2.68 t Pu per year for
VVER and 2.9 t Pu per year for fast reactors.
2. BOR-60, BN-600, 10 VVER-1000 in the Russian Federation and ten VVER-1000 in the
Ukraine with MOX fuel production of 5.36 t Pu per year for VVER and 0.4 t Pu per year for
fast reactors.
3. BOR-60, BN-600, 7 VVER-1000 in the Russian Federation, four VVER-1000 in the Ukraine
and two CANDU with MOX fuel production of 3.0 t Pu per year for VVER, 0.4 t Pu per year
for fast reactors and 2.0 t Pu per year for CANDU.
It is necessary to carry out the specific technological estimations in view of influence of the
additional factors: growth of the uranium fuel price, dynamics of prices for capital construction,
discontinuity factor and others and also the following factors:
•

international control and monitoring;

•

licensing of construction, modernisation and operation both of reactors and enterprises for
MOX fuel production;

•

necessity of prolongation of the unit lifetime for BN-600 and VVER-1000 reactors for
operation with MOX fuel;

•

modernisation of storehouses of spent fuel for maintenance of safe storage of spent MOX
fuel or/and construction of new storehouses;

•

possible variants and conditions of investments in the project.

Possible alternatives of the investments are:
•

non-repayable subsidies;

•

additional HEU-LEU delivery at fixed price;

•

MOX fuel delivery.
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As a development of the working programme for weapons plutonium disposition in Russia, it is
necessary to consider the approaches to a solution for this problem in the USA. A possible solution
is the establishment of a joint project aimed at the disposition of weapons plutonium declared by both
countries as surplus. The form of such an integrated project could be a Joint Consortium for the
production and burning of the MOX fuel in operating power reactors. Having joint management and
jointly developing the “know-how” in MOX fuel fabrication and burning, such a Joint Consortium
could reach the purpose of disposition of excess weapons plutonium faster and with lower costs.
Taking into account the experience of the European corporations in fabrication and burning of MOX
fuel, their participation in a Consortium should also be considered as useful. Scope of works for the
consortium should include volume of researches conducted at the moment within the frames of the
Joint Steering Committee for US/Russian Plutonium Disposition, the French-Russian programme
AIDA-MOX, the trilateral initiative Russia-Germany-France (CHEMOX/DEMOX), the PARALLEX
project (Russia-USA-Canada), various ISTC projects and others.
For the realisation of the disposition programme, an international agreement is required which
should determine sources of financing, along with estimations of rates and volumes of the necessary
investments. At elaboration of such agreement on disposition, it is necessary to consider an
opportunity of commercial delivery abroad of a part of surplus weapons plutonium only for peaceful
use at foreign NPPs, at unconditional fulfilment of norms and rules of nuclear export. For the
formation of an international market of MOX fuel, it is necessary for Russia to refuse its presumption
about zero cost of plutonium (by delivery of fuel abroad).
Status of works and existent database necessary for licensing of VVER-1000 with 1/3 MOX fuel
loading
The calculational studies of the possibility to use plutonium in VVER-1000 reactors have been
carried out in Russia for several years. In the last years significant attention has been given to
questions connected with the use of weapons plutonium. In the moment, under consideration is the
simplest way of involving Pu in the VVER-1000 fuel cycle – the direct substitution of a part of
uranium fuel by MOX fuel without essential changes in core design.
In Russia intensive studies are currently carried out for the modernisation of the VVER-1000
fuel cycles [4]. The main features of improved three- and four-year fuel cycles are the following:
•

use of improved fuel assemblies (FA) with zirconium spacer grids and guiding tubes;

•

use of uranium-gadolinium fuel as a burnable absorber;

•

core loading patterns with reduced neutron leakage.

Comparisons of the currently used design three-year fuel cycle with the modernised one showed
the significant advantages of the latter in a number of important parameters. In particular, the control
and protection system (CPS) efficiency is increased by about 25%. By 2000, the transition to the new
VVER-1000 fuel cycles should be complete, and this fact must be taken into account now while
analysing the parameters of VVER-1000 with MOX fuel.
Starting from results of preliminary researches and analysis of experience of MOX fuel use in
Western PWR reactors, the main attention is given to fuel cycles of VVER-1000, in which the share
of MOX fuel assemblies makes about 1/3. The analysis of calculation results for various variants of
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the VVER-1000 core with 1/3 MOX has shown that the safety characteristics are within the limits
allowable for VVER-1000 reactors. The efficiency of emergency protection is close to the design one,
as its reduction due to presence of plutonium is practically compensated by loading of uranium FAs
under CPS devices, and by increase of absorber efficiency in uranium FAs at the expense of the use of
zirconium as structure material.
Considerations of various VVER-1000 core variants have shown that at replacement 1/3 uranium
fuel by MOX fuel, from 270 to 280 kg of weapons plutonium are disposed annually. The increase of
this quantity approximately up to 800 kg/year can be achieved at the expense of increase of the MOX
FA fraction in the core up to 100%. However, this results in essential changes of the core
characteristics and will apparently require alterations in the design of operating VVER -1000 reactors.
In 1997, the comprehensive programme aimed at the licensing and operation of the VVER-1000
reactors with partial (1/3) core loading with MOX fuel made of weapons-grade plutonium was
elaborated, and in January 1998 this programme was approved by MINATOM of Russia.
The main directions of the work and, therefore, its main results should be the following:
•

calculational and experimental qualification of the MOX fuel use in VVER-1000 reactors;

•

development and realisation of technology for fabrication of MOX fuel, fuel rods and
assemblies for VVER-1000 reactors;

•

preparation and licensing of NPP units with VVER-1000 for the use of 1/3 MOX fuel
assemblies;

•

pilot operation of the three lead test assemblies in a VVER-1000 reactor on Balakovo NPP;

•

pilot operation of serial MOX fuel assemblies in VVER-1000 reactors.

To ensure the fulfilment of works in the frame of this programme, it is expedient to co-ordinate
the works performed on contracts with various countries and to organise co-operation on elaboration
of an international database to expedite the works on licensing MOX fuel use in VVER-1000 reactors.
It is desirable to include in the requirements to international database for licensing of MOX fuel
in VVER-1000 the following items:
•

change of operational parameters of PWR (BWR) MOX fuel assemblies (compared to UOX
fuel);

•

experience in licensing and usage of MOX fuel;

•

out-of-core fuel management (comparison of MOX and UO 2 fuel);

•

change in reactor physics core parameters in normal, transient and accident conditions;

•

pre-irradiated, in-reactor and post-irradiated fuel rod thermal-mechanical behaviour in
normal, transient and accident conditions;

•

main results of MOX international programmes.
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Status of works and existent database necessary for licensing of MOX fuel fabrication for
VVER-1000
A site has not yet been determined in Russia for fabricating fuel elements for the first
experimental VVER-1000 MOX LTAs as well as for large-scale manufacturing. Preliminary
technical requirements were developed for UO2 and PuO2 powders, pellets, fuel elements and LTA for
VVER-1000. The revised schedule of work was prepared for installation of the first experimental
VVER-1000 MOX LTAs in a power reactor. The due dates were specified and experimental fuel
elements tests were detailed in this schedule.
The available international experience in fabricating and using MOX fuel is very useful, but
insufficient for qualification of MOX fuel furnishing in VVER-1000 reactors because of the
considerable differences in materials used, design of fuel elements and fuel assemblies,
water-chemical conditions and parameters of the primary coolant, core control system.
The first experimental VVER-1000 MOX LTAs will be fabricated under the Russian technical
requirements (specifications) that should be developed at the stage of development of technical design
for fuel element and LTA.
Work is under way on the DEMOX project. Russian experts prepared a list of requested
information to be received from Europe to expedite preparation of enterprises, manufacturing,
licensing and installation of MOX LTAs into the power reactor.
Development and manufacturing of MOX fuel, fuel rods, LTAs and FAs for VVER-1000
reactors and their licensing include:
•

development of technology for production of an initial powder PuO2 of ceramic quality from
weapons plutonium;

•

development of manufacturing technology for pellet MOX fuel and fuel rods;

•

development of technology for manufacturing and test of vibro-packed MOX fuel and fuel
rods;

•

development of transport means and casks;

•

preparation for manufacturing and manufacturing of fuel and fuel rods for LTAs;

•

preparation for manufacturing and manufacturing of three LTAs;

•

experimental studies of MOX fuel, post-irradiation examinations;

•

licensing of serial MOX fuel, fuel rods and assemblies for VVER-1000 reactors.

Development of pilot facilities for manufacturing of MOX fuel, fuel rods and fuel assemblies for
a VVER reactor. This facility will probably become a module of a large enterprise on manufacturing
of 5.5 t of MOX fuel per year.
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Conclusions
1. First stage of the disposition of surplus weapons plutonium is the change of its form and its
storage in a specialised storehouse at unconditional fulfilment of the requirements and
conditions of safety, non-proliferation and at presence of the appropriate international
control. The terms of storage and respective costs are determined by capital and operational
costs, as well as by terms of preparation and realisation of the programme of power use of
surplus weapons plutonium.
2. The power use of Russian surplus weapons plutonium corresponds to the state long-term
strategy of nuclear power development.
3. The power “burning” of surplus weapons plutonium can be carried out in the form of MOX
fuel in operating and constructed Russian reactors: in fast neutron reactors (BOR-60,
BN-600, BN-800) and in thermal neutron reactors VVER (VVER-1000). Foreign reactors
CANDU, PWR, BWR can also be used. In the result of the use in power reactors weapons
plutonium will be transferred to a so-call “spent fuel standard” and irreversibility of nuclear
disarmament process will be provided.
4. The fabrication of MOX fuel on industrial scale for the realisation of the programme by 2015
should be carried out with a capacity more than 5.5 tonnes Pu a year. The small-scale
facilities should be involved for improvement of MOX fuel technology of and for
acceleration of the programme realisation.
5. On the initial stage, the programme is unprofitable and will require additional investments in
the range of 1.5-1.7 billion USD. Such a programme can be carried out provided that these
additional expenses will be covered from foreign sources. Available uncertainty in economic
parameters requires constantly to precise their specification with the purpose of minimisation
of economic risk.
th
6. The realisation of burning of surplus weapons plutonium could begin in the 20 century and
will be completed in 2015-2017. For the realisation of the disposition programme, an
international agreement is required which should determine sources of financing, along with
estimations of rates and volumes of the necessary investments.

7. The form of realisation of the joint project aimed at utilisation of excess weapons-Pu could
be an International Consortium for the MOX fuel production and utilisation in operating
power reactors.
8. At elaboration of such agreement on disposition, it is necessary to consider an opportunity of
commercial delivery abroad of a part of surplus weapons plutonium only for peaceful use at
foreign NPPs, at unconditional fulfilment of norms and rules of nuclear export.
9. To expedite the works on licensing the reactors with MOX fuel and MOX fuel manufacturing
it is expedient to develop a database on the world experience on MOX fuel.
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Abstract
Belgian plutonium recycling programmes were initiated in the early 60s.
This paper intends to give an overview of the mixed oxide (MOX) fuel programmes, past and present,
especially focused on physics experiments.
A first part will be devoted to the “VENUS-PRP” programme (1965-1975), in which 28 configurations
in the VENUS critical facility were studied, representing more than 100 cores.
This programme analysed, step by step, the basic properties of MOX fuel compared to UO2 with
simple and clean configurations (cylinders and slabs).
Special attention will be devoted to experiments performed with high
weapons-grade Pu), fuel still available at VENUS.

239

Pu content MOX (similar to

A second part will focus on the “modern” VIP experiments, as the continuation of the previous
programmes. The experiments simulating present BWR and PWR MOX fuel assemblies with high Pu
content (reactor grade) MOX fuel will be presented.
An overview of recent international programmes, jointly managed by Belgonucleaire and CEN/SCK,
in the field of neutron physics and thermomechanical performance of MOX, will be given, including
the DOMO, FIGARO, CALLISTO, ARIANE, NOK-M109, NOK-M308 and GERONIMO programmes.
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A transition from UO2 to MOX fuel: The VENUS-PRP experiments
Between 1965 and 1980 a large experimental programme on the physics of plutonium recycling
was executed in the VENUS facility of SCK•CEN at Mol. During this period, more than 100
criticality on 28 configurations were obtained.
Fuel
235
The reference fuel which served for the experiment was pure UO2 enriched at 4% U/Ut.
Next, enriched UO2 fuel with a small amount of Pu, simulating burnt UO2 was fabricated. Keeping the
same fissile content (in the sense of mass fraction) of UO2, the content of Pu was 1% (weapons-grade
235
quality) combined with UO2 enriched to 3% U. After that, high quality reactor grade Pu
(82% fissile, from MAGNOX fuels) served to fabricate fuel enriched to 2.7% in Pu, the enrichment of
235
U being 2.0 w/o in U, always keeping the same fissile content.

MOX fuel (without enriched UO2) consisted in 4.3 w/o Pu (weapons-grade quality) or 5.1 w/o
(poor quality Pu) with natural UO2. Special agreements between the USA and Belgium, issued from
World War II, in the field of civil nuclear energy permitted transfer of such materials and reactor
technology.
The fuel was cladded with stainless steel, and MOX fuel was fabricated by different processes
(vibrocompaction or pellets).
Configurations
A standard grid with a square pitch of 1.303 cm (identical to the PWR SENA reactor located at
the Belgian-French border) was used in the experiments. Three moderating ratios could be realised
using the same grid: one time the pitch, two times the pitch and 1.4*pitch (diagonal arrangement).
Figure 1 shows the 28 studied configurations. Simple geometries, (cores 1-5 for example)
consisting of cylinder and slab were initially tested, permitting a clean and simple theoretical
approach on homogeneous or two-zone cores. After that, multi-zone cores (configurations 6-14),
permitted detailed study of interface effects with special investigation on power peaking in MOX
zone at an UO2 interface or close to a water gap. “Perturbation” or “substitution” experiments focused on
reactivity effects and/or local flux perturbations, by different kinds of fuel and/or absorbing materials.
The last modelled cores simulated more complicated geometries (Figure 1, configuration 25, for
example) or mock-up fuel assemblies (configuration 26, representing PWR 14 ×14 FA).
Experiments
The following aspects were measured in VENUS during the PRP experiments:
•

Moderation effect using various lattice pitches and moderator apparent density (by means of
aluminium micro-rods).

•

Criticality data, such as critical size, axial and radial buckling and reactivity effect of the
water level (for partially flooded cores).
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•

Spectrum indexes (cross-sections of

•

Spatial reaction rate distributions, especially at the interface between different fuels type or
at the border of water gaps. Flux distributions inside fuel rods “disadvantage factor” were
measured. Standard techniques such as foil activation measurements and gamma-scanning
were used.

•

Absorbing material worth, (UO2-Gd2O3, B4C, Pyrex, and AIC). It is noteworthy that exactly
the same measurements were made for various fuel type including UO 2.

•

Boron worth by dilution of boric acid in the moderator (some experiments have been
conducted up to 2025 ppm boron).

235

U relative to 239Pu).

Focus on weapons-grade Pu MOX experiments
239

As shown in Table 1, high-grade Pu (96%) plutonium was used to fabricate MOX with natural
UO2. The total quantity of MOX manufactured with this Pu reached some 12 meters of fuel pellets,
and is still available in VENUS.
The deepest investigation of this type of fuel was realised with configuration 17 (see Figure 1).
A central “substitution zone” of 7×7 fuel rods surrounded by an UO2 driver zone permitted to insert
different kind of fuels and to make intercomparisons. Although the substitution zone was relatively
small, the centre was at equilibrium neutronic conditions, as the measurements have confirmed.
Similar measurements have been made with three different fuels: “2/2.7”, “0.7/4.3”, “0.7/5.1”,
(see Table 1), inserted one by one in the substitution zone.
239
The available quantity of High- Pu MOX fuel was not sufficient for 49 (7×7) fuel rods of 50 cm
in length, thus use was made of partially MOX fuel rods (axially zoned 0.7/5.1 with 07/4.3 in the
central part), but ensuring that the length of MOX was sufficient to reach equilibrium neutronic
conditions in the centre.

This fuel is still available in VENUS; more specific and actual fuel assembly designs could be
checked with experiments using this fuel [1].
The measured nuclear characteristics during the experiment were:
•

criticality;

•

radial fission rate distribution (in the central part and along a diagonal in the UO2 driver
zone), giving:
− interface UO2-MOX power effects;
− pin power distributions;
− power sharing P(UO2)/P(MOX);

•

spectrum indexes (F5/F9 measurements).
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The figure hereafter gives an example of results of this experiment showing power peaking at the
interface and power sharing UO2/MOX, for the three different kinds of MOX fuels, and clearly
showing the incidence of Pu isotopic.
Power Distribution ( 3 MOX fuels)
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The modern VIP experiments [2]
BR3 reactor was shut down in 1987. The last operation cycle was 4D2, but 4E was already
planned and the fuel (mainly MOX) was fabricated.
BR3 is a small core of 41 MWth, using highly enriched fuel with an active length of 1 m. For the
cycle 4E, a lot of MOX fuels rods were already fabricated at the BN-Dessel plant. This fresh fuel was
used to perform critical experiment in the VENUS facility.
This fuel:
•

has commercial reactor specifications (pressurisation, dishes, ...);

•

is made with representative reactor grade Pu isotopics (70 w/o fissile, 20w/o
depleted UO2;

•

has high Pu content: up to 14w/o Pu/u+Pu;

•

is of “17×17” PWR design (dimensions, cladding).

240

Pu), with

In addition, a new grid (pitch = 1.26 cm) was available at VENUS. With the participation of
several countries (Japan, United Kingdom, Belgium, and later Korea and France), “VIP” VENUS
International Programmes were set up.
A summary of the VIP experiments is given in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the different MOX
assemblies mock-ups that have been tested during the “VIP Programmes”.
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VIP-BWR experiments
VIP-BWR experiments were devoted to BWR assemblies, type 8×8. The centre of the facility
was loaded with four BWR fuel assembly mock-ups. Two of them, diagonally placed were kept
constant and the other two (the tested fuel assemblies) were modified:
•

in VIP-BWR-allUO2, they consisted of UO2 fuel assemblies, for reference;

•

in VIP-BWR-allMOX, they consisted of MOX fuel assemblies, with four different Pu
contents and 14 Gd rods in each test assembly;

•

in VIP-BWR-IMOX, a MOX-Island design was tested.

Figure 3 shows a cross-section of these assemblies.
Several parameters, for the validation of nuclear design codes were measured:
•

criticality (by means of critical water level and reactivity worth of the water level);

•

power distribution (by means of a power run followed by gamma scanning of individual rods
and micro fission chamber measurements);

•

spectrum indexes (F5/F9 by measuring foil that have been inserted inside dismountable
MOX rods).

Inside the four central assemblies, different water densities simulated hot and cold states using
Al rods and overcladding.
VIP-PWR experiments
The core configuration is shown in Figure 2, representing a cross with a central PWR MOX fuel
assembly. The VIP experiments consisted of two mock-ups:
•

VIP-PWR-allMOX;

•

VIP-PWR-GD, 16 Gd rods being inserted in the MOX fuel assembly.

In addition to the standard measurements (criticality, power distribution), special attention was
drawn on:
•

interface effects between MOX and UO 2 (important for the zoning design of the MOX FA);

•

power sharing between UO2 and MOX fuels;

•

detector response.

In the centre of UO2 and MOX assemblies, fission chambers were introduced, and the ratio
“Response in MOX / Response in UO2” was deduced. This last aspect addresses a crucial problem in
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mixed cores: How could the power of MOX fuel assemblies in cores containing both UO2 and MOX
fuels, be deduced from the in-core instrumentation response (fission chambers)? Recent core start-up
measurements have shown that this problem was no totally solved in western reactors.
VIPEX programme
In the continuity of VIP programme, VIPEX was more focused on reactivity effects and other
fine measurements. It was also decided to investigate in more detail the detector response. In the
frame of the VIPEX programme, several different parameters have been measured:
•

AM241 yield reactivity effect (by comparison of critical parameters of VIP and VIPEX
cores, basically the same, but six years older);

•

control rod worth by step-by-step introduction of up to 20 AIC control rods inside the MOX
fuel assembly;

•

detector response complementary investigation (repetition of VIP measurements and
activation foil measurements);

•

flux tilt (azimuthal variation) inside a MOX rod at the UO 2 interface;

•

water density effect (by the change of apparent water density from 0.7 gr/cc to 1 gr/cc) inside
the MOX fuel;

•

beta-effective measurements (by two different techniques).

VIPO programme
Theoretical investigations have shown that for highly-enriched Pu lattices (more than 12% Pu),
the reactivity insertion due to voidage of MOX lattices could be positive, namely due to thermal
captures reduction in Pu isotopes. The VIPO programme simulated the loss of coolant inside a highly
Pu-enriched MOX zone by the introduction of a “void box”.
Reactivity effects, as well as fission rate distribution (across the voided zone) have been
measured for both “voided” and “non voided” configurations. The core was a very simple
configuration: a central MOX zone (of 14×14 rods) surrounded by an UO2 feeding zone.
Experimental data (criticality and fission rate distribution inside and outside the void box) served
to benchmark several neutronic codes.
Recent international programmes [3]
As a MOX fuel manufacturer, BELGONUCLEAIRE is traditionally concerned by the validation,
performance and the behaviour of MOX fuel in various irradiation conditions.
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The major interest in such a field is focused on a continuous updating and completeness of MOX
fuel databases through the promotion of R&D work mainly devoted to validation and licensing
questions of plutonium recycling in commercial reactors.
For more than 18 years, such work has been proposed through a set of international programmes,
the goal of which being an attractive share of the budget and of the resulting data between several
organisations directly concerned by MOX fuel and its various aspects within all phases of the fuel
cycle. Such organisations are mainly fuel designers and manufacturers, research laboratories, utilities
as well as organisations in charge of wastes, fuel handling and storage activities. The table hereafter
gathers the recent MOX fuel programmes.
MOX fuel behaviour
PRIMO (PWR)
CALLISTO (PWR)
DOMO (BWR)
FIGARO (PWR)
NOK-M109 (PWR)
NOK-M308 (PWR)
GERONIMO (BWR)

MOX fuel core physics data
VIP-PWR
VIP-BWR
VIPO
ARIANE
VIPEX
REBUS*

* In preparation
ARIANE
The ARIANE programme investigates irradiated fuel rods at various burn-up levels and at
various operating conditions and will serve to validate computer code used in the licensing. ARIANE
use an extensive programme of radiochemistry measurements.
Accent is focused on accuracy in determining actinides, minor actinides and fission products
analysed in three laboratories (SCK•CEN, TUI and PSI) and extracted after extended irradiation
in commercial reactors such as BEZNAU-1 (MOX samples), GÖSGEN (UO2 samples) and
DODEWAARD (MOX and UO2 samples).
PRIMO and DOMO
These programmes, completed in 1994 and 1996 respectively, were focused on fission gas
release and microstructure at extended burn-ups in PWR and BWR respectively. The MOX rod
failure threshold has been determined and it has been shown that it is similar to UO 2.
FIGARO
The objective of that programme, now near completion, was to evaluate the thermal behaviour of
MOX fuel at burn-up of about 50 GWd/tM and to compare the MOX and UO2 fission gas release
threshold. The results show essentially that the fuel conductivity degradation with burn-up follows the
same rule as in UO2. About fission gas release, on-line pressure measurements indicate that
temperature threshold for gas release is close to that of UO 2.
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NOK-M109
Taking the opportunity of the extraction of the 2 FIGARO rods from a BEZNAU-1 MOX
assembly M109 irradiated during five cycles, eight additional MOX rods were extracted as well.
The PIE programme, focusing mainly on fission gas release, is now completed.
Results allow to study MIMAS MOX behaviour at high burn-up, considering various power
histories and fuel fabrication parameters.
NOK-M308 (PWR) and GERONIMO (BWR)
These two programmes aim at increase the MOX performance database at still increasing
burn-up (58 GWd/tM peak pellet for NOK-M308, 65 GWd/tM for GERONIMO). Post irradiation
examination and ramp tests are performed on MIMAS fuel segments.
One another objective for the NOK-M308 programme is a comparison with an alternative MOX
fabrication process. These alternative MOX segments have been fabricated by PSI from the gelation
process.
The NOK-M308 programme started in 1997 with the extraction of segmented rods from the
mother assembly irradiated in BEZNAU-1. PIE and ramp programmes are underway.
The GERONIMO programme, just officially started, focuses on irradiation of full-length rods
and segmented rods in GUNDREMMINGEN BWR. Extractions are foreseen in 1999 and 2001.
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Table 1. Summary of MOX experiments performed in the VENUS facility
Name

VIP-PWR
VIP-PWR-GD

Lattice
fuel

Plutonium
contents
(w/o PuO2)

SQUARE
Mock-up of 17×17 PWR
three-zoned MOX FA
surrounded by UO2 FAs
(3.3 w/o 235U)
Lattice pitch: 1.26 cm
3

Plutonium
isotopics

H-MOX: 14.4%
M-MOX: 9.7%
L-MOX: 5.4%
in depleted UO2

238

Pu:
Pu:
Pu:
241
Pu:
242
Pu:
239

240

01%
63%
22%
09%
05%

Mod. to fuel
vol. ratio

1.9

Nr of configurations
accur. of measurement

2 (all MOX+MOX-Gd)

Water density:
0.7 gr/cc

Water level: 0.1-0.2%
Fiss. rate distrib.: 1-2%
Detector response: 0.3%
Axial B2: 1.5%

VIPEX-PWR

Density: 10.4 gr/cm
Fuel diameter: 0.82 cm
Cladding: Zr4
Outer diameter: 0.95 cm

id.

id to VIP-PWR
(Pu + 5 years)

id.

1
8
4
3

(basic)
(control rod width)
(beta-effective)
(over-moderation)

VIPO

Square MOX zone (14×14)
surrounded by UO2

id.

id to VIP-PWR
(Pu + 3 years)

1.7
(no guide
tubes)

1
1
2
1

(H MOX; flooded)
(H-MOX; flooded)
(H-MOX; voided)
(M-MOX; voided)

VENUS-PRP

SQUARE
% U5/U / % PuO2
Cylindrical or square core,
homogeneous or multi-zone,
or FAs mock-ups
Lattice pitch’s:
1.30 cm (mainly)
1.82 cm
2.60 cm
UO2, PuO2 with natural or
enriched UO2
Fuel diameter: 0.9 cm
Cladding: SS304
Outer diameter: 0.98 cm

4.0

/

0.0

3.1

/

1.0

2.0

/

2.7

0.7

/

4.3

0.7

/

5.1

same fissile
content for all fuels

2
/
2.7

239

3
/
1

239

0.7
/
4.3

239

0.7
/
5.1

239
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Pu: 79%
Pu: 17%
Pu: 03%
242
Pu: 01%
240
241

Pu: 92%
Pu: 07%
Pu: 01%

240
241

Pu: 96%
Pu: 04%

240

Pu: 79%
Pu: 17%
Pu: 03%
242
Pu: 01%
240
241

28 configurations,
Total = 100 cores
1.5
3.9
9.4
Water density:
1.0 gr/cc or
0.7 gr/cc
Pure or
borated

Figure 1. VENUS-PRP Experiments (1967-1975) configurations layouts
Shaded areas denote MOX fuel
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Figure 2. Venus-VIP experiments (1989-1998)
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Figure 3. VIP (a) BWR and (b) PWR fuel assemblies configurations
(a)

(b)
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PLUTONIUM RECYCLING AND USE OF MOX
FUEL IN PWR – EDF OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Jean-Luc Provost
Électricité de France (EDF)
Fuel Operations and Strategy Group

Abstract
The EDF operating experience in the domain of plutonium recycling and the use of MOX fuel in
PWRs is described.
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Background
The origins of EDF’s strategy
From the very beginning of the nuclear programme, EDF’s strategy has focused on “closing the
fuel cycle”, in other words integrating fuel reprocessing and the recycling of reusable materials.
The feasibility of recycling plutonium in PWR reactors had been successfully demonstrated on
several occasions, since 1963 at the BR3 reactor of the Belgian nuclear centre at Mol, and since 1974
at Chooz A power station.
It was against this background that the joint studies undertaken in 1983/1984 by an EDF/CEA
task force and COGEMA confirmed the feasibility of recycling plutonium in PWRs in the form of
mixed oxide UO2/PuO2.
From the administrative standpoint, EDF had prudently anticipated the possibility of loading
plutonium fuel into sixteen 900 MWe PWRs, which had been designed from the outset for plutonium
use without the NSS systems undergoing major modifications.
The implementation of this policy was marked in 1987 by the loading of 16 MOX fuel
assemblies into Reactor 1 at Saint Laurent B. As of July 1998, 16 reactors have been loaded with
960 or so assemblies (corresponding to 440 tHM of MOX or 23 t of Pu).
Today, the understanding of the properties of plutonium has grown significantly since the launch
of research on the FBR programme. Plutonium oxide’s physical and neutron behaviour is well known.
Its modelling is now available as well as experimentally validated.
The current situation
EDF’s current strategy is to match the reprocessing programme with MOX fuel industrial
manufacturing capacity to avoid excessive stockpiling of separated plutonium, a material that
cannot be stored for long periods due to the formation of americium 241 (a neutron poison and
gamma emitter). This means that the amount of plutonium extracted will not exceed what can be
consumed in a reactor. This is routinely called the “equal flow” strategy.
EDF has entered into a long-term reprocessing contract with COGEMA, and one of the two
plants at La Hague (UP2 plant: 850 tHM) is now entirely dedicated to reprocessing its PWR fuel.
To match MOX industrial manufacturing capacity with the UP2 plant, the MELOX large-capacity
plant (administrative capacity: 100 tHM/year) reached its full capacity by 1997.
Adaptation of EDF 900 MW PWR plants for recycling
Reactor adaptation
The larger quantity of plutonium in the core shifts the neutron spectrum towards higher energy
levels, thereby reducing the efficiency of the control systems.
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Some minor modifications were necessary concerning reactor control. Due to the hardening of
the neutron spectrum, the efficiency of neutron absorbers is reduced, in particular the efficiency
of soluble boron and control rods. Reactivity control has been addressed through different aspects:
the reactivity shutdown margin, the safety injection system and the capacity of the make-up system to
control the boron concentration (particularly for shutdown situations). It was necessary to verify that
the control system was compatible with that new type of fissile material during power variations and
for different levels of burn-up since the reactivity evolution with irradiation is different for UO2
and for MOX. Especially, calculations had to be made for the different situations of accidental
transients which are taken into account in the safety studies.
PWR protection and safeguard systems sizing is governed by a limited number of abnormal
situations representative of the risks involved. Incidents where the impact of utilisation of MOX
assemblies is most marked are breaks on secondary side, in particular steam pipe breaks, and LOCA.
Finally, the reduced neutron absorber worth needed to improve the control rod pattern, to
increase boron concentration of the boron make-up storage tank and to increase boron concentration
of the refuelling water storage tank, in order that the reactor not remains critical after action of the
protection and safeguard systems.
Concerning the control rods, it was decided to increase the antireactivity margin by adding four
shutdown RCCA. In fact, 900 MW PWRs built by FRAMATOME contain 53 control rods and eight
excess possibilities have been reserved in the vessel head, four of them were used for new control
rods. With a similar objective, it was decided to increase the boron concentration of the refuelling
water storage tank from 2000 ppm to 2500 ppm.
MOX transport and handling
For reasons of physical protection due to the presence of neutron and gamma emitters
241
( Pu, Am) in MOX fuel, some transport and handling specificities have been implemented.
238

A transport container has been developed for new MOX assemblies. Compared to the container
used to transport new uranium assemblies, the MOX fuel container contains additional mechanical
and radiation protection devices that make it heavier. Consequently, the handling crane in the fuel
building had to be reinforced.
Moreover, due to the fact that plutonium needs highly safe handling equipment, redundant
protections have been added to the winch to avoid any incidental unwinding.
The handling procedure itself was modified. Usually, the fresh fuel container is opened at an
intermediate level floor (+14 m) of the fuel building and the assemblies are winded up to the upper
floor (+20 m) to be examined and then put either in a dry storage pit or in the pool. For MOX fuel,
the container is directly lifted to the upper floor. After appropriate examinations, the fresh fuel is put
directly in the pool. The complete handling scheme is defined in a such manner that the bottom of the
fuel assembly (always handled vertically) in never higher than 70 cm over the floor level. Due to
radiations, the number of involved operators has been limited to those strictly necessary to perform
the operation (eight people).
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Fresh fuel inspection
Some specific examinations are added to those normally performed before and after fresh fuel
container opening; they concern radioprotection (gamma and neutron activity) and temperature
measurements.
Especially, it was necessary to review the procedure for verifying the integrity of MOX fuel
assemblies, the activity of which do not allow to perform the usual visual verifications. In this
respect, a review of the examinations performed on site was made, with the experience obtained
during more than ten years on UO2 fuel operation, in order to limit these examinations to the really
necessary ones.
A cell for fresh MOX fuel examination has been designed by EDF and was installed on the upper
floor of the fuel building. This cell has an optical system which permits to perform visual
examination with reduced doses.
Other measures have been taken to comply with Euratom and French government regulations
on plutonium. A number of rules relating to the physical protection and information relay aspects of
plutonium transport have been adopted. Similarly, new devices and procedures have been introduced
at plant sites to improve protection of the fuel until its loading into the reactor.
Spent MOX transport
Spent MOX assemblies are transported to the reprocessing plant or to the central storage facility
in casks containing batches of four MOX assemblies surrounded by eight uranium assemblies.
MOX assemblies, with a burn-up of 40 GWd/t, need a minimum cooling period of about two and
a half years in the reactor deactivation pool (compared with just one year for UO2 assemblies).
The first shipment of four assemblies was delivered to La Hague in January 1996. Ten shipments
have been carried out during 1996, and 16 shipments during 1997.
Fuel design – Core management
Assembly design
MOX rods, together with all components of the MOX assembly, are designed to meet the same
mechanical and thermohydraulic specifications as those set for uranium assemblies. The MOX
skeleton is identical to the FRAGEMA skeleton of a typical advanced uranium assembly (AFA-2G).
A MOX assembly contains only mixed oxide rods. The plutonium oxide is mixed with depleted
235
uranium oxide (0.25% U) from the enrichment plants to maximise the quantity of plutonium per
assembly so as to keep down overall cycle cost.
To achieve more balanced rod power distribution in the assemblies, three plutonium contents are
used in the MOX assembly (zoning). The low content zones are positioned at the periphery of the
MOX assembly in order to compensate for local power variations in the interface zones with
the uranium assemblies induced by the large increase of the fission cross-section of the MOX
compared to the UO2.
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To match the energy equivalence of 3.25% enriched uranium fuel, the average plutonium content
is adjusted using an equivalence formula that takes account of the isotopic composition of the
plutonium. As the main part of the irradiated fuel reprocessed by EDF originates from the PWR
reactors, the isotopic composition of the plutonium is about 70% of fissile isotopes of plutonium (239
and 241).
The maximum average plutonium assay authorised today is 5.3%. In the short term, this limit
may prove insufficient for degraded plutonium resulting from four-batch core UO2 management
(assemblies enriched to 3.7% and irradiated to 45 GWd/t). EDF objective for the end of 1998 is to
obtain the authorisation to raise this limit to about 7.1% in order to achieve U-3.25% energy
equivalence.
MOX assemblies are designed for reprocessing at La Hague. Their suitability for reprocessing
is guaranteed by the supplier. This requires monitoring pellet solubility in nitric acid during the
manufacturing stage.
Core management
As the presence of MOX assemblies in a core tends to reduce the efficiency of the control
systems (boron and control rod clusters), the number of MOX assemblies is currently limited to 30%
(48 assemblies of a total of 157 in a 900 MW PWR).
This initially meant opting for three-batch core management, with refuelling loads consisting of
16 MOX assemblies and 36 3.25% enriched uranium assemblies. The average burn-up rate per MOX
reload is about 36 GWd/t under this type of management.
Since 1993, EDF has been undertaking “hybrid” management: three-batch core for MOX fuel
and four-batch core for 3.70% enriched uranium fuel, each reload being made up of 16 MOX
assemblies and 28 uranium assemblies. This type of management makes it possible to enjoy the
advantages of uranium four-batch core management, while keeping MOX burn-up within acceptable
limits. The average burn-up rate per MOX reload is maintained at around 36 GWd/t and the maximum
assembly burn-up rate at 40 GWd/t, compared with the 50 GWd/t reached by UO2 assemblies.
MOX’s limited depletion performance corresponds to the different physical behaviour of MOX
pellets to that of UO 2 pellets (higher temperature and greater fission gas release).
EDF’s objective is to use MOX fuel equivalent to the uranium in four-batch core management by
the beginning of the next century. MOX fuel will be equivalent to uranium fuel enriched to 3.70%
and could reach 50 GWd/t in the future. Studies on a such design are implemented up to now, beyond
the scope of the “MOX parity” project.
Using MOX: The EDF experience
Usable feedback
The first batch of 16 MOX assemblies was loaded into Saint Laurent B1 in September 1987.
Saint Laurent B2 received its first MOX reload in September 1988.
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Gravelines 3 and 4 received their first reload of 16 MOX assemblies in 1989. A fifth reactor,
Dampierre 1, was loaded with MOX in 1990. A sixth reactor, Dampierre 2, was in turn loaded with
MOX fuel in 1993. In 1994, a seventh reactor, Blayais 2, was fuelled with MOX. Recently, nine
new reactors have been fuelled with MOX: Tricastin 2 and Tricastin 3 in 1996, and Tricastin 1,
Tricastin 4, Blayais 1 and Gravelines 1 in 1997, Gravelines 2, Dampierre 3 and Dampierre 4 in 1998.
Today, in September 1998, about 960 MOX assemblies had been loaded and 23 t of plutonium
recycled at EDF’s PWR reactors, thereby constituting a wealth of experience in MOX recycling
in PWRs.
Reactor operation
The loading patterns take account of the recommendations concerning MOX fuel led by the
physical properties of plutonium. One example is the limited number of MOX assemblies at the core
periphery to prevent a build-up of fluence in the reactor vessel. Loading pattern optimisation with
these constraints is achieved without difficulty.
Load follow operation, initially authorised on an experimental basis for reactors at Saint
Laurent B, have passed off without incident. Since 1995, load follow has been authorised and applied
to all reactors recycling plutonium. Power ramp tests, implemented in the beginning of the 90s, have
shown that MOX fuel behaves better than UO 2 fuel in terms of pellet/cladding interaction.
Reactor operation in load follow mode has not posed any problems for operators either.
One benefit observed was a cut in the volume of liquid waste due to the weaker influence of xenon;
the volume of liquid waste generated during load follow fell by about 30%.
Improvements in computation procedures relating to core behaviour supervision have resulted
in greater consistency between predicted values and the measurements taken during start-up tests and
operation (neutronic flux maps). Computer models to test the behaviour of MOX rods have also been
validated by physical measurements taken during operation as well as by post-irradiation inspection.
On the whole, EDF considers the operation of MOX-recycling PWRs satisfactory.
In-core fuel behaviour
Since their introduction as a PWR fuel in 1987, some 960 MOX assemblies have been loaded
into 16 PWRs. Today, 430 of these assemblies have terminated their three irradiation cycles.
The average discharge burn-up of MOX assemblies is 37.5 GWd/t, and the maximum observed is
40 GWd/t after three cycles. For experimental purposes, four assemblies were loaded for a fourth
cycle in 1994 on Gravelines 4 and the burn-up achieved was 44.5 GWd/t. Another experiment of one
fourth cycle assembly has been completed in 1996 on Gravelines 4, reaching a burn-up of 47 GWd/t.
The more recent one has been completed in May 98 on Dampierre 2 with a Melox standard
manufacturing assembly reaching a burn-up of 47 GWd/t.
So far, the behaviour of MOX assemblies has been satisfactory. The first clad failure, due to
debris, was identified at the end of Cycle 11 in Dampierre 1 in July 1993. Since this clad failure was
within the limits set by refuelling standards, the assembly was reloaded for another cycle. During this
period, primary circuit activity was closely monitored and no abnormal developments were observed.
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A second clad failure occurred in March 1997 in Tricastin 2 on a first cycle MOX. This assembly
has been repaired and was reloaded in June 98 (one cycle later). This second failure is also probably
due to a debris.
Eleven years of reactor operation on recycled MOX assemblies, corresponding to 73 reactor
cycles, is an adequate demonstration of the outstanding performance of this fuel, which compares
with UO2 for reliability.
The outlook for EDF
In light of the highly satisfactory performance of reactors operating on MOX fuel, EDF is
pressing ahead with its recycling policy based on the equal flow principle (matching of the
reprocessing and recycled plutonium streams).
Today, 20 PWRs are authorised to recycle MOX fuel, 16 with the origin building decree, and the
four PWRs of Chinon which have obtained the authorisation to use MOX by publication of a decree
in July 1998. Currently, EDF has 16 PWRs loaded with MOX and plans the progressive introduction
of MOX into the four Chinon plants in the next years. Public inquiries will be commissioned to
authorise eight new PWRs to recycle plutonium, thus raising the number of MOX-fuelled PWRs
to 28.
A number of experiments and studies are under way with a view to achieving higher MOX
discharge burn-up rates (50 GWd/t) and more economical core management, to reach the parity
between MOX and UO2 (the “MOX parity” project):
•

examination of irradiated materials to improve understanding of fuel rod behaviour;

•

neutron model validation for high plutonium contents;

•

fuel management studies (annual four-batch core management);

•

optimising fuel rod design to accommodate greater fission gas release;

•

NSSS safety studies assessing the impact of loading higher quantities of plutonium into the
core on the efficiency of control systems during accidental transients.

As regards safety, consequences of the MOX fuel evolution must be considered for each step of
the fuel cycle to demonstrate the consistency with safety criteria and radiological limitations. It will
be necessary to anticipate actions in order to ensure the full coherence of the fuel cycle management.
Conclusions
Reprocessing/recycling technology has reached maturity in France. Spent fuel reprocessing and
recycling of the separated fissile materials remains the main option for the back-end cycle.
Today, EDF considers the operation of MOX-recycling PWRs satisfactory. Experience feedback
shows that, in global terms, MOX cores behaviour is equivalent to that of UO2 cores in terms of
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operation and in terms of safety. The reliability of MOX fuel in PWRs has been confirmed by the
experimental results as well as the operating experience to be equivalent than UO 2 fuel.
The “MOX parity” project is in progress, to manage MOX and UO2 fuel with similar
performances for each aspect of plant operation (safety, reliability, flexibility), this improved
economical core management can be implemented on the EDF plants by the beginning of the next
century.
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GERMAN KNOW-HOW ON PU RECYCLING AND ITS
UTILISATION FOR DISPOSITION OF WEAPONS-GRADE PU

Gerhard J. Schlosser
Siemens AG, Power Generation (KWU)

Abstract
The MOX introduction in LWRs (PWR and BWR) was started in Germany with initial steps of
design in the early 70s (Part I). The process of commercial utilisation of Pu recycling was started
on the basis of these designs at KWO (PWR at Obrigheim) and KRB-A (BWR at Gundremmingen).
The needs of testing and validation of used methods could mainly be fulfilled by the insertion of
initial MOX FA reloads. Experiments with these early MOX FAs have been conducted under fully
realistic power reactor conditions for neutronic/nuclear and fuel/technological aspects.
The validated design procedures and experimental results have been used in the MOX licensing
process (Part II) for the other German reactors which started Pu recycling up to now. The licensing
requirements are fully in compliance with e.g. licensing for U- and U/Gd FAs at higher enrichment
for increased burn-up.
The main interest of the presentation (Part III) is to show the way in which existing know-how can be
used to help speed up the disposition of excess weapons grade Pu.
The PWR relevant MOX know-how was used in bilateral co-operation between Germany and Russia
in the past and is now introduced in the new trilateral co-operation by France, Germany and Russia.
Via the consortium led by Siemens Power Corporation the BWR specific MOX know-how can also
be utilised in the US programme for reactor based disposition of weapons-grade Pu.
Besides physics and fuel performance of MOX the above mentioned projects include the design and
construction of MOX fuel fabrication facilities based on industrially proven technology and existing
equipment for commercial recycling of reactor grade Pu.
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Introduction
The technology of Pu recycling has been developed in Germany by Siemens/KWU since 1966
(Table 1) [1]. Mainly on the recycling programmes conducted at the PWR plant at Obrigheim (KWO)
and the first BWR plant at Gundremmingen (KRB-A) the needs of testing and validation of used
methods have been fulfilled.
Table 1. Early plutonium recycle experience of Siemens/KWU
Reactor
VAK
(Kahl)

MZFR
(Karlsruhe)
KWL
(Lingen)
KRB-1
(Gundremmingen)

KWO
(Obrigheim)

Year of
insertion
1966
1969
1970
1973
1975
1976
1972

Type and number of
inserted assemblies all-Pu
01 **
04 **
01 **
01 **

Island

16
18
18
18

08 **

1970

1 (Pu/Th)

1974
1975
1976
1978
1972
1973
1974
1975
1983

16 **
24 **
24 **
16 **
01 **
08 **
04 **
08 **
04 **

Number of
rods inserted
0036
0144
0180
0197
0144
0144
0296
0015
0560
0840
0840
0560
0180
1440
0720
1440
0720

* KWU participation
** Not inserted
In the same way as these results have been used in the licensing process to insert MOX into the
other German NPPs the existing experience and the available experimental procedures can be directly
transferred to establish the reactor based disposition of weapons-grade Pu.
Design of MOX use in LWRs and the verification process
The political intentions in Germany as related to Pu recycling have from the very beginning
been to:
•

improve resource utilisation and waste disposal;

•

avoid proliferation risks;

•

establish the fuel cycle (which could be also used for future fast breeders).
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Any design of MOX fuel assemblies (FAs) and MOX containing cores has to obey the same
safety requirements as for normal cores with U (oxide) fuel; Pu-bearing fuel rods and FAs have to
meet the same thermal and mechanical limits as specified for U fuel.
Specific additional costs associated with the fabrication of MOX fuel give an incentive to select
the Pu concentrations as high as possible under nuclear and thermal limitations. Pu should be
concentrated in a minimum of fuel rods, but also in a minimum of MOX FAs to minimise the
additional costs for fabrication and transportation [2].
The neighbouring U fuel rods and especially water gaps between assemblies and inner water
areas in assemblies (as in BWR) influence the MOX FA designs. The “all plutonium” assembly is an
assembly comprising MOX fuel rods only. This design is clearly more appropriate for PWRs, where
the effect of guide-thimbles on flux and power peaking are corrected by an adequate choice of
enrichment mapping. The early proposal for KRB-A and actual MOX FAs for large BWRs use this
configuration with advantages, too.
The design of MOX FAs is such that, in conjunction with the currently normal reload batches
and reload strategies, they achieve burn-ups comparable to U FAs and do not noticeably alter the
length of the cycles.
The designs of MOX FAs for KWO and KRB-A obey these design requirements. The verification
of the design methods was foreseen by specific loading of the MOX FAs in the reactors and by
reactor measurements, usual core follow, post irradiation examinations and some special experiments.
The questions asked and the answers given can be explained on the MOX insertions at KWO in
the years 1972-1978 [1,3]. A prototype MOX FA was loaded in 1972 at an outer core edge not
sensitive to highest local power to have early access on partly burnt MOX fuel rods (e.g. beginning
with one cycle). Table 2 demonstrates some characteristic points of the specific loadings in these
years. They were used to study the power distribution on the basis of aero ball activation; MOX FAs
being neighbouring or at aero ball positions with U FAs at homologue core positions. From this we
learned that we had not to fear unsymmetric loadings! Further on in some cycles parts of the MOX
FAs were loaded at control rod positions to compare the reactivity worth to avoid restrictions in the
MOX FA positioning.
Table 2. Pu-recycle history in KWO
Cycle
4
5
6
7
8

Year
72/73
73/74
74/75
75/76
76/77

RL 72
1
1

No. of Pu FAs in the core
RL 73
RL 74
RL 75
8
1
1

In RCC-Pos.
1

7
7

4
4

8
8

4
4

No. of Pu FAs
In AB-Pos. With hom. U FAs
1
1
2
1
1
1+4
5
1+7
3
3

For an early qualification of the methods on influences by MOX loadings on:
•

critical boron concentration;

•

boron worth;

•

moderator temperature coefficient;
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•

control rod worth;

•

local power distribution in the MOX FA;

a separate critical experiment at the KRITZ facility was conducted with the original MOX and U rods
of the KWO reload foreseen for 1973-74 [1]. An array of one central MOX or U FA was surrounded
by the rods of about six U FAs. No significant deviations were found between measurements and
calculated results.
The lower reactivity worth of control rod insertion into fresh MOX FAs – as also predicted by
the theory – is without relevance to safety aspects. The shut down margin is at the minimum at the
end of cycle, where the low moderator temperature coefficient causes a higher reactivity release at a
postulated cool down during a main steam line brake accident. This is a significant drawback for all
critical experiments as long as they cannot be conducted with burnt fuel.
Control rod measurements at KWO have been conducted at the start up of Cycle 5 (1973-74) and
Cycle 7 (1975-76) to close this gap [1]. By adapted loadings the control rod worth at different coolant
temperatures was measured for MOX and U FAs at homologous positions. The results are conclude
that the loss of control rod worth in MOX FAs:
•

declines with increasing burn-up;

•

declines with decreasing moderator temperature.

The only open wish until now is to verify the calculated shut down margin of a PWR core with a
high (equilibrium) MOX loading at EOC conditions by a detailed measurement programme lasting
2-3 days until the Xe poisoning has vanished.
Further results related to neutronic/nuclear properties were reached by the usual start-up
measurements and measurements during the MOX containing cycles for reactivity coefficients
(e.g. boron worth, coolant and fuel temperature coefficients) and on the global power distribution
(via aero ball and other in-core detectors).
To assess the local power distribution separately from critical experiments γ-scan measurements
have been firstly conducted on a MOX FA of KRB-A at a burn-up of about 6 MWd/kg. Now new
γ-scan measurements have been performed for the most recent MOX FAs inserted at BWR and PWR
NPPs this year.
By the extraction of single MOX-rods at different burn-up states mainly technologic aspects
were answered but also nuclear/neutronic verifications took place by isotopic composition
measurements.
The technologic investigations are related to the fuel rod and to the fuel itself and are to some
extent dependent on the specifications and fabrication methods. It is firstly to be verified whether the
results for U fuel and rods are valid or to what extent deviations can be found for MOX fuel and rods.
The measurements on fuel rods can be conducted in the fuel pool at the power plant and in hot
cells and cover mainly the rod dimensional behaviour and e.g. the corrosion of the canning during
burn-up. Hot cell investigations are mainly used to calibrate the models of fission gas release and to
study the structure of the fuel versus power history and burn-up.
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The technique of segmented rods was used to get pre-irradiated MOX rodlets for ramping tests at
a test reactor (HFR at Petten) to study the transient behaviour.
Besides the just mentioned isotopic composition and burn-up measurements, solubility tests to
fulfil the reprocessing requirements were also performed on cut probes of irradiated MOX fuel.
Relying on the published results from the German recycling programmes (e.g. [1,3-6]) one can
conclude that the validation on MOX covered the whole field which was and is investigated for U
fuels, too. No significant deviations were found which could impair the design and the safety of
modern LWRs by using MOX.
Licensing process
A prerequisite for Pu recycling is the granting of a license for the use of MOX FAs in the reactor
on the basis of given design requirements. The relevant rules and regulations for Germany include:
•

the Radiological Protection Ordinance;

•

the guidelines by the Federal Ministries of BMI and BMU;

•

the guidelines and recommendations of the Reactor Safety Commission (RSK);

•

the KTA Standards.

They are formulated e.g. as “Safety Standards of the Nuclear Safety Standards Commission
(KTA)” for the “Design of Reactor Cores of Pressurised Water and Boiling Water Reactors”
(KTA 3101) and are valid for all types of new FAs.
Therefore, the technical feasibility is examined on the basis of realistic and enveloping designs.
For this purpose, studies are carried out for different categories of requirements, as can be seen in
Table 3 [4,6]. The requirements belong to the categories of normal operation and accidents for
the core, the fuel storage and for transients (including LOCA and external events). These areas of the
analysis cover neutron physics, thermal hydraulics, fuel rod and fuel assembly structure design,
transient analysis and radiological aspects.
Central studies and reports to prepare the licensing are related to:
•

neutronic design of MOX FAs and MOX containing cores;

•

mechanical MOX rod design;

•

criticality safety evaluation;

•

radiological impact;

•

evaluation of accidents.

The thermal hydraulics and the fuel assembly structure design can be excluded as long as the
mechanical design of the MOX FAs is identical to that of the U FAs; in particular the same geometry
and structure materials are foreseen.
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Table 3. Safety evaluations related to MOX FA licenses
Categories of requirements
Normal operation
Reactor core
Spent fuel pool and new
fuel store

Accidents
Transients, LOCA,
external events

Neutron physics

MOX FA design
Core characteristics

Sub-criticality
Decay heat

Thermal hydraulics
System dynamics
Fuel rod design

–
–
–

FA structure design
LOCA analysis

Unchanged
Control rod worth
Fission gas pressure
Corrosion
Unchanged
–

Boron worth
Reactivity coefficients
Control worth
–
As above
Fuel rod failure limit

–
–

Unchanged
Evaluated

Radiological aspects

Activity Inventory

Area of analysis

Activity inventory
Release rates

Activity releases

Less stringent requirements may be applicable as long as only a limited number of prototype
MOX FAs shall be inserted for testing. But in all cases – from a first limited MOX FA insertion up to
a high equilibrium loading – the needed licensing studies and reports can be prepared with enveloping
boundary conditions and/or with validated procedures based on previous experience.
In the nuclear design a challenge is to be seen only in the case of high Pu content and extreme
isotopic composition. These dependencies influence the design of the MOX FA in the needed
unhomogeneous distribution of fissile material and the resulting reactivity behaviour. The number and
positioning of the MOX FAs in the core determine the core behaviour via resulting reactivity
coefficients, shut down worth but also via local power distribution.
Targets for the mechanical MOX rod design are mainly the dimensional behaviour and the
pressure of fission gas (to be managed by appropriate plenum); the corrosion properties are mainly
related to the canning material and only influenced by somewhat different power histories.
To ensure subcriticality e.g. in shut down states needs higher boron concentrations. On the other
side the subcriticality under storage conditions has to be proven with adequate methods.
The radiological impact is influenced by the higher content of Pu and trans-Pu isotopes and some
differences in the fission products. From experience with defective MOX fuel rods one has learned
that there is only very limited set free of the extremely insoluble oxides. The spectrum of fission
products (nuclides of noble gases, iodine and caesium are of greater interest) causes mainly some
advantages for MOX fuel compared to U fuel.
Under the postulated accidents the main steam line brake attracts attention as the reactivity set
free during cool down is increased and on the other side the worth of the control rod system may be
reduced. The effect of MOX fuel on the peak cladding temperature during a LOCA is given by the
change in decay heat produced and the energy stored in the fuel and will practically not change.
The federal structure of Germany and the different intentions of the utilities caused in the lapse
of time different types and limits fixed by the MOX licenses [7].
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Know-how utilisation for the disposition of weapons-grade Pu (W-Pu)
Siemens’ experience with fabrication and operation of MOX covers different Pu compositions
and qualities (see Table 4) ranging from MAGNOX type Pu with a high 239Pu content of up to 76%,
238
239
240
241
242
to Pu from reprocessing of LWR fuel with a composition of about Pu/ Pu/ Pu/ Pu/ Pu =
2/58/25/9/6%. The least fissile composition tested came from the first MOX reprocessing. In all cases
a good agreement between pre-calculations and measurements was reached. This should be valid also
for W-Pu.
Table 4. Examples of typical Pu isotopic compositions

MAGNOX-Pu
(early recycling)
LWR-Pu (actual MOX)
LWR-Pu in the future
2nd recycling
(test at KWO 1980)
Weapons-grade Pu

(

Relative Pu isotopic mass fraction in w/o
238
239
240
241
242
0.3
74.3
19.9
04.6
0.9

)

Pu quality *
78.9

1.5
2.6
1.3

60.1
54.0
43.8

24.5
24.2
34.3

08.8
11.8
14.2

5.0
7.4
6.4

68.9
65.8
57.0

~0

~94

~94

~1

~0

~95

* Pu fiss = m Pu 239 + m Pu 241 mass fraction
The properties of W-Pu can be compared and assessed in comparison to commercial or civil Pu
(C-Pu) but also to normal U fuel. Related to neutronic design one has especially to take care of the
reactivity behaviour versus burn-up (see Figure 1) looking comparable to U fuel and to the low boron
reactivity worth, comparable for all MOX fuels. The lower β eff has no consequences if the analysis
of transients and accidents is performed with a sufficiently low value.
Figure 1. Comparison of reactivity behaviour for PWR FAs
k∞ for 500 ppm
1.40
MOX fuel, W-Pu
MOX fuel, C-Pu
U fuel, 4.0 w/o 235U
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The lower radioactivity of fresh W-Pu to normal MOX is of grater relevance to fabrication and
handling than to design aspects. Radioactivity and decay heat of irradiated W-Pu fuel can be expected
to be between U and C-Pu fuel.
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The mechanical behaviour of W-Pu MOX is governed by the Pu content of the fuel. As no higher
Pu contents result from neutronic design the properties (as e.g. heat conductivity and melting point)
are all in a narrow band defined by U and C-Pu fuel.
Based on the Siemens’ know-how up to now the following neutronic design proposals for W-Pu
MOX FAs have been prepared [8-11] (for PWRs under the bilateral agreement between Russia and
Germany, signed in 1992):
•

German PWR 1300 with 16×16 type FA:
− 3.78 w/o Pufiss in Utails with three types of MOX rods;
− 4.08 w/o Pufiss in Utails with four types of MOX rods, W-Pu mixed with C-Pu;
− 3.87 w/o Pufiss in Utails with three types of MOX rods and 12 U/Gd rods (Figure 2).

•

Russian PWR: VVER 1000 with hexagonal FA:
− 3.70 w/o Pufiss in Utails with four types of MOX rods;
− 4.10 w/o Pufiss in Utails with four types of MOX rods;
− 4.10 w/o Pufiss in Utails with three types of MOX rods and 24 U/Gd rods (Figure 3).

•

BWR 1300: ATRIUM10 type FA:
235
− 3.32 w/o Pufiss and 0.75 w/o U with six types of MOX rods, 12 U/Gd rods and two types
of part length MOX rods with U/Gd shut down zone for annual cycle with 100% MOX
loading (Figure 4).

All investigated annual cycles showed acceptable power distributions during the cycle and the
nuclear key data fulfil the safety requirements. Advantages were found for the MOX FA designs with
burnable poison in the form of U/Gd rods.
Of interest in direction of licensing is the investigation of a test-MOX-insertion. Studies of four
MOX FAs in a German PWR 1300 and of six MOX FAs in a VVER 1000 for three cycles showed
nearly no influence to the global power distribution, the reactivity coefficients and the critical boron
concentrations, nor the shut down margin.
To start the licensing process one should prepare on the basis of specific studies licensing
documents to the topics mentioned in Table 2. Basic data to perform these studies can be drawn from
the open literature. The use of enveloping data gives the chance to cover a field of e.g. different Pu
compositions and Pu contents. Such documents are the precursors to specific reports for real MOX
insertion which are needed to license the actual cycles of a given power plant.
In the international co-operation benchmark cases can be defined to help in the licensing process.
Restricted company confidential know-how could be included on the basis of special agreements.
Further on, a review process and comparisons with established methods can be proposed under the
existing agreements (e.g. trilateral agreement between France, Germany and Russia for use of W-Pu
in VVER type reactors).
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Figure 2. Example for a 16×16 MOX FA design
using weapons-grade Pu for a German PWR 1300

Figure 3. Proposal for a VVER 1000 MOX FA design using weapons-grade Pu
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Figure 4. BWR MOX fuel assembly for use in annual cycles

Conclusions
Experience in Pu recycling in Germany allows MOX FAs to be designed which result in core
characteristics that guarantee safe normal reactor operation and accident behaviour. This can be used
as a sound basis to prepare licensing. In a first step the insertion of a limited amount of MOX FAs
could be proposed. A clear preference is given to reactor based verification – and no need of separate
critical experiments in before power reactor insertion can be seen – for nuclear and mechanical
properties at different burn-up states.
A precondition for starting reactor based disposition of W-Pu is to establish early a representative
MOX fabrication with proven technology.
Since the use of weapons-grade Pu in Russian VVER can rely on the recycling experience in
European PWRs, the experience in large German BWRs can be the sound basis for the use of excess
weapons Pu in US BWRs, as well.
The existing co-operations can also ensure – besides reactor related design –the timely design
and construction of the needed MOX fuel fabrication facilities based on industrially proven
technology and existing equipment as in use for commercial recycling of reactor grade civil Pu.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORKS FOR MOX FUEL IN LWRS

Hiroyuki Ikeda, Hiroshi Tajiri, Kazuo Mori
Nuclear Fuel Industries, Ltd., Japan

Abstract
Japan has a policy to reuse Pu as MOX fuel so as not to have surplus Pu. Because of this policy, Japan
has extensive experience using Pu as MOX fuel not only in FBRs and ATRs but also in LWRs.
While the private sector performed studies on LWRs MOX fuel, NUPEC has been implementing a
programme which intends to confirm MOX fuel integrity and reliability. Individual fuel suppliers
have developed their own calculation codes for using MOX fuel in LWRs. NSC examined the validity
and accuracy of the codes during the first stage of the licensing. The second stage of licensing has
been started in this year and the commercial use of MOX fuel in LWRs is planed in 1999.
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Introduction
Japan has a basic policy of eliminating surplus plutonium (Pu) by reusing the Pu derived from
commercial reprocessing as nuclear fuel. As a result of this recycling of Pu, the amount of surplus Pu
is minimised.
Because of this policy, Japan has extensive experience using Pu as MOX fuel in Fast Breeder
Reactors (FBRs) and Advanced Thermal Reactors (ATRs). Additionally, a small amount of MOX
fuel has also been irradiated in LWRs (both in PWR and BWR) as a demonstration. The studies on
MOX fuel in FBRs and ATRs were performed by the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development
Corporation (PNC) and included investigation of fuel design, fabrication and reprocessing issues.
Studies on LWRs MOX fuel were performed mainly by the private sector, which consisted of electric
utilities and fuel suppliers. The study to confirm MOX fuel integrity is being conducted by the
Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) under budgetary support from the Japanese
government. Physical properties, irradiation behaviours and neutronic properties of MOX fuel have
been collected in these studies.
In Japan, the use of Pu as MOX fuel in LWRs is considered to be the most appropriate way to
implement the nuclear fuel cycle with the objective of eliminating surplus Pu. MOX fuel loading
in LWRs on a commercial scale is planned in 1999. This paper mainly describes research and
development works for MOX fuel in PWR.
Study on MOX fuel
MOX fuel studies
The private sector studies can be categorised into three groups. The first are joint studies between
electric utilities and fuel suppliers, such as the demonstration programme described below. The second
is participation in the international programmes, such as PRIMO organised by BELGONUCLEAIRE.
Japanese PWR group, which consisted of electric utilities and fuel suppliers joined this programme.
The third is the introduction of data which were obtained during the European MOX studies. Post
Irradiation Examination (PIE) data for MOX fuel was introduced by France, where MOX fuel has
been routinely used in LWRs since the later half of the 1980s.
The study to confirm MOX fuel integrity and reliability is being performed as a national
programme in Japan and NUPEC has overall responsibility for the programme.
Pre-dating these programmes, PIE on MOX fuels irradiated in Mihama Unit-1 (PWR) and
Tsuruga Unit-1 (BWR) has been carried out as part of a joint study between electric utilities and fuel
suppliers. This was part of the MOX fuel demonstration programme. The schedule for this study is
shown in Table 1. The results of the programme have already been published [1].
National programme
MOX fuel irradiation test
Two programmes for MOX fuel have been carried out under the sponsorship of NUPEC.
The first is called the “MOX fuel irradiation test” and was intended to demonstrate the integrity and
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reliability of MOX fuel by means of an irradiation test. In this programme, the first batch of MOX
fuel that will be loaded in domestic commercial reactors (PWRs and BWRs) on a commercial scale
will subsequently be submitted to PIE. The PIE will systematically determine the MOX fuel integrity.
Because commercial MOX fuel utilisation is planned to start in 1999, physical properties, which
were indispensable to evaluate irradiation behaviour, were investigated first. Melting point, heat
capacity and thermal diffusivity of non-irradiated MOX fuel pellets have been measured.
Critical experiment
The second programme consists of researching core technologies for effective use of Pu.
The purpose of the programme is to develop a core technology to burn Pu more effectively and to
generate as much energy as possible. In this programme, the critical experiment with the MOX core
is being carried out in co-operation with CEA in FRANCE and is named MISTRAL. The core is
highly moderated so that the moderator versus fuel ratio is higher than that of current LWRs.
The following data will be obtained:
1) basic core characteristics such as critical mass, buckling, spectrum index ;
2) reactivity coefficient of boron, worth of absorber rod and water hole ;
3) core safety parameter such as moderator temperature coefficient, void reactivity and
effective delayed neutron fraction.
Critical experiments on four cores are planned and experiments on one reference UO2 core and
one full MOX core have been completed so far.
Analytical method
Individual fuel suppliers have developed their own thermal-mechanical and neutronic design
codes for using MOX fuel in commercial reactors.
Thermal-mechanical design code
It is very important to distinguish between the MOX fuel and UO2 fuel physical properties and
irradiation behaviours in order to develop the design code. Fuel suppliers have studied MOX fuel
physical properties and irradiation behaviours by means of irradiation experiments and out of pile
experiments in co-operation with electric utilities since the 1980s. Although the basic structure of the
design code did not require revision for the evaluation of MOX fuel, some models were modified
based on extensive data as shown in Table 2. The most important properties of MOX fuel, from a
safety design point of view, are melting point, thermal conductivity and fission gas release. Thermal
conductivity degradation and the decrease of melting point would reduce the margin of the design
criteria which prohibits fuel melting at the transient condition. Larger fission gas release would result
in higher rod internal pressure during irradiation.
The effect of Pu content on physical properties, however, is small and the maximum fuel
temperature evaluated by the design code is lower than the melting point, because Pu content of MOX
fuel used in LWRs is still low. The rod internal pressure can be maintained within design limits by the
lowering pre-pressurisation value.
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Neutronic design code
In Table 3, the outline of design code improvements is shown. Most significantly, the upgraded
current code now includes a depletion chain for Pu, Am, Cm and computes the spectrum interference
effect between fuel assemblies. MOX fuel assemblies have three regions of Pu content: high, middle
and low. The thermal flux shows the strong spatial dependency within the assembly. Therefore in
order to accurately compute the flux distribution or energy spectrum in the MOX fuel assembly, the
number of energy groups in the fuel assembly calculation code was increased.
Neutronic calculation consists of three main steps and different calculation codes are used for
each step as shown in Figure 1. (1) The neutronic microscopic constants are calculated based on the
unit cell geometry, (2) then fuel assembly averaged neutronic macroscopic constants are generated,
and (3) finally core physics of MOX loaded core are calculated using three-dimensional diffusion
calculation code.
Fuel suppliers together with electric utilities participated in the international VIP programme
organised by BELGONUCLEAIRE and implemented benchmark tests for their codes.
Review of the code
As mentioned above, each fuel supplier has its own code which has been developed based on its
own benchmark data. The items typically verified by the benchmark testing are as follows:
•

For thermal-mechanical design codes:
− fuel centreline temperature;
− fission gas release rate;
− rod internal pressure;
− pellet density change, etc.

•

For neutronic design codes:
− RCC worth;
− boron concentration;
− radial power distribution, etc.

Safety authorities examined the validity and accuracy of the codes during the first stage of the
licensing mentioned below.
Licensing procedure
An outline of licensing procedure in Japan is shown in Figure 2. Prior to the first use of MOX
fuel as a part of reload fuel, the Nuclear Safety Commission (NSC) examined the technical
background from 1994 to 1995 and published a regulatory guide for safety examinations for MOX
fuel use. The review was done for MOX in LWRs within the framework shown below:
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•

maximum fissile Pu content: about 8wt% (maximum Pu content: about 13wt%) ;

•

maximum burn-up of the fuel assembly: 45,000 MWd/t;

•

amount of MOX fuel in the core: up to 1/3;

•

Pu to be used: reactor grade Pu.

As a result of examination, it was concluded that the analytical method developed for MOX fuel
(thermal-mechanical design code and neutronic design code) can be applied to MOX fuel and that the
regulatory guides which were developed for UO 2 fuel are also applicable to MOX fuel.
Conclusion
The Federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPCO) announced its plan of using MOX fuel
in commercial LWRs in February 1997. The plan is for MOX fuel to be used in four LWRs by about
2000, nine LWRs by the early 2000s, and sixteen to eighteen LWRs by about 2010, as shown in
Table 4.
A licensing application for MOX fuel irradiation must be submitted for each reactor site and
KANSAI Electric Power Co. has already submitted the first application for Takahama Unit-3 and 4.
Japan has extensive experience using MOX fuel in FBRs and ATRs and has been carrying out
step-by-step studies to utilise MOX fuel in LWRs. The use of MOX fuel in LWRs on a commercial
scale in Japan will be started in 1999. As a result of the Japanese systematic experiences, procedure,
and technology with MOX fuel use, there will also be a significant contribution to the global
programmes to reduce surplus weapons Pu inventories by burning the material.
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Table 1. Schedule of demonstration test [1]
Year
Tsuruga Unit-1
(BWR)

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Two Assemblies
1. Irradiation
2. Post-irradiation
2. examination*
Mihama Unit-1
(PWR)
Four Assemblies
1. Irradiation
2. Post-irradiation
2. examination*
* Profilometry, ECT, γ scan, puncture, metalography, pellet density, etc.
Table 2. Main modification of thermal-mechanical design code for MOX fuel [2]
Item
Physical property

Influence of Pu content

• Melting point

Decrease with Pu content

• Thermal conductivity

Degradation with Pu content

Irradiation behaviour
• Radial power distribution in pellet Precise neutronic calculation
• Fission gas release

Larger than UO2 fuel due to Pu heterogeneity

• He gas release

Larger than UO2 fuel due to alpha decay of transuranic elements

• Xe/Kr ratio of FP gases

Larger than UO2 fuel due to difference of fission yield
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Table 3. Outline of the modification of neutronic design code for MOX fuel [3]
Features of MOX fuel

Modifications for MOX

Neutron flux has strong spatial dependency in a fuel
assembly due to the distribution of Pu content.

Increase a number of neutron
energy groups up to five (fast: 2,
thermal: 3) to treat the spatial
dependency of neutron energy
spectrum.

HighPu
: 176
MediumPu : 076
LowPu
: 012
I/T
C.R. G/T

MOX fuel and UO2
fuel loaded side by
side.

02;)XHO

There is a spectrum
interference effect
between MOX and UO2.

82)XHO

82)XHO

82)XHO

MOX fuel yields more actinide elements than UO 2 fuel.

Calculate neutron energy spectrum
based on the system in which MOX
fuel is adjacent to UO2 fuels.

Upgrade a burn-up chain of
actinide (Pu, Am, Cm).

Table 4. MOX fuel utilisation plan in Japanese LWRs
Utilities

Type

By 2000

Early in 2000s

By 2010

TOKYO
KANSAI
CHUBU
KYUSHU
JAPCO
HOKKAIDO
TOHOKU
HOKURIKU
CHUGOKU
SHIKOKU
Electric Power
Development Co., Ltd.
Total

BWR
PWR
BWR
PWR
P/B
PWR
BWR
BWR
BWR
PWR
BWR

1/1999,1/2000 (total 2)
1/1999,1/2000 (total 2)

1 (total 3)
(total 2)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
2 (total 2)

4

5 (total 9)

0~1(t(total 3~4)
1~22 (total 3~4)
(total 1)
(total 1)
(total 2)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
1 (total 1)
*Ohma ABWR
7~99 (total 16~118)

* Start of construction: from 2001
* Start of operation : from 2006
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Figure 1. Outline of methodology of neutronic design [3]
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Figure 2. Outline of the licensing procedure in Japan
INDEX • GUIDE
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Application for permission of the
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EXAMINATION FOR DETAILED DESIGN


Application for permission of the
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Application for permission of fuel
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INSPECTION



Fuel inspection
(Imported fuel inspection)
Facility inspection before use
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SOME EXPERIENCES FROM INTRODUCING MOX
LOADINGS IN SWISS NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Alexander Stanculescu
Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland

Abstract
This presentation summarises findings reported recently [1] in the context of the main regulatory
issues concerning MOX introduction in Swiss nuclear power plants (NPP). The criteria underlying
the safety analyses of mixed UO2/MOX loadings and some safety analyses results obtained for the
Gösgen NPP are discussed. Finally, operational experiences with MOX fuel, as well as comparisons
between measurements and calculations are given.
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Introduction
With a total of slightly more than 3 GWe installed, the share of nuclear energy to electricity
generation in Switzerland amounts to approximately 40%. As shown in Table 1, there are five nuclear
power plants (NPP) in operation at four sites. The performance of all these power reactors is very
satisfactory, given the cumulative load factor range (82-85%) attained.
Table 1. Swiss nuclear power plants
NPP

Year

Reactor type

Power [MWe]

Beznau 1
Beznau 2
Mühleberg
Gösgen
Leibstadt

1969
1972
1972
1979
1984

PWR (Westinghouse)
PWR (Westinghouse)
BWR (General Electric)
PWR (Siemens/KWU)
BWR (General Electric)

365
357
355
970
1030

Total energy produced
as of July 1998 [TWh]
70.6
70.7
62.3
135.2
102.4

According to Swiss regulation, renewal of a NPPs operating permit is required only if a
significant change in the core’s reactor physics properties is expected. With regard to the utilisation of
mixed uranium-plutonium oxide (MOX) fuel, this is not deemed to be the case as long as the MOX
core loading does not exceed 40% (the remainder being standard uranium oxide (UO2) fuel for which
the NPP had been licensed). Hence, up to the limit of 40% core loadings, MOX fuel utilisation
requires only approval by the regulatory body, and not renewal of the NPPs operating permit.
Based on reference safety analyses, the Swiss licensing authority has granted approval for MOX
utilisation in both Beznau blocks and in the Gösgen NPP up to 40% and 36% MOX loadings,
respectively. It must be stressed that, given the fact that all safety criteria were met, regulatory
approval has been granted without any restrictions due to the utilisation of MOX fuel.
This presentation summarises some salient results of the above mentioned safety studies [1].
Furthermore, data concerning the operational experience, as well as the comparison between calculation
and measurement of operational parameters is reported.
Criteria for the safety analyses of mixed UO 2/MOX loadings
The safety analyses of the mixed UO2/MOX core loadings were based on the same criteria as for
the standard UO2 ones. However, special emphasis was put on the reactor physics issues that are
specific to the neutronics properties of MOX fuel. The most important MOX specificity is given by
the large thermal plutonium absorption cross-section, that, in turn, is the reason for the hardening
of the neutron spectrum in MOX as compared to UO2. On the one hand, neutron spectrum hardening
is the reason for the reduction of both the soluble-boron and the control rod reactivity worth, and, on
the other hand, it increases the absolute value of the moderator temperature reactivity coefficient.
While the former consequence is of relevance when assessing the shutdown margins of MOX-fuelled
cores, the latter will have an influence on the behaviour of the reactor in a cool-down event (e.g. main
steam line break accident). As a consequence of the spectral shift in the MOX assemblies, large
power peaking differences between adjacent MOX and UO2 bundles might also occur, requiring
special design measures (e.g. adjustment of the plutonium content of the fuel rods depending on their
position in the bundle).
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Another characteristic of MOX fuel is its higher long-lived actinides inventory at discharge,
as compared to standard UO2 fuel. This causes an increase in both the long term decay heat and
activity inventories which has to be considered when analysing the long term storage aspects of MOX
utilisation.
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Finally, the higher Pu fission energy release has to be mentioned. This characteristic leads,
at constant energy production, to a reduced fission rate in MOX fuel, as compared to UO 2, and hence
to a reduced fission product inventory, which, in turn, reduces the short-term decay heat production.
While not a major effect, it is nevertheless a mitigating factor after scrams and in loss of cooling
accidents (LOCA).
Safety analyses results
The calculations were performed for the Gösgen NPP. Extensive analyses of mixed UO2/MOX
cores were performed for both operational transients and design basis accidents, and comparisons
were made with the results obtained for standard UO 2 loadings.
The overall conclusion of the studies was that all the safety criteria (taken to be identical for
mixed UO2/MOX and standard UO2 loadings) were fulfilled, and that MOX fuel utilisation, therefore,
was not affecting the performance of the NPP.
The most important results of the safety analyses are summarised below.
Control rod worth
Compared with the standard UO2 loading, the maximum reduction of the total rod worth for the
mixed UO2/MOX core amounts to approximately 6% and occurs at beginning of cycle. The rod worth
reduction for the situation where the most reactive rod is stuck is somewhat smaller (about 4%), and
is the same at beginning and end of cycle.
The measures adopted to cope with the rod worth reduction are straightforward:
•

limit the MOX loading in control rod positions (in the case of Gösgen, only 16 out of 48
control rod positions are fuelled with MOX);

•

choose core periphery locations for the MOX in control rod positions.

Subcriticality
A new subcriticality concept was approved by the Swiss Nuclear Safety Inspectorate for the
Gösgen NPP. The main characteristics of this subcriticality concept are the following:
•

all uncertainties must be included in the calculated shutdown margin;

•

the subcriticality requirement is determined by a minimum shutdown margin of 300 pcm,
a value which has been established on a physical basis (in this case on the decrease rate of
the neutron flux);
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•

the required minimum shutdown margin must be achieved, in the case of normal operation,
by 90% of the worth of all rods but the most reactive one (one stuck rod configuration), and,
in the case of an assumed transient without scram (ATWS), by the injection of borated water.

The subcriticality analyses were performed for a Gösgen mixed UO2/MOX core having 36%
MOX fuel assemblies. Both the short term (i.e. hot shutdown) and the long term subcriticality aspects
were investigated.
For short term subcriticality, the most limiting case proves to be the control rod ejection one.
In this case, the 300 pcm subcriticality margin is required for a situation where the two most reactive
rods are withdrawn (one ejected while the other one is stuck). The results indicate that the
subcriticality requirement is met, albeit with small margins. Therefore, the safety authority is requiring
cycle specific analyses of this occurrence.
The determining events for long term subcriticality are the assumed ATWS and the LOCA.
The results of the analyses indicate that the reactivity requirements are higher in the mixed UO2/MOX
core. The consequence is that, on the one hand, the boron concentrations must be increased, and,
on the other hand, the use of enriched boron is mandatory in the borated water that is injected into the
10
core to ensure long term subcriticality. For Gösgen, the use of 28 at% B enriched borated water
proves to be necessary. As a consequence, continuous monitoring of both the boron concentration and
10
11
the B/ B ratio is necessary.
Control rod ejection accident
Since the fuel temperature (Doppler) reactivity effects of mixed UO2/MOX and standard UO2
cores are quite similar, the maximum fuel enthalpy increase in case of a control rod ejection accident
is roughly the same for both loadings. The results of the studies indicate furthermore that the
maximum fuel enthalpy increase occurs in both cases for hot zero power, end of cycle conditions, and
that there is no melting or film boiling in either case.
Loss of coolant accident
The analyses considered a large break LOCA. The results indicate that the peak cladding
temperatures are basically the same for both the UO 2/MOX and the standard UO2 cores.
Main steam line break accident
This event represents the most severe primary system cool-down accident. For the worst
situation, i.e. zero power conditions at end of cycle, re-criticality and energy production for a short
period of time are allowed. Due to the fact that mixed UO2/MOX cores have more negative moderator
temperature reactivity coefficients, the reactivity insertion in the event of a main steam line break will
be higher.
To deal with this accident, a conservative approach was chosen with regard to both the estimate
of the reactivity insertion, and the limit for the maximum allowable reactivity insertion.
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The conservative approach in estimating the reactivity insertion following the main steam line
break is based on the fact that, on the one side, no reactivity feedback from re-criticality and ensuing
rise to power, and, on the other, minimum soluble-boron content (i.e. only one borated water system)
were considered.
The limit for the maximum allowable reactivity insertion was defined as the value for which
there is no film boiling or fuel centreline melting. As a result of calculations, these limits were
established as 3.4% ∆ρ and 3.7% ∆ρ for the mixed UO2/MOX and for the standard UO2 cores,
respectively. Following the conservative approach mentioned above, an envelope limit value of 3.2%
∆ρ was retained for both cases.
The results of the analyses indicate that the reactivity insertions calculated according to the
conservative approach mentioned above amount to 1.3% ∆ρ and 1.0% ∆ρ for the mixed UO2/MOX
and the standard UO2 cores, respectively. These reactivity insertion results are therefore well below
the retained limit value.
Experiences with MOX fuel utilisation in Swiss NPPs
Operational experience
At present, MOX fuel is loaded in Switzerland only into the PWRs. MOX fuel utilisation started
as early as 1978 in the two Beznau blocks, and from 1997 on, it has also been loaded into the Gösgen
core.
As already mentioned, the loadings licensed for Beznau and Gösgen are up to 40% and 36%,
respectively, while the actually achieved loadings to date are 34% and 16%, respectively. As of today,
the cumulative number of MOX fuel assemblies loaded into both Beznau blocks amounts to 152,
while 28 assemblies have been loaded into the Gösgen core. In the Beznau MOX fuel, the average
fissile plutonium bundle enrichment is in the range of 3.5 wt% to 4.1 wt%, while the corresponding
value for the MOX fuel utilised in Gösgen is 4.8 wt%. The values for the maximum fissile plutonium
rod enrichment are 4.7 wt% and 5.5 wt% for Beznau and Gösgen, respectively.
Cladding defects occurred in five rods of the MOX fuel assemblies loaded into Beznau, while
none yet occurred in the Gösgen MOX fuel assemblies. Of the five MOX fuel rod defects which have
occurred in Beznau, two were due to debris fretting, while the reason(s) for the other three could not
be determined. Considering that the 152 MOX fuel assemblies loaded up to now in Beznau
correspond to more than 27 000 rods, and given the average assembly residence time of four years,
the Beznau operational experience translates into a yearly MOX fuel rod failure rate of less than
50 per million.
It can be concluded that the operational experience with MOX fuel assemblies in the Swiss NPPs
is good, and that there is no significant difference from the standard UO 2 fuel behaviour.
Comparison between calculations and measurements
For a Gösgen core configuration containing 26% MOX fuel assemblies, the prediction of the
critical soluble-boron concentration at beginning of cycle zero power conditions was 76 ppm higher
than the measurement (for comparison: in a standard UO2 Gösgen core, the calculated critical
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soluble-boron concentration value exceeds the experimental one by approximately 50 ppm).
Comparisons between predicted and measured axially integrated fission rates performed for the same
reactor fuelled with UO2/MOX indicate C/E values of up to 9%, also higher than the typical C/E
values obtained for standard UO2 loadings. It must be concluded that the methods used – which had
been validated for UO2 fuelled cores – need improvement for application to mixed UO2/MOX
loadings. Recently, improvements introduced for the Gösgen analyses methods (e.g. an improved
resonance treatment of the higher plutonium isotopes) have led to a considerable reduction of the
discrepancies between calculation and measurement (e.g. the C/E deviation for the axially integrated
activation rate of the in-core neutron flux measurement system has been reduced from almost 7% to
less than 2%).
Conclusions
The following main conclusions can be drawn from MOX fuel utilisation in the Swiss NPPs:
•

MOX fuel loadings up to 40% are licensed for the Swiss PWRs;

•

there are no restrictions for the PWRs’ operation due to the introduction of MOX fuel
loadings; all the safety criteria (the same as for standard UO 2 cores) are met;

•

rod worths and soluble-boron worth decrease in mixed UO2/MOX cores, and the subcriticality
requirements are higher; this leads to higher soluble boron concentrations and to the use
of enriched boron to ensure long term subcriticality;

•

up to now, the operational experiences are satisfactory: MOX fuel utilisation does not affect
the PWRs’ performance;

•

further improvement of the methods and extension of their validation base are important;

•

from Beznau MOX fuel utilisation experience (started in 1978), an annual MOX fuel rod
failure rate of less than 50 per million can be derived.
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DISPOSITION OF EXCESS WEAPONS
PLUTONIUM AS MOX FUEL IN CANDU REACTORS

D.S. Cox and R.D. Gadsby *
AECL, Canada

Abstract
This presentation addresses the following subjects:
•

Canadian MOX experience;

•

Pu dispositioning in CANDU:
− “parallex”tests;

•

licensing approach;

•

technical issues.

* This paper was unavailable at the time of publication.
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THE ACTIVITIES OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION (EC) IN SUPPORT
OF RUSSIAN EX-WEAPONS PLUTONIUM REACTOR-BASED DISPOSITION

Marc Deffrennes
EC DGXVII – Energy
Didier Gambier
EC DGXII – Research and Development
Lev Tocheny
ISTC Secretariat

Abstract
The International Centre for Science and Technology (ISTC) was established to support the
conversion of Russian weapons specialists into civil activities.
The European Union is financing diverse ISTC projects related to the disposition of ex-weapons
plutonium in Russia. The European Commission is managing the projects for the European Union.
Each of these projects is performed by Russian institutes, in collaboration with EU research institutes
or industrial companies. The first of these projects (Number 369) led to the creation of a joint steering
committee to ensure the adequate follow-up and the proper support for its implementation. In the
frame of this joint steering committee, the need appeared to improve the co-ordination amongst
various other ISTC projects and to ensure a good complementarity with related activities performed
under bilateral frameworks.
A Contact Expert Group on the use of Russian plutonium as MOX fuel for (Russian) reactors was
created for that purpose. This Group, chaired by the European Commission, assembles representatives
of all the organisations, from both Russia and the European Union, which are active under the
concerned ISTC projects (12 projects as of today).
After a first meeting in Obninsk in 1997, which served to launch the process and collect first
information, a second meeting was held in Cadarache in May 1998.
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Background
In 1993, the General Directorate XVII of the European Commission (EC) initiated the first talks
with MINATOM of Russia on the effective use which could be made from the weapons grade
plutonium (WG Pu) which could be released, potentially at that time, from the disarmament process.
The counterpart designated by MINATOM for this purpose was the Institute for Physics and Power
Engineering (IPPE) in Obninsk.
Based on the large experience gained by the industry of some European Union (EU) Member
States in using civil grade plutonium (CG Pu) as MOX for LWRs, the EC supported the idea to burn
the WG Pu in water cooled reactors. It was indeed expected that the existing VVER 1000 reactors
would be able to accept a certain percentage of MOX fuel without heavy expensive modifications.
Since such reactors are already in operation, this would also allow an early start of the process of
WG Pu burning.
Our Russian colleagues had gained most of their experience in using plutonium in fast reactors
(BOR and BN600), in line with the logic of an optimised closed fuel cycle. Their first view was
therefore to put most of the accent on the use of the WG Pu in the planned fast reactors BN800.
These complementary views led to the decision to start with a joint analysis of diverse strategies
to “burn” the WG Pu as fuel for reactors. Different reactor types were to be considered, with different
scenarios, also assuming that the use of WG Pu as MOX would be complemented, at a point in time,
by the use of CG Pu resulting from the reprocessing. Once the ideas started to be clarified, the budget
had to be found. In 1996, the International Science and Technology Centre (ISTC) provided the
financing means.
The ISTC framework
The EU is a founding member of the ISTC. ISTC pursues non-proliferation aims by supporting
civilian R&D projects which are implemented by scientists previously engaged in weapons of mass
destruction programmes. Russian nuclear research centres are actively involved in ISTC projects
which are proposed by the beneficiaries themselves. The projects must obtain governmental approval
before they are submitted to the parties (EU, USA, Japan, Norway) for approval and financing. In the
nuclear field, Russian agreement is given by MINATOM. For the EU, the EC is managing the
programme and represents the EU at the ISTC Board where the final selection of projects is made.
In addition to its goal of conversion of military researchers, the ISTC is also a co-operative
programme to support the transition towards a market economy. The European Commission has put
in place co-operation networks between Russian and European correspondents in order to support
projects with good prospects for future industrial development, as well as for creating the conditions
for a sustainable conversion process. For major projects, a joint steering committee may be
established to guide and review the work performed.
Researchers of Russian nuclear centres and institutes are obviously well placed to develop or
adapt technologies related to the reduction of stocks of plutonium no longer required for defence
purposes. Therefore, the ISTC can finance well defined projects in this specific field. Activities of the
ISTC on plutonium are focusing on the following areas:
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•

disposal and storage of plutonium, their physical protection, control and accounting;

•

developments and analyses for the use of plutonium as MOX fuel for reactors;

•

alternative Pu burning approaches, i.e. accelerator-driven transmutation reactors and HTR.

The ISTC Project 369
As described above, the initial talks between the EC and MINATOM led to the definition of an
ISTC project (Number 369) to perform a joint analysis of several options and scenarios for burning
Russian plutonium in (Russian) reactors. The title of the project is: “Study on the feasibility and
economics of the use of ex-weapons and civil plutonium as fuel for both fast and thermal reactors”.
The project duration is two years and is fully financed by the EU. The contract was signed in
May 1996. The final reports are due for October 1998.
Different Russian institutes are participating in the project, under the lead of the IPPE. Western
collaborators for the project include BELGONUCLEAIRE, BNFL, COGEMA and SIEMENS.
The main objective is to perform an overall systems analysis, comparing through different
scenarios, three selected options (jointly defined in 1995/96) for plutonium use as reactor fuel:
•

use of WG and CG plutonium in fast reactors on an integrated site;

•

use of WG and CG plutonium in VVERs in operation and planned (partial loading 1/3 cores)
and in fast reactors;

•

use of WG and CG plutonium in VVERs in operation modified to handle full MOX cores.

The scenarios selected under the different options are to be analysed and compared using a
multi-criteria approach (strongly based on the Multi-Attribute Utility developed by Dr. J. Dyer of the
Amarillo National Resource Centre for Plutonium). The criteria are grouped in the three following
categories: resistance to proliferation, cost effectiveness and environmental impact. In order for the
systems analysis to be performed properly, the input data have to be carefully selected and determined.
The work, which has been closely followed by a joint Steering Committee on a six month basis,
is now reaching its end. The final reports are under preparation. The main outcome is that the
multi-criteria approach has been tailored to the Russian environment and tested on some scenarios.
A lot of work has been performed to define representative input data in the field of VVERs, fast
reactors and fuel cycle facilities (neutron and reactor physics, safety, fuel technology, waste
management techniques,...), and to use them in the system analysis (including sensitivity analyses).
At the last Steering Committee meeting of July 1998 in Obninsk, it was recognised by all
participants that the work should be further continued with a very detailed and complete application
of the developed methodology on one or two scenarios. This would result in a report which could be
used at policy level for decision making in terms of further investment required. The Russian
institutes are presently preparing the “continuation project” which will have to be entered into the
ISTC process for further analysis.
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The Contact Expert Group (CEG)
In the frame of the Steering Committee of the ISTC Project 369, looking to inputs for the
systems analysis, the need appeared to establish an information/co-ordination mechanism to ensure
the best possible coherence and complementarity with and amongst other projects relevant to the
plutonium disposition issue and its use as reactor fuel. As a result, a “Contact Expert Group on the use
of Russian WG and CG plutonium as fuel for nuclear reactors” has been created. The main focus is
placed on ISTC projects financed by the EU, but information exchange on bilateral programmes
is also welcomed to foster and improve the co-ordination effort. This approach helps in improving the
definition of further priorities and projects and reduces the risk of potential duplications.
The CEG assembles once a year all Russian project leaders and the EU collaborators involved in
relevant ISTC projects. The list of projects is defined by a Steering Committee and a CEG Secretariat
operated by the EC and the ISTC Secretariat. The list is determined before each meeting and triggers
the list of participants.
The first meeting of the CEG took place in Obninsk in May 1997 and was hosted by the IPPE.
It resulted in a broad exchange of views and, in addition to establishing contacts, allowed valuable
sharing of information on projects.
The second meeting took place in Cadarache in May 1998, hosted by COGEMA. For this
meeting the Russian presentations, recognised of high quality, were put in perspective on the basis of
a “Strategy Frame” proposed by the EC. The further use of this “Strategy Frame” would allow
a better vision of fields where actions are engaged and fields where projects or activities have to be
launched.
The third meeting of the CEG is scheduled to take place in May 1999 in Dimitrovgrad, hosted by
the RIARR.
Each meeting of the CEG is coupled with visits to installations, which are recognised of high
effectiveness to link the CEG operation with reality.
Conclusions
The results obtained so far through different bilateral and multilateral programmes between EU
organisations and MINATOM have allowed a better understanding of past and present technical
developments in Russia. The EC intends to continue to play an active role in fostering co-operation
between EU experts and Russian specialists for the best technical co-ordination of projects, while
respecting the legitimate industrial and commercial interests involved. The CEG is the forum where
such high level co-ordination was initiated. The ISTC provides the frame where proposed projects can
be formally approved at an official level and financed.
Practically, for the near future, a Steering Committee for the ISTC Project 371 (second phase),
recently accepted and fully financed by the EU, will be established. This project is of particular
importance since it will focus on the validation of codes for MOX fuel in VVERs through
benchmarking and testing.
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The continuation of Project 369 should also receive full attention in order to proceed in a timely
fashion and allow results to come in support for the policy making process. It is critical that all the
relevant Russian institutes are active partners in this continued project.
Actions have also been launched and will be pursued to support the development of proposals for
the licensing of MOX fuel in reactors.
Attention will continue to be drawn to other areas, including MOX fuel fabrication.
The CEG also recognised the need for the establishment of information links with other main
organisations concerned by the issue of the Russian WG plutonium disposition, to ensure
co-ordination and avoid duplication at a wider level. This paper can be seen as the first action of the
EC to respond to this concern.
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ISTC PROJECTS ON WEAPONS PU DISPOSITION BY NUCLEAR REACTORS

Makoto Takano and Lev Tocheny
International Science and Technology Centre (ISTC), Russia

Abstract
The paper describes the projects funded by the ISTC in the field of weapons Pu disposition by
thermal and fast reactors. In these projects, various aspects of weapons Pu disposition are studied,
such as fuel fabrication, reactor physics, and safety. For each project, the project profile and summary
are shown.
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ISTC
The International Science and Technology Centre (ISTC) was established by multilateral
agreement in November 1992 as a non-proliferation programme with the primary objective of
providing peaceful research opportunities to weapons scientists and engineers in the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS). Acting to prevent potential proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD) technology from CIS weapons institutes, the governments of Japan, Russia, the Unites States
and the European Communities established the ISTC to assist these institutes in adapting to the
post-Cold War environment. In the CIS, Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan and the Kyrgyz
Republic are members of the ISTC. In 1997, Norway and in 1988 the Republic of Korea acceded to
the ISTC Agreement.
Since beginning operation in March 1994, the ISTC has funded 593 projects, with a dollar value
of $175 million, employing over 17 000 scientists and engineers at more than 280 institutes in the
CIS. These projects cover a broad range of scientific and technology areas, many of which address
problems of global importance such as:
•

radiation monitoring of the environment;

•

improved safety for nuclear reactors;

•

improved methods of nuclear waste management;

•

vaccines for bacterial and viral diseases;

•

treatment of heart disease, cancer and other illness;

•

improvements in civil aviation;

•

improved concepts for future energy production.

Weapons Pu disposition
Table 1 summarises the ISTC projects related with weapons Pu disposition by nuclear reactors,
in a broad sense. The following nine projects are rather closely related with weapons Pu disposition.
For each project, the project profile and summary are described.
Reactor physics
ISTC #0116
Project title:

Development of methodical and calculation technology verification of nuclear
databases used in the calculation of neutron-physical characteristics and in
analysis of nuclear safety of reactor facilities and nuclear conversion technological
processes

Leading institute: NIKIET (ENTEK)
Funding party:

EU ($350K)

Completion date: May 1999
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Project summary: The objective of the project is the development and realisation of benchmark
experiments with Pu-content fuel for uranium-water systems. The goal of
experiments is to verify the neutron data and transport codes for compositions
simulating the reactor states when irradiated fuel contents breed Pu and fission
products. The main part of experiments will be realised at critical assembly
“ROMB”, Chelyabisk-70. Non-plutonium compositions will be measured at
NIKIET (Moscow Technical University site). Scientists from the Kurchatov
Institute Centre, IPPE (Obninsk), as well as from NIKIET and Chelyabinsk-70
will participate as analysts. Experimental plutonium benchmarks were set up in
different countries, with most of the work accomplished in the 60s. Now it is
essential to update data for Pu-content fuel in order to improve forecasting of fine
reactivity effects (void-effect, resonance of cross-sections, etc.), and to improve
the calculation vs. measurement ratio.
ISTC #371
Project title:

Critical experiments for the Pu utilisation in LWR type reactors using IPPE
facilities (feasibility study)

Leading institute: IPPE
Funding party:

EU, Japan, Sweden ($90K)

Completion date: September 1996
Project summary: The project aims to verify the accuracy of nuclear data and computer codes to be
used for the core design of VVER reactors fuelled with weapons and civil Pu
by performing the critical experiments at SUPR facility. Since the project was
approved as a feasibility study, the following works were performed: 1) estimation
of uncertainties of VVER core calculation with MOX fuel by using current data
and codes; 2) literature survey on existing experimental facilities and data related
with MOX fuel utilisation; and 3) selection of existing experiments on MOX fuel
for benchmarking the computer codes. As a result of the feasibility study, the
project #371-2 has been approved for funding ($750K).
ISTC #371-2
Project title:

Critical experiments for the Pu utilisation in LWR type reactors using IPPE
facilities (Phase 2 – Experimental and calculation basis for the SUPR facility)

Leading institute: IPPE
Funding party:

EU ($750K)

Completion date: (contract in preparation)
Project summary: The project aims to perform criticality experiments for the development of MOX
fuelled VVER reactors. The project has very close relation with the Russian SUPR
programme, which is a critical assembly for Pu fuel tests to be constructed. Using
the BFS criticality assembly at IPPE, Obninsk, criticality experiments are
performed in the project. The critical assembly is fuelled by three MOX fuel
assemblies of VVER type. The MOX fuel pins are manufactured at NIIAR (atomic
reactors), Dimitrovgrad. The project tasks are: 1) verification of the Russian
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neutronic codes certified for VVERs, on the available experimental and calculations
benchmarks; 2) manufacturing, purchasing and licensing the MOX fuel pins;
3) preparation for the experiments at BFS facility, calculation, measurement and
programme; and 4) critical experiments for various reactor parameters using MOX
fuel.
Fuel fabrication
ISTC #0173
Project title:

Creation of new fuel elements generation for water-cooled power reactors of
different purposes

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

EU, Japan, Finland ($738K)

Completion date: December 1996
Project summary: The project aimed to develop fabrication technology of porous fuel element in
order to increase fuel burn-up up to 150 GWd/tU. The fuel element consists of
UO2 and/or PuO2 porous granules in Al-Si-Ni or Al-Ni. The pores in the fuel
element compensate the fuel swelling at high burn-up. The project was completed
in December 1996 and the following results were obtained: 1) method to create
pores uniformly in fuel element; 2) method to distribute U and Pu in the fuel
element with a specified content; 3) fabrication of sample fuel elements for in-core
tests; and 4) method of quality control of fuel elements and development of
computer codes for thermal and stress analysis. As follow-up projects, ISTC
#0721 and #1249 are proposed; #0721 “In-pile tests of new generation fuels for
VVERs of different purpose”, and #1249 “Validation of technical feasibility of
burning weapons grade and civil Pu via new generation PWR fuel elements
designed in ISTC Project N173-95”.
ISTC #0290
Project title:

Process development for utilisation of civil and military plutonium in fast and
thermal reactors with account for ecology and economics requirements

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

EU, Japan ($450K)

Completion date: February 1999
Project summary: The goal of the project is to develop the new compact technology to convert
weapons-grade plutonium into MOX fuel for power reactors. The main tasks of
the project are: 1) development of a new economically feasible technology for
industrial-scale Pu conversion; 2) improve technological stage when ceramics
from which MOX fuel granules will be made has low dusty state; 3) improvement
of fuel cycle efficiency due to increasing of burn-up indexes; 4) development of
radioactive waste reprocessing. The laboratory -scale experiments and tests will be
performed. It is planned to prepare the set of samples to test them at the BOR-60
reactor.
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ISTC #0771
Project title:

Development of pulsed and vibration nuclear power reactor MOX fuel fabrication
equipment

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

EU ($378K)

Completion date: (contract in preparation)
Project summary: The project aims to demonstrate the production of MOX powder in continuous
operation mode by constructing a pilot plant. The method to produce MOX
powder is based on the ammoniac co-precipitation technology with the presence of
surfactants developed by the VNIINM Bochvar institute. Since the MOX powder
produced by the method is homogeneous and has very good physical and
mechanical characteristics, it can be used for MOX pellet fabrication with very
small amount of loss. Further, the powder contains only 1-2% of granules less than
80 micron, which improves radiation safety. During the process, a pulse mixing
system is used. The process has the following steps: 1) preparation of an initial
solution with a specified U-Pu ratio; 2) hydroxide co-precipitation with ammonia
solution keeping suspension stirring; 3) granulation by proportioning of surfactants;
4) rounding and hardening the granules; and 5) washing, separation and drying of
the granules.
Fuel behaviour
ISTC #0534
Project title:

Complex investigation of uranium dioxide and mixed uranium-plutonium dioxide
fuel’s properties for prediction of performance and operating characteristics and
verification of calculating models of fuel elements for operative and advanced NPP

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

EU ($300K)

Completion date: April 1999
Project summary: The main goals of the project by the Russian and Kazakh institutions are to
develop new research methods and to complete an experimental and theoretical
study of advanced uranium dioxide and U-Pu dioxide fuels. The main results of
the project will be: 1) new methods for experimental study and scientific prognoses
of working and life-time characteristics of LWR (VVER-type) fuel elements
irradiated up to high burn-up; 2) a set of mechanical, structural and composition
data for advanced and conventional irradiated VVER-type fuel (burn-up above
40 MWd/kg(U)); 3) data for high-temperature superheat regime effects on the
physical, mechanical and structural features of the VVER-type fuel; 4) verified
models and computer codes; 5) recommendations for improvement of LWR
reactor safety and economy. Unique experimental installations for continuous
on-site analysis of fuel and fuel element features during irradiation within the
research reactor under various workload conditions, as well as for after-exposure
studies and specimen production, will be developed, modernised and utilised in
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Dimitrovgrad (NIIAR), Kazakhstan (ULBA) and Moscow (VNIINM and MEPhI).
These installations previously were used mainly for military applications. The
project has received support partly for the first stage.
ISTC #0967
Project title:

Study of the influence of Ga available in weapons grade plutonium on the quality
of produced fuel and serviceability of fuel rods

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

USA, other ($300K)

Completion date: (contract in preparation)
Project summary: The weapons Pu contains rather large amounts of Ga and relatively low amounts
of Am. It is known by the use of conventional MOX fuel that the small amount of
Am in MOX fuel does not cause significant problems in the process of fuel
fabrication and fuel rods during reactor operation. However, the effect of Ga is a
new issue when the weapons Pu is used as reactor fuel. In order to study the effect
of Ga, the project has three tasks: 1) Study of physical and chemical characteristics
of (Pu-Ga)O2 and (U-Pu-Ga)O2 powders produced from Pu-Ga and U-Pu-Ga alloys
with various contents of Ga; 2) study of Ga behaviour during fuel pellet fabrication
process including pellet sintering process at 1750°C in hydrogen; and 3) study of
Ga interaction with steel and zircaloy claddings at different temperatures by using
MOX fuel containing Ga. The project provides the permissible level of Ga
contents in Pu for fabrication and integrity of MOX fuel. In the project, a sample
of the weapons Pu is not extracted directly from warheads but is simulated in a
laboratory, due to the high cost of taking the sample from the warhead and of its
transportation. Small fuel rod samples are manufactured which will be used for
in-core test in the succeeding project.
Radiation safety
ISTC #0273
Project title:

Investigation of the radiation in nuclear fuel cycle based on reprocessed uranium
and mixed uranium-plutonium fuel

Leading institute: VNIINM Bochvar
Funding party:

EU, Finland ($80K)

Completion date: December 1997
Project summary: The objective of the project is to analyse new types of fuel for use in closed fuel
cycle nuclear facilities. The fuel consists of recovered U and Pu from spent fuel
is considered in the project. Calculation is carried out in order to determine the
accumulated hazardous nuclides in the fuels. The radiation characteristics of the
fuel are analysed and the effect of radiation during fuel fabrication process is
studied. A better understanding of these problems will significantly improve the
utilisation of spent fuels and weapons-grade plutonium in nuclear power industry.
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Strategy and cost analysis
ISTC #0369
Project title:

Study on the feasibility and economics of the use of ex-weapons plutonium and
civil plutonium as fuel for both fast and thermal reactors

Leading institute: IPPE
Funding party:

EU ($580K)

Completion date: June 1998
Project summary: The project aims to select the optimum scenario for weapons and civil Pu
utilisation in nuclear reactors. Three scenarios of nuclear fuel cycle are considered
by employing: 1) fast reactors; 2) fast and thermal (PWR-type with partial MOX
loading) reactors; and 3) MOX fuelled thermal reactors (PWR). The project
investigates the following issues while selecting the optimum strategy: 1) reactor
core, including safety problems caused by MOX fuel; 2) fuel-technology
of manufacture, recycling; 3) general complex of NPP and fuel cycle units;
4) ecology of reactor and MOX fuel cycle activity; and 5) protection from acts of
terrorism. The project will determine an optimal schedule for destruction and use
of plutonium accordingly the selected fuel cycle schema.
Table 1. ISTC projects for weapons Pu disposition
Tasks

Activity

Results

Plans

GOALS

- Models for planning, data, # 369.2, # 1058
- scenario

Analysis, optimisation,
reasoned strategy

2. Reactor safety # 116, 371.1
(Reactivity
effects, codes,
data)
# 220,650, 304, 471
# 183, 609, 554, B-003, 964
# 910

- Benchmarks, libraries, Pu # 371.2
- data, uncertainty analysis

Pre-SUPR experiments,
verification, certification
of codes, licensing of MOX
load

3. MOX-fuel
technology

- Dispersion-type fuel
- Fuel characteristics
- Gallium in Wpu
- Vibro-packed technology
- MOX fabrication
- Molten salt technology

1. Strategy
planning

# 369

# 173
# 290, 534, 614, 273, 295
# 967
# 272
# 771
# 698

4. Reprocessing # 272
and fuel cycle # 279
# 281
# 827
# 962
# 143
# 255
# 898
# 517

- Reactor, FE data
- MA, FP cross-sections
- Vanadium data

- Severe accidents
- Risk analysis
# 721, 1249

In-reactor tests, licensing
of FEs

# 1357

Optimal and acceptable
technology

- Fast reactor NFC
- FP extraction
- RAW minimum
- Promethium recovering
- Alfa-emitters recovering
- Induction slag
- LLRW disposal
- HLRW melting
- Skyshine
# 858–Pu training

5. Storage, casks, # 307.1, 307.2, # 332.1,
ecology
332.2
# 963

- Storage
- Transport cask
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STATUS OF IAEA MOX ACTIVITIES

J.S. Choi, V. Onoufriev, P. Menut
Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Technology Division
International Atomic Energy Agency
Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100, A-1400 Vienna, Austria

Abstract
A series of international meetings [1,2,3,4] dealing with the disposition of weapons fissile
materials designated as no longer required for defence purposes has identified the need for a more
active involvement by the IAEA, especially in the area of safe and effective management of separated
plutonium stocks. Here, we summarise the status of the IAEA’s activities on MOX containing
ex-weapons and civil plutonium.
Up to now, the disposition effort for ex-weapons plutonium was mainly discussed bilaterally and
multilaterally. Many Member States have recognised the need for international co-operation and
co-ordination. The IAEA has set up an International Working Group on Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Options [5] to address critical and important issues, in particular, in the technical and institutional
arena, such as: (1) the assessment/appraisal of “the spent-fuel standard”; (2) the specifications of
commercial MOX fuel fabrication with plutonium oxide from dismantled warheads; and (3) the safe
and cost effective storage and utilisation of ex-weapons plutonium.
Technologies involved in the disposition effort would best be developed by the concerned
Member States with international co-operation for transparency purpose. For the reactor-based
disposition option, many of the technologies are similar and relevant to the civil MOX utilisation
programme. The IAEA, since 1980, has conducted studies on MOX fuel design, technology,
performance and utilisation in LWRs, as major activities in the framework of the International
Working Group on Water Reactor Fuel Performance and Technology for civil and ex-weapons [6,7,8]
plutonium. The Agency also plans to hold, in May 1999, a Symposium on MOX Fuel Technologies
for Medium and Long-Term Deployment: Experience, Advances and Trends.
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OECD/NEA ACTIVITIES ON MOX ISSUES

K. Hesketh
Chairman of WPPR
E. Sartori
(OECD/NEA)

Abstract
The activities carried out by the NEA, and in particular by the Nuclear Science Committee, its
working parties and task forces dealing with issues related to plutonium as a fuel are summarised.
These activities cover evaluation of basic nuclear data for the different plutonium isotopes and the
verification of their quality, reactor pin cell and lattice physics benchmarks using state-of-the-art data
and methods for Pu fuels, physics studies on different plutonium recycling scenarios, including
PWRs, BWRs and fast burner reactors, criticality safety studies for storage, transportation and
handling fissile materials, in particular spent MOX fuels. The Nuclear Development Committee is
addressing technical management problems as they relate to plutonium and economic aspects.
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Introduction
The NSC (and its preceding Committees on Nuclear Data and Reactor Physics) has been
addressing issues related to plutonium as fuel for many years, initially with fast breeder reactors and
later with MOX in LWRs and fast burner reactors. During the first period, information not normally
published in the literature was shared among experts during annual meetings. Sharing of know-how,
methods and data was to a large extent accomplished through common, international benchmark
studies. In terms of methods, this has improved mutual understanding, helped to compare relative
performance and strengthened the confidence of methods used, in addition to allowing for better use
of resources through sharing of development work.
Today, the widespread use and recognition of this methodology represents a point of strength of
the NSC.
Basic nuclear data [1]
Two working parties of the Nuclear Science Committee deal with issues concerning basic
nuclear data, describing the microscopic phenomena of interaction of nuclear particles with matter.
The Working Party on International Nuclear Data Measurement Activities (WPMA) promotes
international collaboration in the field of experimental nuclear data and seeks to co-ordinate
differential nuclear data measurement activities in order to ensure an efficient use of the remaining
resources. The Working Party on International Evaluation Co-operation (WPEC) promotes co-operation
and co-ordinates nuclear data evaluation work. A high priority nuclear data request list at the NEA
that is accessible via Internet at http://www.nea.fr/html/dbdata/nds_related_hprl.htm, is supported by
both working parties. This list also contains information on further needs for measurements
concerning plutonium isotopes.
The WPEC covers all cross-section data evaluation projects (CENDL, ENDF, JEF, JENDL,
BROND, etc.). One such project is JEF, which is managed by the Data Bank and comprises advanced
evaluations of improved data for plutonium isotopes. Further improvements are in progress on all
these isotopes, which will be included in the JEFF-3 libraries. Recommended values were recently
issued for delayed neutron data for the plutonium isotopes and other actinides.
Processing of basic nuclear data for nuclear applications is treated in subgroups. This activity
assures that data used in real applications are produced by experts in the field.
Benchmark studies covering issues relevant for plutonium in reactors
Pin cell benchmark [3]
The objective has been to estimate the uncertainties arising from approximations in the methods
and to provide guidance on the sources of the differences. Simple models include LWR pin cells
without leakage and with leakage treated by means of a buckling. Two types of pin cells have been
studied; one fuelled by UO2 and the other by UPuO2, the latter of which contains two isotopic
compositions, one plutonium vector containing a highly degraded isotopic composition and the
second less degraded. The effects of changes in temperature and water density have also been
calculated in order to examine the consistency of temperature coefficient calculation methods.
The effects of using cylindrical or square cell models have been quantified.
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Pu vectors for pin-cell benchmark (at/o)
Pu isotopes
Degraded MOX
1st generation MOX

238

Pu
1.9
1.1

239

Pu
58.8
79.7

240

Pu
22.8
17.2

241

Pu
10.9
01.5

242

Pu
5.7
0.5

High conversion light water reactor (HCLWR) lattices [4, 5, 6]
An international benchmark of tight lattice cell burn-up calculations was proposed by JAERI to
validate the computational methods for high conversion light water reactor applications.
Two lattices with moderator/fuel ratio of 0.6 and 1.1 in addition to the core 1-6 configurations of
the PROTEUS Phase I experiments were analysed with different production codes and one continuous
Monte Carlo code. Several iterations on the benchmark calculations were required to resolve some
of the large discrepancies found in the first set of results. The final results, obtained with highly
developed codes and data, indicated that agreement between the solutions is of a quality comparable
to that observed in standard LWR-benchmark solutions.
The nuclear design efforts of HCLWRs are aimed at achieving both high conversion ratios and
high burn-up. Large discrepancies between the integral parameters calculated with standard LWR or
FBR design methods and data sets have been observed for such systems. The reasons behind these
discrepancies were investigated by making use of the PROTEUS-I experiment, the results of which
were released for this purpose.
It was found that most of the calculational methods developed had been designed for LWRs or
FBRs and included many simplifications which were not adequate for intermediate spectrum and void
situations of HCLWRs. Continuous energy Monte Carlo calculations were proposed together with
calculations using production codes including the latest improvements in the methods.
Burn-up calculations were carried out for two representative cells of tight infinite hexagonal
lattices with the moderator/fuel volume ratios of 0.6 (8% Pufiss) and 1.1 (7% Pufiss) (Phase I). Infinite
multiplication factors and conversion ratios as well as reaction rates, effective cross-sections and
atomic number densities for important nuclides were calculated at several burn-up stages. Further
calculations were made for each cell under three different moderator voidage conditions (45%, 90%,
95%) at these burn-up stages.
The calculation scheme and physics required for correctly predicting behaviour of a HCLWR
were identified as follows:
•

resonance shielding over the whole energy region for:
− most important fuel nuclides;
− most important cladding nuclides;
− major fission product nuclides;
− oxygen (for the correct calculation of leakage effects);
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•

the overlapping of resonances (mutual shielding);

•

spectral calculations:
− the calculation of fission spectra according to the actual fuel composition and neutron
spectra;
− the weighting spectrum for scattering matrices e.g., correcting the outscatter and
self-scatter terms by considering the differences between the original weighting spectrum
and realistic cell spectrum;

•

sufficient quality of the basic nuclear data;
− in particular for 238U and the main Pu isotopes both in the resolved and unresolved
resonance energy ranges;
− fission products;
− higher actinides.

A key parameter for the feasibility of an HCLWR design is the moderator void reactivity
coefficient. The accurate prediction of this parameter is therefore very important for design and
licensing. The sign of the void coefficient depends on the lattice pitch and burn-up. Those methods
which consider the requirements described above gave similar results to the reference solutions of the
HCLWR benchmark problem. In fact many participating organisations developed and improved their
own calculational schemes and data generation methods to be able to calculate these lattices under
voided and moderated conditions. As one of the outcomes, a gap was closed which existed between
the LWR and FBR methods. A number of approximations that are considered valid for LWRs and
FBRs were generalised so that their validity now covers the intermediate spectra of HCLWR. This led
to a substantial convergence of the results.
Power distribution within nuclear reactor assemblies [7,8]
Five typical configurations were defined, each presenting strong heterogeneities such as
absorber, U-MOX interface and with different boundary conditions (three types of assemblies with
poisons or guide tubes, MOX or UO2 17×17 assemblies, infinite checker board, reflected or
semi-reflected checker board).
The main objective of the benchmark was to compare different techniques of fine flux
assessment derived from coarse mesh diffusion calculations or transport calculations. In order to
avoid initial difficulties for intercomparison due to different neutron data reduction methods
(homogenisation, transport corrections), it was decided to begin with simple calculation conditions
which would focus on the fine flux reconstruction using coarse nodalisation in diffusion.
From a mathematical perspective, excellent consistency of results was noted for the reference
results using fine mesh diffusion calculations and also for the transport calculations, which were
considered separately. With regard to the nodal calculations and more specifically fine flux
reconstructions, it was observed that although different nodal methods are in use in various institutions
(analytic solutions or nodal expansion methods) these methods are capable of reconstructing the fine
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flux in the assemblies within a few per cent compared to the fine mesh heterogeneous calculations.
These discrepancies are relative to the average pin power, and larger discrepancies may appear at
U-MOX interfaces. It was pointed out that discrepancies may also appear in non-symmetric
configurations. In conclusion, fine flux reconstruction can be achieved to a satisfactory precision
except for local singularities using state-of-the-art nodal techniques as a comparative framework. It is
now possible to quantify the discrepancies related to numerical schemes used in the fine flux
reconstructions.
This first phase of the benchmark addressed only one aspect of the calculational route used in
core assessment, and a clear need emerged for a further investigation which would add not only
numerical schemes but also neutron data reductions (smearing homogenisation, transport corrections).
The second phase, consisting of a fine flux assessment of a typical MOX core configuration
starting from microscopic cross-sections is being completed. Participants have used the standard route
adopted in their production codes. Among different options, participants have used their own
microscopic neutron data files as embedded in their calculational schemes.
The benchmark consists of two sets of calculations:
•

cell calculations for each of the considered assembly types (MOX 4.3%, MOX 7.0%,
MOX 8.7%, and UO2);

•

core calculations (the core considered is composed of all four types of assemblies).

The final report of this study is in preparation.
Work of the Working Party on the Physics of Plutonium Recycling and Innovative Fuel Cycles [9-14]
The OECD/NEA Nuclear Science Committee has commissioned a study and a series of
benchmarks through its Working Party on Physics of Plutonium Recycling and Innovative Fuel
Cycles (WPPR). The benchmarks cover PWR MOX pin cells of a variety of isotopic plutonium
vectors, reactivity void effects in PWRs, physics limitations in multiple recycling of plutonium in
standard and highly moderated advanced PWRs, and different scenarios of fast plutonium burner
reactors.
MOX in PWRs
Benchmark studies were undertaken in areas considered to be of particular interest. The first set
investigated particular issues related to mixed oxide (MOX) usage in PWRs with plutonium, both of
typical and poor isotopic quality. This latter type of plutonium is expected to become available for
recycling early in the next century when multiple recycling of plutonium, such as PWR MOX, is
expected to be implemented. The benchmarks were designed to question whether present nuclear data
and lattice codes are likely to require further development and validation to be able to satisfactorily
calculate the core physics performance of such plutonium.
A second set of benchmarks examined fast reactor systems to determine the level of agreement
of the rates at which plutonium can be burnt and minor actinides can be fissioned, in particular for the
purpose of reducing the source of potential radiotoxicity. Of special interest were studies focusing on
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fast reactor systems which are then optimised for consuming plutonium rather than establishing
a breeding cycle, the physics of which has been widely investigated. Such systems may have an
important role in managing plutonium stocks until such time as a major programme of self-sufficient
fast breeder reactors is established.
For the first two benchmarks the agreement between the various solutions was not completely
satisfactory. In both benchmarks, the spread in k∞ was not less than 1%. Furthermore, this spread in
k∞ could translate into a much larger spread in the plutonium content required to achieve the given
reactivity lifetime. This means that there is still a need for improvement in both methods, e.g. self
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shielding treatment of Pu, and basic data for higher plutonium isotopes and minor actinides. Further
experimental validation would also be needed, in particular for integral parameters, e.g. reactivity
coefficients, in the case of degraded plutonium isotopic composition. In general, the resulting report
advocates that plutonium recycling in LWRs offer a practical near term option for extracting further
energy from LWR spent fuel and reprocessed plutonium. Multirecycling of plutonium in PWRs of
current design beyond a second recycling can have intrinsic limitations and the related physics issues
have been considered, in particular the plutonium content limitation to avoid positive void effects and
the minimisation of minor actinide production during multirecycling. From a physics perspective,
conclusions reached in this report are well-founded, although further scenario-type studies (including
lattice optimisation) would be needed.
The next two benchmarks were devoted to plutonium recycling and waste radiotoxicity reduction
and to the role of fast reactors respectively. Results indicated that the fast burner reactors/LWR
symbiosis offer a potential for significant nuclear waste toxicity reduction by further extraction of
energy from the multirecycled LWR spent fuel and reprocessed plutonium. However, it has been
stressed that for the long term, the best use of plutonium is still in fast breeders. Concerning physics
issues, the plutonium-burner fast reactor physics benchmarks display a larger spread in results among
participants than has been experienced for more conventional breeder designs. High leakage cores,
higher content of minor plutonium isotopes and higher actinide isotopes all need further validation
work, including critical experiment performance.
Another issue addressed in a specific task group co-ordinated by PSI concerns plutonium fuel
without uranium. By using inert carriers for plutonium it is possible to avoid the production of fresh
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Pu from 238U captures. This is a topic which has been investigated in the past but is presently of
relevance in its exploration of the highest plutonium burn-up rates in fast and thermal reactors.
New research and development is under way to find potential fuel candidates. The work in this field is
closely related to the so-called heterogeneous recycling of minor actinides (i.e. Am) in the form
of targets based on inert matrices.
The possible role of advanced converter reactors as an intermediate step between today’s thermal
reactors and future fast breeder systems was also reviewed. Advanced converters are thermal reactors
in which the conversion ratio is significantly increased above that which conventional thermal
reactors can achieve.
Conclusions and recommendations from the work on the first PWR benchmarks
As experimental validation is unlikely to occur in the near future, it is important to have some
indication of the level of development effort that will be required to address the possible
shortcomings of present physics methods. These benchmark exercises have proven to be a valuable
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means of making progress in the interim period before practical results become available from
in-reactor irradiation experience. The consensus achieved in the calculation of the different physics
parameters will be most helpful in guiding future work.
The summary conclusions from the benchmark studies carried out so far are:
•

For nuclear design calculations, modern methods incorporating rigorous resonance self
shielding, mutual shielding over the entire energy region for the fuel and cladding nuclides
and the major fission products, and modern nuclear data libraries such as ENDF/B-VI, JEF-2
and JENDL-3 are essential. Some data improvements, e.g. higher plutonium isotope data in
the resonance region, etc., may be needed.

•

Appropriate and well tested calculation methods should be used.

•

The interaction of neighbouring UOX and MOX elements should be investigated in more
detail to obtain a clearer understanding of the results observed.

•

Sophisticated (3-D) core calculations are recommended to study the void effect, possibly
supported by the analysis of experiments.

•

Future experimental verification related to maximum plutonium content in the case of
degraded plutonium isotopic composition is needed in clean lattice configurations with
different moderator-to-fuel ratios and possible void experiments with different leakage
components.

•

For unchanged lattices the limit on plutonium content is in the range 12±1%.

•

Changes in the lattice in the sense of higher moderation could minimise the build-up of
higher actinides and increase the limits on plutonium content.

Multiple recycle
A shortcoming of these first benchmarks was that only one of the cases considered corresponded
to today’s situation (with plutonium of good isotopic quality), and to the scenario which might arise
after many generations of MOX recycling (with extremely poor isotopic quality). There was a definite
lack of analysis of the intermediate steps, and therefore there was no possibility of determining
precisely where the nuclear codes and data libraries would start to lose their applicability.
Accordingly, CEA suggested a benchmark in which five consecutive generations of multiple
recycling in a PWR would be followed. In the specification of the benchmark, attempts were made to
make it as realistic a scenario as possible, taking into account such details as the length of time
between recycle generations (accounting for the time delays in pond storage, MOX fabrication, etc.)
and the dilution effect when MOX and UO2 assemblies are co-reprocessed.
As in the previous benchmark exercise, the benchmark was restricted to the level of the lattice
codes. This is the logical first step because it does not make sense to progress to the three-dimensional
whole core codes until the underlying nuclear data and lattice code calculations show adequate
agreement. Two cases were considered; one for a standard 17×17 PWR lattice such as used in many
of today’s PWRs (designated the STD-PWR) and one for a lattice with an increased moderator/fuel
ratio (3.5:1 compared with 2:1 for the STD-PWR). The latter case, designated the HM-PWR
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(for highly moderated), was intended to cover a proposed PWR design for use with MOX only.
In such a PWR it would be possible to optimise the lattice to give increased moderation, thereby
improving the efficiency with which the plutonium can be used.
Parameters examined in the benchmark exercise included end-of-cycle reactivity, which
determines cycle length, the variation of reactivity with burn-up, reactivity coefficients, microscopic
cross-sections, isotopic evolution and isotopic toxicity evolution with time. The detailed comparison
of the results is very extensive and not given in full in this report. The broad conclusions and
observations made from this comparison are discussed below.
Since the earlier benchmarks, considerable progress has been made in nuclear data libraries and
methods. The discrepancies between the different data libraries and lattice methods, when applied to
multiple recycle scenarios in PWR, are now generally within reasonable bounds. The observed spread
of results is now consistent with the uncertainties in the underlying nuclear data and will require
further experimental validation prior to practical implementation of multiple recycle. Multiple recycle
scenarios therefore appear to be practicable and feasible in conventional PWRs, at least in the near
term. Questions arising from a possible positive void coefficient would almost certainly preclude
recycle beyond the second generation and possibly even in the second generation in this particular case.
In the longer term, the HM-PWR concept has some merit. However, the principal advantage, that
of needing a lower initial plutonium content, is largely eroded in later recycle generations. In spite of
the much improved moderation, the HM-PWR degrades the plutonium isotopic quality more rapidly
than the STD-PWR and this to a large extent negates the benefit of the softer spectrum. The HM-PWR
case also seems to pose more difficulties for present nuclear data libraries and codes, as evidenced by
the larger number of discrepant results seen in the HM-PWR benchmark. Therefore, even the
HM-PWR is of questionable practicability with respect to later recycle generations.
Fast reactor burner benchmarks
Much work has been carried out on fast breeder reactors, and one of the well known benchmarks
is described in Ref. [2]. In order to evaluate different scenarios for the use of plutonium, new fast
reactor physics benchmarks were designed; in particular a fast burner recycle benchmark was
designed to assess the efficacy of interposing fast burner reactor recycle between the LWR
once-through cycle and geologic repository as a waste management option. The fuel cycle
performance and toxicity behaviour of the metal fuelled burner was evaluated in a closed fuel cycle
for a parametric conversion ratio between 0.5 and 1.0. The nuclear and safety performance
characteristics of these configurations were also compared. Results indicated that a fast burner reactor
closed fuel cycle can be utilised to significantly reduce the radiotoxicity destined for ultimate disposal.
Future work
Several proposals for future benchmarks were considered and it was agreed that two would be
pursued, namely a theoretical benchmark for a BWR MOX assembly and a benchmark analysis based
on experimental data from the VENUS-2 programme carried out by SCKCEN at Mol.
Siemens has provided a specification for the BWR benchmark. The previous work of the WPPR
addressed fast reactors and PWRs and did not consider BWRs. As BWRs were intended for MOX
burning by several member countries, the WPPR felt that it was important to address the imbalance in
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its activities. The specified benchmark compares calculations for a modern 10×10 BWR design with
assemblies containing MOX rods and U/Gd rods with a large internal water structure. The fissile
content allows for an average discharge burn-up of >50 GWd/t and the isotopic composition
of the plutonium corresponds to Pu from burnt UO2 fuel with discharge burn-ups of >50 Gwd/t.
The calculations are divided into two parts:
1) k∞ and peaking factor at beginning of life, uncontrolled, no xenon, hot with void fractions
ranging from 0-80% and cold;
2) burn-up calculation for hot, uncontrolled operating conditions with 40% void assuming
xenon equilibrium and for burn-ups of 0, 5, 10, 30, 50 GWd/t.
Participants representing organisations with experimental facilities considered releasing the
pertinent details to the OECD so that they might be used as the basis of a comparison with real data.
Several experimental data sets were offered in principle. Some of these data sets are not available
immediately, and would require the agreement of the original sponsors to release part or all of the
data, while others would be available immediately. The data sets discussed are mostly for high
converter PWRs, but some, including VENUS-2, are directly relevant to present LWRs. This
consideration and the fact that the VENUS-2 data will be available in full, was the reason for its
selection for the benchmark. It was felt that the inclusion of experimental data for the first time would
add considerable value to the WPPR’s activities.
In addition to the two benchmarks, it was proposed that the WPPR review questions concerning
environmental impact of different fuel cycle scenarios. This issue had been considered previously by
the WPPR, and some calculations of activities and radiotoxicities were carried out as part of the
benchmarks, but there is no concise summary available. The comparison between various fuel cycle
scenarios is a very important one and it was agreed that a summary should be written. A review of the
data already generated by the WPPR is being finalised. This review highlights the main lessons
learned and considers the nature of work needed to give a definitive judgement.
Fuel behaviour [23]
The NSC has established a task force for improving the understanding of the basic phenomena
underlying fuel behaviour. Two reports were issued. The first report identified the phenomena
needing particular attention in view of increased burn-up. The second report identified the experiments
that have been carried out thus far and others that would contribute to improved modelling of thermal
performance, fission gas release, fission swelling and pellet-clad interaction. As a follow up to these
studies the International Fuel Performance Experiments (IFPE) database was established. The database
now contains experiments for more than 300 fuel rods. These experiments are being re-interpreted
and the information is being integrated into new versions of fuel behaviour computer codes. The present
database covers only the standard product UO 2 + zircaloy.
The task force also organised seminars in co-operation with national organisations and the IAEA
which reviewed the status of knowledge in fuel behaviour and issued recommendations for further
work. The latest seminar concerned thermal performance in high burn-up LWR fuel. The proceedings
that are being printed also contain information on behaviour of MOX fuel as compared to UO2.
The next two seminars will be devoted to fission gas release modelling and pellet clad interaction.
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Criticality safety [24-26]
The NSC has established a Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety with five task forces:
1) Burn-Up Credit;
2) International Criticality Safety Benchmark Handbook;
3) Sub-Critical Systems;
4) Experimental Needs in Criticality Safety;
5) Minimal Critical Masses.
The main purpose of these task forces is to examine the validity of computational methods in
criticality safety evaluations relative to the storage, handling and transportation of fissile materials.
In addition, plutonium systems are addressed in practically each group, and these tasks are relevant
for some of the aspects of weapons-grade Pu disposition.
The activities of two of these groups can be of particular benefit for Pu disposition:
Burn-up credit in spent fuel
Current activities focus on computational methods used to evaluate burn-up credit designs
(assumptions of spent fuel nuclide composition) – PWR, BWR and MOX.
Since 1991, the criticality working group of the NEA NSC has been investigating the methods
and data associated with the calculation of burn-up credit in criticality safety assessments. During this
period, consideration has been given to uranium oxide fuels in both PWRs and BWRs. These benchmark
exercises, denoted as Phases I to III, have covered the calculation of fuel inventory and the
calculation of reactivity in storage array and transport flask configurations. The international
consensus approach to the benchmarks adopted by the working group has generated a great deal of
confidence in the assessment methods. Participation in these exercises has produced useful data and
a deeper understanding of the issues associated with the calculation of burn-up credit.
The next challenge for the burn-up credit method lies in its application to mixed oxide (MOX)
fuels. A comprehensive MOX benchmark study needs to contain all of the elements of the previous
phases, but with the added difficulties associated with the non-unique specification of MOX fuels and
the manner in which they would be utilised within existing thermal reactor designs. The definition of
a universally attractive benchmark exercise is further complicated by the different incentives for
adopting a MOX fuel strategy amongst the member countries of the group participants.
Experience from earlier benchmark exercises has shown that the first step in any benchmark
programme must not be overly ambitious if it is to succeed in establishing some common ground
between the participants. In recognition of this the initial MOX burn-up credit benchmark, denoted as
Phase IV-A, is centred upon a simplified MOX fuel configuration. It is our current intention that these
issues be investigated by future MOX benchmarking exercises.
The Phase IV-A benchmark exercise concerns the calculation of infinite PWR fuel pin cell
reactivity for fresh and irradiated MOX fuels. The neutron multiplication factor is calculated for a
total of 63 cases, covering various combinations of initial MOX fuel composition, burn-up, cooling
and spent fuel representation (i.e. “actinide only” or “fission product” burn-up credit).
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Pu vectors for MOX burn-up credit benchmark (wt/o in Pu total)
Pu isotopes
Weapons-grade MOX
1st generation MOX
5th generation MOX

238

239

Pu
0.05
1.80
4.00

Pu
93.6
59.0
36.0

240

Pu
06.0
23.0
28.0

241

242

Pu
00.3
12.2
12.0

Pu
00.05
05.00
20.00

The calculations are performed with fresh fuel and the following burn-ups: 20, 40, 60 GWd/teHM
and for 1 and 5 years cooling. This benchmark is in progress.
The International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP)
The ICSBEP was initiated in 1992 by the US Department of Energy Defence Programmes
Systems Engineering Division. The project was undertaken through the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) and involved known criticality safety experts from the following countries: USA,
Russia Federation, France, UK, Japan, Korea, Hungary and Slovenia. The ICSBEP is now an official
activity of the OECD/NEA.
The purpose of the ICSBEP was to:
•

identify and evaluate a comprehensive set of critical benchmark data;

•

verify the data, to the extent possible, by reviewing original and subsequently revised
documentation, and by talking with the experimenters or individuals who are familiar with
the experimenters or the experimental facility;

•

compile the data into a standardised format;

•

perform calculations of each experiment with standard criticality safety codes;

•

formally document the work into a single source of verified benchmark critical data.

The work of the ICSBEP is documented as an International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
Safety Benchmark Experiments. The handbook is intended for use by criticality safety analysts to
perform necessary validations of their calculational techniques and is expected to be a valuable tool
for decades to come. The ISCBEP Handbook is available both on CD-ROM and via the Internet.
The latest version was published in September 1998. Currently, the handbook spans seven volumes
and contains a total of 230 evaluations (79 concern Pu systems) and 1715 critical configurations.
Plutonium configurations in the Benchmark Data Handbook
Plutonium Metal Systems
Plutonium Compound Systems
Plutonium Solution Systems
Vol. 1, Total Plutonium Systems
Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Metal Systems
Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Compound Systems
Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Solution Systems
Vol. 6, Total Mixed Uranium-Plutonium Systems
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38
0
22
60
10
4
5
19

Released experimental lattice data [15-19]
The release of physics experiments with reactor lattices containing MOX fuel has thus far proven
to be a difficult process. The reason for these difficulties is that the data is proprietary in most cases.
Nevertheless, data from three experiments have been released in recent years.
KRITZ
A subset of the measurements in the KRITZ reactor at Studsvik, performed in the seventies
(including light water moderated lattices with uranium rods and plutonium rods or both), has been
released to NEA. The subset includes data and experimental results for three regular cores, two of
which contain uranium rods and another containing plutonium rods. These experiments were
performed at temperatures up to 245°C and concerned the critical state. Measurements of fission rate
distributions are included. The KRITZ-2.19 configuration contains an array of 25×24 MOX rods with
a pitch of 18.00 mm. The PuO2 weight per cent is 1.5.
Pu vector for the KRITZ-2.19 benchmark (at/o in Putotal)
Pu isotopes
KRITZ-2.29 MOX

238

Pu
negligible

239

Pu
91.41

240

Pu
7.83

241

Pu
0.73

242

Pu
0.03

VENUS
Three experiments were released to the NEA over the last two years. VENUS-1 and 3 concern
UO2 fuel while VENUS-2 concerns both UO2 and MOX fuel. VENUS is a PWR engineering mock-up
designed for pressure vessel surveillance programmes. The VENUS-2 mock-up simulates a low
leakage core with the reflector geometry and the core boundary shape of a generic three-loop power
plant. The low leakage configuration is achieved by replacing the eight outer rows of the stainless
235
steel-cladded, 4 w/o U-enriched, UO2 fuel pins with MOX fuel pins with the same diameter and
235
cladding but which contain 2.7 w/o Pu and 2 w/o U enriched fuel.
Pu vector for the VENUS-2 benchmark (wt/o in Putotal)
Pu isotopes
VENUS-2 MOX

238

Pu
0.075

239

Pu
80.750

240

Pu
17.502

241

Pu
1.205

242

Pu
0.451

VENUS-2 and VENUS-1 & 3 can be used for validating both the pin by pin calculations and the
out of core fast neutron responses of several threshold detectors.
PROTEUS
The PROTEUS-I experimental configuration was designed to investigate Pu-fuelled light water
high converter reactor (LWHCR) lattices with a moderator to fuel ratio ranging from 0.6 to 1.1.
Data on six core configurations was released to the NEA for an international benchmarking project.
The lattices are hexagonal. The lattice with the moderator to fuel volume ratio of 0.6 has 8% Pufiss,
while the lattice with a ratio of 1.1 has 7% Pu fiss.
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Pu vector for the PROTEUS-I benchmarks (at/o in Putotal)
Pu isotopes
PROTEUS MOX

238

Pu
not considered

239

Pu
57.1

240

Pu
25.1

241

Pu
10.1

242

Pu
7.7

Recently released computer codes suitable for MOX pin cell and core calculations [20,21]
The NEA Data Bank operates a Computer Program Service for its Member countries. NEA
activities comprise the acquisition, testing and distribution of computer codes and associated data
libraries, all of which are shared by the Member countries. Integral data from experiments – covering
such areas as criticality, radiation shielding and fuel behaviour – are also compiled into databases and
distributed. More than 40 000 copies of codes have been distributed to authorised users since the
founding of the NEA. At present, about 2 000 computer code versions are active. Recently PSI
released two computer codes which have been intensively used in connection with MOX fuel.
These codes are distributed by the Data Bank.
The MICROX-2 code prepares broad group neutron cross-sections for use in diffusion and/or
transport theory codes from an input library of fine group and pointwise cross-sections. The MICROX-2
code can explicitly account for overlap and interference effects between resonances in both the
resonance and thermal neutron energy ranges and allows the simultaneous treatment of leakage and
resonance self-shielding in doubly heterogeneous lattice cells. The neutron weighting spectrum is
obtained by solving the B1 neutron balance equations at about 10 000 energies in a one-dimensional
(planar, spherical or cylindrical), two-region unit cell. The regions are coupled by collision
probabilities based upon spatially flat neutron emission. Energy dependent Dancoff factors and
bucklings correct the one-dimensional cell calculations for multi-dimensional lattice effects.
A critical buckling search option is also included. The inner region may include two different types of
fuel particles (grains).
The BOXER code calculates the multiplication factor and neutron fluxes in 2-D configurations:
cell calculations, 2-D diffusion and transport, and burn-up.
Technical management of plutonium and economic aspects [30-33]
The Nuclear Development Committee of the OECD/NEA and several experts have prepared
a number of reports [30-31] covering the technical options for management of civil plutonium,
including those for non-civil uses. The reports address issues related to the nature of technology to be
used:
•

the availability of and experience in using technology for all segments of the plutonium
recycle route and for storing plutonium;

•

the potential for further improvements in technology (environment, safety, cost);

•

priorities for further research and technical development.

Report findings indicate that the technical management of separated plutonium presents no major
technical difficulties, but the careful application of existing technology to the minimisation of any
plutonium stocks is an important consideration.
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The economics and related logistics of plutonium recycling have been studied by expert groups
[32-33]. The plutonium management methods which are currently under investigation have relatively
large associated economic uncertainties. The choice of spent fuel management strategy has a modest
but nevertheless significant impact on overall generation costs as it typically represents about 20% of
the overall cost.
Conclusion
The different OECD/NEA activities concerning issues related to plutonium use in reactors and its
technical management may contribute to the acceleration of the technical process of weapons-grade
plutonium disposition. To meet this end, specific actions can be devised involving national experts.
The NSC provides a recognised framework for benchmark studies that could be used, while the
Data Bank can contribute to benchmarks and MOX-related activities by compiling, verifying and
distributing basic data, computer codes and integral data.
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MOX FUEL PERFORMANCE: BELGONUCLEAIRE VIEWS

M. Lippens and Y. Vanderborck
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Brussels, Belgium

Abstract
Plutonium recycling in LWRs has reached its industrial maturity. The similarities between the
properties of UO2 and PuO2 materials allow for the design and fabrication of MOX fuel according to
UO2 industry options. This also explains why MOX and UO2 fuels have a similar in-reactor
behaviour. However, an important difference in the behaviour exists due to the specific neutronic
properties of the fuel: MOX reactivity decreases more slowly than UO2 with increasing burn-up.
Consequently, the linear power sustained by MOX fuel during the second half of rod life is higher
than UO2, leading to larger fission gas releases. Besides this aspect, the fuels exhibit almost identical
behaviour. As of mid-1998, the MOX MIMAS production at BELGONUCLEAIRE had reached
366 tHM, with an excellent in-reactor performance, no rod failures due to the presence of Pu having
been observed.
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Introduction
The nuclear activity related to Reactor Grade (RG) Pu recycling in light water reactors (LWRs)
has been growing continuously for more than 15 years. This activity has reached its industrial
maturity. The technical reasons for this success are due mainly to the similarities between the
properties of UO2 and PuO2 materials. This has allowed the burning of RG Pu in existing LWRs.
On the other hand, the generally good performance of UO2 fuels as well as the similarity of properties
of MOX and UO2 led the industry to design and fabricate MOX fuel following guidelines established
for UO2 (rod design, pellet fabrication).
Despite this success, MOX research and development (R&D) work is still progressing to make the
MOX fuel assembly transparent relative to UO2 (dissipated energy, total reactivity, cycle length, etc.)
as well as to meet new industry challenges, such as high burn-up achievement and operational
flexibility. When performing the R&D work, certain characteristics of MOX fuel receive special
attention, including Pu fine distribution in pellet, thermal properties, radial power profile, specific
power histories and reactivity drop, and actinide inventory.
The present paper aims to provide typical results on MOX in-reactor behaviour and at
highlighting MOX specific items.
MOX properties
Nuclear characteristics
239
241
235
The isotopes Pu and Pu are characterised by fission cross-sections larger than U (Table 1)
238
240
as well as by larger absorption cross-sections. Several Pu isotopes ( Pu, Pu) are fertile, leading
to fissile material after strong neutron absorption (Figure 1). Therefore, to achieve the same reactor
235
cycle length, the initial Pu content will generally be higher than U content when using RG Pu.
The reactivity drop with burn-up will be less pronounced than in UO2 (Figure 2). Also, the MOX fuel
assembly will operate in a thermal neutron flux markedly lower than the corresponding UO2 fuel
assembly when dissipating the same power (Figure 3). MOX fabricated from weapons grade (WG) Pu
should display a behaviour that lies between the behaviour exhibited by RG Pu MOX and UO2. At the
beginning of life, the reactivity will be close to UO2 and drop rapidly, whereas at the end of life, the
production of Pu fissile isotopes of higher mass will create a reactivity drop following the RG Pu trend.
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235
The fission yields for Pu and Pu are almost identical to the U fission yield curve with the
peak of low mass shifted towards higher mass numbers leading to a reduction of Kr production, an
increase in Ru production, with Mo production being almost unchanged. The fuel swelling resulting
from fission product (FP) accumulation will therefore be virtually identical in MOX and UO 2.

Physical properties
UO2 and PuO2 crystallographic structure are identical (fluoride type) with a nearly identical
lattice parameter and density (Table 2). Stoichiometric PuO2 forms a fully solid solution with UO2.
The mechanical properties of both materials are also very similar with identical fracture modes, but
with a lower creep strength for MOX. The thermal conductivity of MOX is slightly reduced compared
to UO2. Large scattering exists in the experimental data and conductivity values. A reduction factor of
2% for 5% Pu content is recommended.
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In-reactor behaviour
Neutronic behaviour
A large database has been accumulated on MOX neutronic behaviour: power and burn-up axial
distributions of rods from gamma spectrometry and actinide and FP inventory of pellets by
radiochemistry. These data have been used to validate the neutronic codes and verify burn-up
predictions. Good agreement is generally obtained with measurements (Figure 4).
Radial distributions of actinides and FPs have also been determined using the techniques of
EPMA, SIMS, and local radiochemistry. Results from all programmes are almost identical except for
transport of volatile FPs which is very dependent on the power history. The actinide profiles are
239
characterised by a drop of Pu from the centre towards the pellet periphery, except in the presence
240
of the rim where enhancement is noticed (Figure 5). Pu content drops at the pellet rim due to strong
241
242
neutron absorption leading to local build-up in Pu and Pu.
Thermal-mechanical behaviour
Pellet integrity
Pellet fragmentation occurs during the first power increase exceeding 50 W/cm. The fragmentation
pattern of MOX and UO2 are identical (Figure 6) due to identical rupture modes. During the fuel rods’
life, differential swelling occurs between zones of high local Pu content and the surrounding UO2
matrix. These swelling strains are low rated but are generated throughout the life of the pellet. They
are permanently reduced by the fuel creep itself, operating continuously, avoiding local pellet
fragmentation.
PCMI
The extent of mechanical interaction between pellets and cladding is the same in MOX and UO2.
Rod profilometry is characterised by free cladding creep down at the fuel column ends (Figure 7) and
creep out in high power rated zones. It is very difficult to discern whether the measured profilometry
comes from a MOX or UO2 rod. Similarity in behaviours are noticed in steady-state conditions,
as well as during transient tests, where MOX shows a slightly better power failure threshold.
This similarity of behaviours is attributed to similarity of fuel stress free dimensional changes
(densification/accommodation, swelling, thermal expansion, etc.) and mechanical properties, which
are more favourable for MOX owing to its lower creep resistance.
Thermal performance
Gap closure and conductance of MOX is similar to UO2, as it can be estimated from PCMI
studies and FP inventory. Several experiments as well as theoretical support suggest that MOX
conductivity degradation with burn-up should be identical to UO2 fuel. Higher MOX thermal
behaviour is due to lower thermal conductivity relative to UO2, as well as different evolution of the
radial power profile with burn-up. The radial power is more depressed at beginning of life in MOX,
but the MOX profile is less depressed compared to UO2 at high burn-ups, leading to a progressive
increase of fuel central temperature during fuel rod lifetime (Table 3). Compared to UO2, the
temperature increase between beginning and end of life is about 80°C at approximately 200 W/cm.
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Fuel microstructure
MOX pellets fabricated by mechanical mixing of PuO2 and UO2 powders are characterised by a
fine dispersion of Pu-rich zones in a surrounding UO2 matrix. During irradiation, the initial Pu
distribution is homogenised due to Pu consumption and production of fresh Pu in the UO 2 matrix.
At low temperature (typically below 1000°C), the fabricated microstructure characteristics of Pu
distribution are kept constant, with the appearance of fission gas bubble concentration in the Pu-rich
zones (Figure 8). A progressive coalescence of bubbles in the Pu-rich zones can be noticed with
temperature and burn-up increases. At high temperatures (enough to create grain growth in the UO2
matrix) the Pu-rich zones disappear into the surrounding UO2 matrix leading to a microstructure
typical of UO2 operating at the same temperature (Figure 9).
Fission gas release
Extended programmes of rod punctures were made to characterise the extent of noble fission gas
and helium release. Helium in excess of fabrication amounts were found for rods combining several
key parameters including: low pre-pressurisation, high power rating and high burn-up. Helium release
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was found to be dependent on initial Pu content, quality and Am conversion. It has also been
noticed to be strongly correlated to fission gas release. In-reactor performance of MOX rods loaded
with WG Pu should not be affected by helium production and release.
Study of Xe and Kr release from MOX rods indicate that the extent of release is controlled by
parameters that also control gas release in UO2 including fabrication parameters such as open porosity
and grain size and temperature distribution (power distribution, gap size, burn-up). However,
differences in gas release are noticed in commercial reactors between MOX and UO2 (Figure 10)
when expressed versus the burn-up. The differences are attributed to differences in the power history
and thermal performance.
BELGONUCLEAIRE commercial deliveries
The MOX fabrication at BELGONUCLEAIRE’s Dessel plant started in the 1970s. By 1985, the
MIMAS fabrication process had been fully implemented. A marked increase in production occurred
from 1986 (Figure 11) with fabrication runs for CNA and EdF. The plant has a high flexibility to
fabricate fuels of various designs, Pu content, and campaign needs (Table 4).
The in-reactor performance of MIMAS fuel is excellent with no rod failures due specifically
to the presence of Pu. The assemblies have achieved burn-ups of approximately 45 GWd/tM, with one
assembly up to 51 GWd/tM (56 GWd/tM peak pellet) in a commercial reactor (Figure 12).
Conclusions
Reactor grade plutonium recycling in LWRs has reached its industrial maturity. Owing to the
similarities between PuO2 and UO2 materials, the MOX industry is based on UO2 technology
regarding fuel fabrication and rod design.
Research and development work as well as surveillance programmes on MOX in-reactor
performance have shown that there is almost no difference between MOX and UO2 rod performance
and the performance is in agreement with expectations. One major difference with UO2 arises from Pu
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neutronic properties resulting in a reduced drop of reactivity with burn-up. Correspondingly, MOX
fuel sustains larger linear powers during the second half of rod life increasing fission gas release as
compared to UO2. The use of WG Pu should lead to neutronic performance between that exhibited
by RG MOX and UO2.
Despite good performance of MOX, R&D efforts are continuing to succeed in meeting new
industrial situations. The most important challenge being to achieve high burn-ups.

Table 1. Nuclear characteristics of fissile isotopes
235

Isotope
Fission cross-section σf (barns)
Absorption cross-section σa (barns)
Fission neutrons/fission (N)
Neutron production/absorption (Nσf/σa)
Energy/fission (MeV)

239

U
293
344
2.42
2.06
202

241

Pu
770
1,203
2.87
1.84
209

Pu
782
1,056
2.93
2.17
211

Table 2. Physical properties
UO2
PuO2
Fluoride type
24+
(SC: O /FCC: M )
5.470
5.396
10.96
11.45
2,840
2,290

Crystallographic structure
a0 (Å)
Density (g/cm3)
Melting temperature (°C)

Table 3. Comparison between fuel central temperatures for
UO2 (4.5% 235U) and MOX (0.2% 235U, 8.8% Pu) irradiated up to 60 GWd/tM
k type

k (UO2, Bu = 0)

δ (Tc - Ts) (°C)
BOL
150 W/cm
250 W/cm
EOL
150 W/cm
250 W/cm

k* (UO2, Bu)

k* (MOX, Bu)

1

Tc (°C) 2 EOL
150 W/cm
250 W/cm
1

2

-25
-51

-16
-33

11
24

17
65

27
85

570
770

840
1,250

850
1,260

δ (Tc - Ts) = (Tc - Ts) MOX - (Tc - Ts) UO2
Ts ~ 500°C BOL – open initial gap
Ts ~ 350°C closed gap (400°C at EOL/250W/cm for k = k*
Tc = (Tc(MOX) + Tc(UO2))/2
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Table 4. BELGONUCLEAIRE MIMAS fabrication: Range of tested parameters
Cumulated MOX tonnage
Fuel rod types (PWR)
Fuel rod types (BWR)

366 tHM
14 × 14, 15 × 15, 16 × 16, 17 × 17
8 × 8, 9 × 9
FRAGEMA, SIEMENS, BN,
TOSHIBA/HITACHI/JNF
4 to 29 tHM
3 to 6
Up to 8.4%
Up to 20 000 ppm
25 to 35%
Free-flowing AUC and TU2/depleted or natural
SS304, Zr4, Zr4 Duplex, Zr2, Zr2/Zr liner,
Zr2/Fe doped liner

Qualified MOX fuel designs
Size of a fabrication campaign
Number of Pu contents per campaign
Pu tot. content in the pellet (over Pu tot. + U)
Am content (over Pu tot.)
Pu tot. content in primary blend (over Pu tot. +U)
UO2 material
Cladding material

Figure 1. Microscopic cross-section behaviour of
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Figure 2. Drop of reactivity as a function of burn-up for MOX and UO 2 fuel
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Figure 3. Thermal neutron flux vs. energy in a water moderated cell
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Figure 4. Comparison between calculated and measured
burn-up in MOX fuel irradiated in a BWR UO2 environment
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Figure 5. Comparison between experimental and calculated radial
distribution of Pu isotopic composition in MOX fuel irradiated to high burn-up
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Figure 6. Fragmentation of UO2 and MOX pellet resulting from first
power increase and observed after a discharge burn-up of 30 GWd/tM
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Figure 7. Profilometry of MOX fuel rod after
irradiation to high burn-up in the Beznau-1 reactor
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Figure 8. Development of fine porosity in a Pu-rich zone of a reference MOX
fuel pellet irradiated at low temperature (∼800°C) and burn-up (∼20 GWd/tM)
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Figure 9. Reduction of Pu heterogeneity in parallel with
grain growth and intergranular porosity development
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Figure 10. Fission gas release in MOX and UO 2 irradiated in commercial PWRs
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Figure 11. MOX fuel rods from BN-Dessel plant
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Figure 12. MIMAS fuel irradiation experience October 1998
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BEHAVIOUR OF MOX FUEL AS COMPARED TO UO2 FUEL

Y. Guérin, D. Lespiaux, C. Struzik, L. Caillot
CEA DRN Fuel Research Department, Cadarache, France

Abstract
Mixed oxide fuel (MOX) is partially loading 15 PWR reactors in France. A considerable experience
on this MOX fuel performance has been gained thanks to post-irradiation examination of the rods
irradiated in PWR up to 50 GWd/t, and to a programme of experimental irradiations. Extensive R&D
is in progress at the CEA, in collaboration with the EDF and Framatome, on in-pile behaviour in
nominal conditions and during incidental or accidental events in order to improve the performances
and safety of MOX fuel.
The general trend is a good behaviour of the MOX fuel rods. The behaviour of the clad (axial growth,
diametrical deformation, external corrosion) is quite similar to the behaviour of the UO 2 rods.
Minor differences appear with no consequence on the general behaviour on some phenomena such as
densification, swelling or helium production.
The main difference between UO2 and MOX fuel is directly connected to the evolution of linear heat
rate which is higher in the MOX rods at high burn-up than in the UO2 rods. As a consequence of this
high heat rate, associated to a slightly lower thermal conductivity, the centreline temperature is
slightly higher in the MOX fuel, and this indicates a larger gas release.
Power ramp tests and analytical experiments show that, thanks to a larger creep rate, MOX fuel rods
behave particularly well from the pellet-cladding irradiation standpoint.
Modelling of MOX fuel rods has been developed in the METEOR code. The simple introduction of
specific physical and neutronic properties of MOX fuel in a code validated on UO2 fuel allows
a satisfactory predictive quality. Further modelling efforts of MOX fuel are in progress, aiming at a
detailed description of all phenomena such as microstructure evolution.
On the three tests performed on MOX fuel in order to simulate Reactivity Initiated Accident, only one
failed and at an enthalpy level much higher than is expected in reactor.
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Operating experience
Fifteen reactors are loaded in France with MOX fuels. In Spring 1998 FRAGEMA supplied
about 1 000 subassemblies for these PWR reactors operated by the EDF. About 500 subassemblies
operated for three cycles with an average discharge burn-up of 37.5 GWd/t. Six subassemblies were
operated for four cycles with 54 GWd/t and one assembly is running its fifth cycle at 60 GWd/t.
In all, two clad failures occurred due to debris. No fuel deterioration was observed.
Fabrication of MOX fuel
The micronisation master-blend (MIMAS) process is used. The milling of a master blend of
25-30% Pu is followed by dilution with UO2. This leads to Pu-rich clusters ranging from a few to a
few tens of micrometers. The Pu content ranges from 3-7%. The assemblies have zones with three
239
different Pu contents. The Pu content represents about 60% of the total Pu extracted from
reprocessing LWR fuels.
In-pile behaviour of MOX fuel
These studies are carried out in a R&D collaboration between CEA, Framatome and the EDF.
The experience gained covers:
•

subassemblies irradiated up to four cycles with PIE on about 50 rods;

•

analytical irradiations on in-pile behaviour to study thermal and mechanical behaviour,
densification and fission gas release;

•

the measurement of fresh fuel properties such as thermal conductivity, thermal capacity and
creep;

•

testing under incidental (ramp) conditions and accidental conditions (IRA).

The modelling of in-pile fuel behaviour is in progress and concerns the METEOR computer
code. It is found that the irradiation conditions are more severe in MOX fuel than in UO2 (reactivity
of MOX is larger at high burn-up and therefore the linear power is higher in the third cycle). It has
also been found that MOX behaves in a very similar manner as UO2 as concerns rod elongation,
diametrical elongation and waterside corrosion.
Thermal behaviour of MOX fuel
Initially the laser flash method is used for determining thermal diffusivity and it is found that λ is
slightly lower in MOX than in UO2 at low temperatures. Alternately, experimental irradiations are
carried out with a centreline thermocouple, and at beginning of life it is found that the centreline
temperature is higher by 6% in MOX than in UO2 due to the difference in λ and to radial flux. At high
burn-up it is generally assumed that the thermal conductivity degradation is very similar to that of UO2.
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In-pile evolution of the fuel volume
The densification of MOX is about twice as large as that of UO2; in fact (DV/V)max is in the 1-2%
range. It is also found in experimental irradiations in MOX that the higher the linear power the faster
the densification. The swelling of MOX is very similar to UO2 and DV/V is 0.6-0.8% per 10 GWd/t
The in-pile evolution of the hydrostatic density of MOX is shown in Figure 1.
Fission gas behaviour
MOX has a higher fission gas release than UO 2 due to:
•

a higher linear power for the third cycle;

•

a slightly lower thermal conductivity;

•

a possible influence of the microstructure.

In addition, MOX has a higher helium production due to the 242Cm decay. In PWRs the He
remains in the fuel. The gas release in PWR MOX rods as compared to UO2 rods is shown in Figure 2.
The helium volume in the plenum before and after irradiation is shown in Figure 3. Figures 4, 5 and 6
show the in-pile evolution of the fuel micro-structure and agglomerates in a MOX fuel.
Operational transient behaviour
In power ramps after a second and third cycle no rupture is observed up to a linear power of
480 W/cm, but a flattening of the primary ridge, the filling of dishings and a gas release ranging from
5% (400 W/cm over 12 hours) to 12% (480 W/cm over 12 hours) should be noted. The DEFORMOX
instrumented in-pile deformation experiments were carried out on fresh and two-cycle irradiated
MOX fuel. In the linear power range of 300-400 W/cm a decrease and disappearance of the primary
ridge is observed. MOX is less sensitive to pellet-clad interaction: there is a higher creep rate in MOX
dishings with a relief of stress concentration at inter-pellet ridges.
MOX behaviour during accidental conditions
The following three reactivity initiated accident (RIA) tests were carried out at the CABRI
facility:
•

MOX irradiated in two cycles to a burn-up of 28 GWd/t showed no rupture at 228 cal/g
pulsed width 40 milliseconds.

•

MOX irradiated in three cycles to a burn-up of 47 GWd/t; no rupture was observed at
165 cal/g pulsed width 35 milliseconds, but a high gas release (22%) was observed.

•

MOX irradiated in four cycles to a burn-up of 55 GWd/t; a rupture was observed at 120 cal/g
pulsed width 40 milliseconds.

In a reactor accident, though, no such high energy release is expected.
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MOX fuel modelling in the METEOR code
Its capabilities have been extended to include specific properties of MOX such as thermal
conductivity and the radial power profile. It now includes two possible treatments: the MOX fuel is
assumed to be homogeneous or the heterogeneity of Pu and burn-up are taken into account.
As concerns the fission gas release, a good agreement between calculated and measured values is
observed even for the homogeneous model. A good agreement between calculation and microprobe
measurement is also obtained for Pu and burn-up repartition using the heterogeneous model. Figure 7
shows the gas release calculated by METEOR as compared to measurements.
Conclusions
A very good behaviour of MOX fuel rods is observed up to 50 GWd/t under both nominal
conditions and in operational transients. R&D is in progress and aims at an increase in burn-up and at
decreasing the gas release. One objective is to understand the sensitivity of the MOX under RIA test
conditions.
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Figure 4. In-pile evolution of fuel microstructure of irradiated MOX MIMAS
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Figure 7. Gas release of MOX fuel rods: Measured and calculated values
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MOX FUEL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS AT THE HALDEN REACTOR PROJECT

W. Wiesenack
Institutt for Energiteknikk
OECD Halden Reactor Project, Norway

Abstract
The in-pile performance of MOX fuel is investigated in experimental programmes conducted in the
Halden reactor, Norway. The irradiation is performed in rigs allowing steady state, power ramping
and cyclic operation. In-pile data are obtained from instrumentation such as fuel centreline
thermocouples, pressure transducers, fuel and cladding elongation detectors and gauges for measuring
the diametral deformation. Various phenomena can be assessed in this way, e.g. thermal performance,
swelling and densification, PCMI and fission gas release. Based on experience with UO2 fuel testing,
the Halden Project has defined an extensive experimental programme related to MOX fuels which is
being executed in the present programme period. The paper describes the objectives of various
experiments and provides examples of temperature, pressure and cladding elongation measurements.
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Introduction
The experimental programme at the Halden Reactor Project is aimed at providing data in support
of a mechanistic understanding of phenomena associated with short and long term in-pile fuel
performance and property changes. To this end, irradiation techniques and instrumentation have been
developed [1] and over the years applied to several hundred instrumented fuel rods. Numerous fuel
types and variants have been studied in different ways, and a considerable performance database has
been built up. The data can be used for fuel behaviour model development and verification as well
as in safety analyses and typically encompass fuel temperature, fission gas release, pellet-clad
mechanical interaction (PCMI), fuel densification, swelling and creep.
Mixed oxide (MOX) fuel has received increasing attention in recent years. Halden Project
participants have expressed a need for establishing a database on MOX fuel performance similar to
that existing for urania fuel, and the Halden Project has responded by defining an experimental
programme to be executed in the Joint Programme of the 1997-99 programme period. This programme
addresses the behaviour of MOX fuel from zero to high burn-up (55-65 MWd/kg) in conditions of
steady state and changing power. In parallel, Halden Project participants pursue their own
investigations on a bilateral basis – very often also conveying the results after some time to the
general programme through publications and presentations in Enlarged Halden Programme Group
Meetings.
The selected examples from separate effects and integral behaviour studies should give an
impression of the experimental capabilities and, related to MOX fuel, elucidate thermal performance,
aspects of fission gas release and PCMI where the data also reflect creep properties. While
similarities to urania fuel properties are evident, there are also substantial differences which have
to be incorporated in fuel behaviour models and codes.
Experimental capabilities
While PIE ascertains the state at the end of irradiation, in-core instrumentation provides a full
description of performance history, cross-correlation between performance parameters, on-line
monitoring of the status of the test, and direct comparison between different fuels and materials.
Trends developing over several years, slow changes occurring on a scale of days or weeks and
transients from seconds to some hours can be captured by the same instrumentation. The availability
of reliable instruments and irradiation rigs is therefore essential for fuel behaviour studies regardless
of fuel type.
Data on fuel performance are typically obtained from:
•

fuel thermocouples or expansion thermometers, which measure the fuel centre temperature
from which long-term changes such as conductivity degradation of the fuel can also be
deduced;

•

bellows pressure transducers, which provide data on rod inner pressure and fission gas
release;

•

fuel stack elongation detectors, with which densification and swelling behaviour can be
assessed;
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•

cladding elongation detectors, which provide data on the onset and amount of pellet-cladding
interaction, permanent deformation, relaxation capabilities of fuel and cladding as a function
of power and burn-up, and even swelling of the fuel;

•

cladding diameter gauge to determine radial deformations as a function of power, holding
time after ramping and burn-up.

Fuel thermocouples, pressure transducers and cladding elongation detectors can be utilised
for re-instrumentation of fuel segments irradiated in other reactors, often commercial LWRs.
This technique has been applied in a number of tests and become more and more important for the
investigation of high burn-up fuel performance. Two experiments currently being executed within the
Halden Reactor Project experimental programme contain pre-irradiated, re-instrumented commercial
MOX fuel.
The irradiation of instrumented fuel rods is carried out in specialised rigs according to test
objectives, e.g. long term base irradiation, diameter measurements or ramps and overpower testing.
Many types of rig not further explained here have been utilised over the years. Some of them are
associated with testing of fuel from special reactors, e.g. advanced gas-cooled reactor, advanced
thermal reactor.
The MOX fuel testing at the Halden Reactor Project employs most of the above-mentioned
instrumentation and rig types. In addition, gas flow and hydraulic diameter measurements have
recently been carried out on high burn-up MOX fuel in a specialised rig designed for studying rod
overpressure/clad lift-off under PWR conditions.
Overview of experimental programme related to MOX fuel
MOX fuel differs from urania fuel on several counts related to nuclear and physical properties.
Fuel temperatures are influenced by a somewhat lower conductivity, a more peripheral power
generation due to more pronounced nuclear self shielding and, via gap conductance, a higher thermal
expansion. The latter also influences PCMI behaviour as do better creep properties compared to
urania fuel. Fission gas release is inherently more complex in MOX fuels and may appear to be larger
due to higher reactivity (higher power) at end-of-life for the same burn-up as urania fuel.
These differences require attention and must be studied in experimental programmes. MOX fuel
has therefore been tested in the Halden reactor on a bilateral basis for many years and a series of
MOX-related experiments is also being executed in the present joint programme. The synergism
of the joint and bilateral programmes, also involving information exchange in Enlarged Halden
Programme Group Meetings (e.g. Lillehammer 1998), contributes to an amplification of the benefits
that members obtain from the participation in the Halden Reactor Project.
An excellent example of how experimental techniques and the cross-correlation of phenomena
through instrumentation combine to yield a more complete assessment of phenomena is given with
a test series that PNC (Power Reactor and Nuclear Development Corporation, Japan) has conducted in
the HBWR. The objective of the tests, which were executed in IFA-591, was to study the Advanced
Thermal Reactor (ATR) MOX fuel behaviour during transient operation and to determine the failure
threshold [2]. To this end, fuel segments previously irradiated in the Fugen reactor were ramped in
the HBWR using a ramp rig with He-3 power control. The instrumentation consisted of either
cladding elongation detectors or rod pressure transducers.
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The ramp rig allows various modes of power increases: continuous and gradual, staircase and
ramping with maximum speed. Ramps can be accurately repeated from since the coil depressurisation/
pressurisation is supported by a PLS control. Figures 1 and 2 show the cladding elongation and rod
pressure response to a staircase power increase [2]. The excellent relaxation behaviour of the MOX
fuel during the one hour holding periods is evident. From the rod pressure measurements, the onset of
fission gas release can be determined. An interesting point to note is an additional pressure increase
during the final power decrease at about nine hours into the transient. At the same time into the
transient, the sibling segment equipped with a cladding elongation detector reveals a transition from
fuel-cladding contact to free thermal expansion (contraction) of the cladding. The open gap then
provides a pathway for released fission gas to the plenum. This phenomenon is often observed in
conjunction with high burn-up fuel where the gap is closed already at much lower powers than
reached during the ATR ramp test.
Figure 1. Linear heat rating and cladding elongation
of IFA-591 segment during ramp testing [2]

Figure 2. Linear heat rating and rod pressure of IFA-591 segment during ramp testing [2]
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Other participants pursue experiments with different objectives. For example, Belgonucléaire has
conducted the experimental programme FIAGARO in the Halden reactor that involved four
refabricated segments of MOX/MIMAS fuel previously irradiated in the Beznau PWR to about
50 MWd/kg. The main objective of the test series, which was executed in two stages with two rods in
each, was to obtain data on thermal and fission gas release behaviour. Fuel centreline thermocouples
and bellows pressure transducers were therefore fitted to the rodlets in the hot lab of Institutt for
Energiteknikk at Kjeller, Norway. Also in this test, a complicated power history with staircase
increases and intermediate power reductions to a base level was implemented. Belgonucléaire has
made the essential results of the experiment available to the Halden Project participants through
a presentation at the recent Enlarged Programme Group Meeting at Lillehammer, Norway [3].
A final example of MOX studies originally conducted on a bilateral basis, but also presented to
Joint Programme Participants, are the experiments IFA-514 and IFA-529. Extensive instrumentation
(fuel thermocouples, fuel stack elongation detectors, cladding elongation detectors, rod pressure
sensor) were employed and provided detailed data on fuel behaviour [4]. As an example, Figure 3
shows fuel centreline temperatures as measured at burn-ups from 0 to 6.7 MWd/kg. The comparison
with urania fuel of similar design indicates somewhat higher temperatures in the MOX fuel.
Figure 3. Comparison of MOX and UO2 fuel temperatures

The in-pile pressure measurements performed in IFA-514 and IFA-529 showed that the
empirical threshold of significant fission gas release (>1%) derived from UO 2 fuel applies well to
MOX fuel. At around 20 MWd/kg, the fuel in these experiments was subjected to power cycling tests
to simulate load following. During this time, measurements of rod internal pressure indicated that the
release of fission gas was controlled by a diffusion mechanism and that there was no apparent
increase in the release rate.
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Halden Project Joint Programme activities related to MOX fuel testing
An extensive experimental programme related to MOX fuel has been defined and is currently
being executed in the context of the joint programme of the Halden Project. It responds to the need
expressed by participants that a database on MOX fuel performance be built up, similar to that
accumulated over the years for urania fuel. This programme draws on the general Halden Project
testing and instrumentation experience and in particular on the re-instrumentation techniques which
have been developed and applied up to now to numerous rods of bilateral and joint tests.
The scope of the overall MOX testing programme includes:
•

obtaining data on basic thermal performance from low to high burn-up, including
assessments of changes of conductivity;

•

assessing fission gas release and release kinetics;

•

deriving information on fuel swelling and densification through evaluation of temperature
data and pressure changes as a function of burn-up;

•

obtaining data on PCMI behaviour and fuel relaxation capabilities;

•

exploring the rod overpressure/clad lift-off effect for high burn-up fuel;

•

producing high burn-up (>65 MWd/kg) MOX fuel through continued irradiation in the
Halden reactor under PWR conditions and providing performance data (temperature, fission
gas release, PCMI) for this high burn-up.

In an experiment which started with fresh MOX fuel, temperature and rod pressure are measured
in two rodlets, one with hollow and one with solid pellet fuel. The objectives of this experiment are
primarily to obtain temperature data as a function of burn-up (up to 60 MWd/kg), and to establish the
fission gas release threshold at various exposures. The latter is effected by temporary power increases
and monitoring of the pressure response the fuel temperatures. The result of an uprating at about
10 MWd/kg MOX is shown in Figure 4. A definite gas release is observed during the period at
highest power. The release is practically stopped after return to a lower power level.
Re-instrumented MOX fuel segments are utilised in another experiment starting with a burn-up
of about 27 MWd/kg. This fuel had negligible fission gas release during irradiation in the commercial
PWR and the objective of the experiment is to explore the release onset together with obtaining
temperature and PCMI data. To this end, the power has been uprated with intermediate reductions to a
base level as shown in Figure 5. The upper part of Figure 5 shows the cladding elongation response to
the power changes and during the holding periods. Although the relaxation is not as pronounced as for
the ATR fuel shown previously, it is still stronger than that of urania fuel. The comparison with other
Halden Project experimental data indicates a MOX creep rate that is a factor of about 8 larger than
that of UO2 [5].
An interesting detail can be seen in association with the power cycle performed at about
4.5 days. The cladding elongation at the maximum of the cycle is slightly larger than at the end of the
preceding holding period, indicating a PCMI racheting effect which, however, did not produce any
discernible permanent strain. The 20% power change (30 - 24 - 30) is similar to the load follow range
of a commercial reactor and it will be of interest to study the combination of relaxation/racheting
during repeated cycles.
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Figure 4. Response of internal pressure to power uprating at 10 MWd/kg

Figure 5. Cladding elongation response to staircase power increase
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The rod overpressure/clad lift-off test is an ongoing experiment utilising re-instrumented MOX
fuel pre-irradiated in a commercial PWR to an exposure of 55 MWd/kg. The objective of the test is to
establish the overpressure that would lead to an opening of the fuel-clad gap, i.e. more cladding
creep-out than fuel swelling and thus increasing fuel temperatures. The overpressure in this type of
experiment is applied through an external pressurisation system which can produce overpressures
of up to 450 bar above the PWR loop pressure of 160 bar. A similar experiment was successfully
executed from July 1997 to May 1998 using UO2 fuel. The onset of clad lift-off was determined by
monitoring the change of the fuel centre temperature at constant power over several periods
(500-1000 hours each) with varying levels of overpressure. It seems that the currently investigated
MOX fuel can endure a higher overpressure than UO2 fuel in agreement with the superior creep
properties of MOX fuel.
Halden Project participants have expressed the need for studying MOX fuel behaviour at
burn-ups currently not being reached in commercial nuclear power stations, but for which license
applications are envisaged in the future. In order to extend the burn-up of the four-cycle MOX fuel to
at least 65 MWd/kg, a burn-up extension rig has been designed that provides the required nuclear and
thermal-hydraulic (PWR) conditions. The design includes in-core connectors for attaching the signal
cables of re-instrumented fuel thermocouples and LVDTs for cladding elongation and rod pressure
measurements. In this way, fuel performance data are already being obtained during the burn-up
extension period.
After burn-up extension, a power uprating test of the fuel – conducted in the same manner as for
the medium burn-up MOX – will provide the basis for the following comparisons and assessments:
•

fuel thermal performance at ~27, ~55 and 65 MWd/kg, giving the basis for MOX fuel
conductivity degradation at increasing burn-up;

•

fission gas release onset at the burn-up levels 27 and 65 MWd/kg;

•

PCMI behaviour at the two burn-up levels.

The experiments described above together with parallel investigations of UO2 fuel constitute an
extensive experimental programme with the objective to establish a database of qualified high
burn-up data for fuel behaviour model development and validation as well as for application in safety
assessments. The related work will be carried out not only in the present three-year programme period
from 1997-99, but also in the next period from 2000-2002 which is currently being defined in
discussions with participants.
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BEHAVIOUR OF ZIRCALOY CLADDING IN THE PRESENCE OF GALLIUM
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Abstract
The US Department of Energy has established a dual-track approach to the disposition of plutonium
arising from the dismantling of nuclear weapons. Both immobilisation and reactor-based mixed oxide
(MOX) fuel technologies are being evaluated. The reactor-based MOX fuel option requires
assessment of the potential impact of concentrations of gallium (on the order of 1 to 10 ppm), not
present in conventional MOX fuel, on cladding material performance. An experimental programme
was designed to evaluate the performance of prototypic zircaloy cladding materials against: 1) liquid
gallium and 2) various concentrations of Ga2O3. Three types of tests were performed: 1) corrosion,
2) liquid metal embrittlement and 3) corrosion-mechanical. These tests were to determine corrosion
mechanisms, thresholds for temperature and concentration of gallium that delineate behavioural
regimes, and changes in the mechanical properties of zircaloy. Results have generally been favourable
for the use of weapons-grade (WG) MOX fuel. The zircaloy cladding does react with gallium to form
intermetallic compounds at ≥300°C; however, this reaction is limited by the mass of gallium and
is therefore not expected to be significant with a low level (parts per million) of gallium in the MOX
fuel. Furthermore, no evidence for grain boundary penetration by gallium or liquid metal embrittlement
was observed.
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Introduction
Gallium initially present in WG-plutonium is largely removed during processing to produce
MOX fuel. After blending the plutonium with uranium, only 1 to 10 ppm gallium is expected in the
sintered MOX fuel. Gallium present as gallium oxide (Ga2O3) could be evolved as the suboxide
(Ga2O). Migration of the evolved Ga2O and diffusion of gallium in the MOX matrix along thermal
gradients could lead to locally higher concentrations of Ga2O3. Thus, while an extremely low
concentration of gallium in MOX fuel almost ensures a lack of significant interaction of gallium with
zircaloy fuel cladding, there remains a small probability that corrosion effects will not be negligible.
General corrosion in the form of surface alloying resulting from formation of intermetallic
compounds between zircaloy and gallium should be mass limited and, therefore, superficial because
of the expected low ratio of gallium to the surface area or volume of the zircaloy cladding. Although
the expected concentration of gallium is low and there is very limited solubility of gallium in
zirconium, especially at temperatures below 700°C [1], grain boundary penetration and liquid metal
embrittlement (LME) are forms of localised corrosion that were also considered.
One fuel system damage mechanism, pellet clad interaction, has led to some failure of the
zircaloy cladding in light-water reactors (LWRs). This has been attributed to stresses in the cladding
and one or more aggressive fission products. Stress corrosion cracking by iodine [2,3] and LME by
cadmium [4,5] have been reported, and it is known that zircaloy can be embrittled by some
low-melting metals (e.g. mercury) [6]. LME is a form of environmentally induced embrittlement that
can induce cracking or loss of ductility. LME requires wetting and a tensile stress, but it does not
require corrosion penetration. Experimentally, it has been demonstrated that gallium can cause
embrittlement of some alloys (e.g. aluminium) at low temperatures [7,8], but experiments relative to
LME of zirconium by gallium have been limited and inconclusive [9].
The overall objective of this task is to demonstrate the effects of small concentrations of gallium
in MOX fuel on the performance of the fuel system in an LWR. Although possible mechanisms for
gallium interaction with zircaloy have been identified [10], no significant data exist that demonstrate
whether such reactions actually occur under LWR conditions and whether these reactions have any
significant effects on cladding performance. A graded, experimental approach was designed to
determine whether low levels of gallium would result in damage to the fuel clad. First, laboratory
tests were conducted on three prototypic zircaloy cladding materials in liquid gallium. Three types
of tests were used: 1) corrosion, 2) LME and 3) corrosion-mechanical. Corrosion tests consisted of
time-temperature exposures of zircaloy to liquid gallium. LME tests consisted of slow strain rate,
constant extension rate tensile (CERT) tests in gallium metal at low temperature (30 and 100°C).
Corrosion-mechanical tests consisted of first exposing the zircaloy to gallium metal and then
conducting a tensile test to evaluate corrosion product effects. Although these tests conditions (much
higher relative amount of gallium compared with that in a fuel rodlet) are not representative of
WG-MOX, they provide limiting boundary conditions for mechanistic studies.
Secondly, two of the previously mentioned types of tests, corrosion and corrosion-mechanical,
were conducted with the three cladding materials in contact with Ga2O3. In each type of test, four
concentrations of Ga2O3 in Ce2O3 (surrogate for plutonium dioxide) were evaluated: 100, 1, 0.2, and
0.1 weight (wt) %. Although these levels of Ga2O3 are all considerably higher than those possible in a
sintered MOX pellet [11], they can be used to determine the types of reactions that could occur, and,
like the liquid gallium tests, they represent a conservative evaluation of Ga2O3 effects in this screening
test phase.
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Experimental
Prototypical, vendor-supplied LWR cladding materials evaluated included zircaloy-2, zircaloy-4,
and zirlo. Zircaloy tubing was machined into two different lengths, one for corrosion tests and another
for LME or corrosion-mechanical tests, as shown in Figure 1. End caps with and without threaded
ends were machined from zircaloy bar stock for tensile and corrosion tests, respectively. First, one
end cap was welded to the specimen tube, a predetermined quantity of reactant was then added, and
the other end cap was welded in place. Because of the reactive nature of the zirconium alloys with
oxygen and nitrogen, all welding was performed in either high vacuum using the electron beam
welding process or in a high-purity, helium-purged welding chamber using the laser beam welding
process. The completed test specimens for corrosion tests were encapsulated in an evacuated quartz
capsule for atmospheric protection during high-temperature exposure (Figure 1). For mechanical
testing above 100°C, a vacuum chamber with induction heating was used to preclude reaction of the
zirconium alloys with ambient oxygen and nitrogen during testing. For the LME tests, the specimen
was heated using copper coils containing glycol from a recirculating constant temperature bath.
Figure 1. Test specimens: a) corrosion; b) LME;
c) corrosion-mechanical; d) encapsulated in quartz

In addition to preliminary tests that were performed at 400 and 600°C, corrosion tests in liquid
gallium were conducted at three temperatures (30, 100, and 500°C) for two exposure times (200 and
700 h). Ga2O3 or surrogate gallium-containing oxide tests were also conducted at three temperatures
(300, 500, and 700°C) for two exposure times (6 and 12 weeks). LME tests were conducted in liquid
gallium at 30 and 100°C. Corrosion-mechanical tests in liquid gallium were conducted by first
exposing the zircaloy for 30 h at 300°C and then conducting tensile tests at room temperature.
With Ga2O3, tensile tests were conducted at room temperature after exposure for six weeks at 300 and
500°C. The temperature range brackets the normal, operating clad temperature of 374 °C.
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These tests were intended to characterise the types of gallium–cladding interaction that occur and
determine how these interactions might affect cladding properties. Thus, the amount and distribution
of gallium was significantly different than would occur in a fuel pin as indicated in Figure 2.
The MOX fuel consists of a high density, sintered pellet with a very small quantity (ppm level) of
gallium. In contrast, these tests contain either 100% Ga (liquid or oxide) or low density powder
mixtures of Ga2O3 with Ce2O3.
Figure 2. Out-of-reactor tests were not prototypic of LWR
fuel system relative to density and gallium concentration

Post-test analyses of cross-sections of the clad tubes included metallography, fractography, and
chemical microprobe. In the case of the corrosion tests, evidence of wall thinning, grain boundary
penetration, transgranular attack, and intermetallic compound formation (ICF), when present, were
documented. For the mechanical tests (LME or corrosion-mechanical), the tensile strength and
ductility of specimens tested in the presence of gallium or after exposure to gallium were compared
with those tested in the absence of gallium.
Results
Liquid gallium corrosion tests
In preliminary corrosion tests of zirconium by liquid gallium at 400°C and zircaloy-2
(non-vendor-supplied) at 600°C, ICF was found as would be predicted from the gallium-zirconium
phase diagram. Electron beam microprobe analysis identified several intermetallic compounds which
were hard and brittle.
After exposure to liquid gallium for 700 h at 30 and 100°C, none of the zircaloy materials
showed evidence of significant interaction. At 500°C, all of the gallium reacted with zircaloy to form
intermetallic compounds (ICs) of the type ZrxGay after 200 or 700 h. Dimensional distortion of some
zircaloy capsules was observed as a result of exposure at 500°C. Subsequent investigation revealed
that the amount of distortion was a function of the amount of gallium initially in the capsule even
though there was considerable empty space remaining within the capsule at the end of the test
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(Figure 3). One of the zircaloy materials showed little or no distortion even at the highest amounts
of gallium, despite the fact that a ZrxGay type of IC formed. Comparisons of the corrosion products at
high magnifications showed some differences in the appearance of the ICs. Where no distortion
occurred, the corrosion product was more porous than where distortion did occur. Further testing at
temperatures below 500°C showed that, in the susceptible materials, dimensional distortion also
occurred at 400 and 350°C but was not found after 200 h at 300°C. After 200 h at 300°C, there was
a large amount of unreacted gallium in the capsule at the end of the test.
Figure 3. Corrosion testing with smaller amounts of gallium (Ga) at 500°C for 200 h:
a = 0.2 g Ga shows a small amount of dimensional distortion; b = 0.09 g Ga shows
minor dimensional distortion; c = 0.05 g Ga shows no dimensional distortion

a

b

c

As indicated in Figure 3, dimensional distortion at 500°C was eliminated when smaller amounts
of gallium were used in the capsule. In subsequent tests at 500°C with even smaller quantities of
gallium (0.025 to 0.00038 g), ICF was localised to specific regions where gallium chemically wet the
capsule wall but the depth of interaction was quite shallow [12,13].
Liquid metal embrittlement tests
-6
CERT tests (3.33 × 10 /s) were conducted in gallium at 30 and 100°C, and the results (average
of three specimens per condition) for zircaloy C are shown in Figures 4 and 5. No differences in the
tensile properties were found between the tests in gallium compared with those at the same
temperature without gallium for any of the zircaloy materials tested. Although there was a small
decrease in strength from 30 to 100°C, this same change occurred without gallium as well.
Furthermore, the specimens all failed in a ductile manner, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. LME test showed no change in strength for zircaloy C at 30 and 100°C
YS: yield strength; UTS: ultimate tensile strength
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Figure 5. LME tests showed no significant difference in ductility for zircaloy C at 30 and 100°C
Elong: elongation; RA: reduction in cross-sectional area
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Figure 6. Ductile failure mode at 30 and 100°C with and without gallium

Liquid gallium corrosion-mechanical tests
The purpose of these tests was to obtain some measure of the effect of ICF on the mechanical
properties of zircaloy. The ZrxGay IC is quite hard and brittle; therefore, significant (and unrealistically
large) quantities of ICF would be expected to markedly affect the mechanical properties of the
zircaloy. Based on prior data from the corrosion tests, exposure of the zircaloy to gallium for 30 h at
300°C was ultimately selected as the condition for the corrosion portion of the corrosion-mechanical
tests. Under these conditions, most of the gallium did not react with the zircaloy; however, a thin,
intermittent area of ICF was present along the gage length of the zircaloy capsule specimen. CERT
-4
tests (8.33 × 10 /s) were conducted at room temperature. The results (average of three specimens per
material, per condition) indicate very little, if any, effect of the formation of small amounts of ICF
on the mechanical properties of zircaloy. In addition, examination of the fracture surfaces did not
indicate any significant difference in the mode of failure.
Gallium oxide corrosion tests
Corrosion tests in non-prototypic, powder mixtures containing Ga2O3 were conducted at
300, 500, and 700°C for 6 and 12 weeks. Ce2O3 powder was mechanically blended with Ga2O3 powder
to produce mixtures that contained 100, 1, 0.2, 0.1, and 0 wt% Ga2O3 to assess the effect of the
concentration of gallium present during the exposures. There were significant differences among
results at the three temperatures. At 300°C, no significant reaction was noted except for very slight
surface roughening, even after the 12-week exposures. At 500°C, additional tests of zircaloy were
conducted with ZrO2 and CaO as well, and an oxide layer was observed in all of the tests. In the
Ce2O3-Ga2O3 tests, the thickness of the oxide layer was independent of Ga2O3 concentration and did
not appreciably increase with time between 6 and 12 weeks. A visually distinguishable zone was
noted below the oxide layer. Although this zone was larger for the tests with 100% Ga 2O3, there was
no appreciable difference among 1, 0.2, and 0.1% Ga2O3 exposures. At 700°C, there was formation of
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an oxide layer on the inner surface of the zircaloy and an identifiable gallium-rich zone below
the oxide layer. The thickness of both the oxide and gallium-rich zone increased with time, but the
gallium-rich zone was visible only with 100% Ga2O3. Another feature not seen at 500°C is cracking of
the zircaloy. Generally, testing at 700°C resulted in a somewhat uniform distortion of the zircaloy
tubing, and the cracks may be associated with an oxygen-enriched zone.
Gallium oxide corrosion-mechanical tests
-4
The results of CERT tests (8.33 × 10 /s), conducted at room temperature are shown for one of
the alloys (zircaloy C) in Figures 7 and 8. There was either a slight change or no change in the room
temperature tensile properties (three specimens per condition) of any of the zircaloy materials after
exposure at 300°C, as would have been predicted based on the corrosion test results reported
previously. Similarly, after exposure at 500°C, there was little change in the room temperature
properties as a function of Ga2O2 concentration, but both room temperature yield and ultimate tensile
strength (Figure 7) were lower than after exposure at 300°C for two of the three zircaloys for all
Ga2O3 concentrations, with a corresponding increase in ductility as measured by elongation and
reduction in area (Figure 8). Control tests indicated that these changes are a result of heat treatment at
500°C instead of the test environment. Before heat treatment at 500°C, two of the alloys (zircaloys B
and C) had room temperature tensile properties similar to those shown for heat treating/exposure
to oxide powder at 300°C. Thus, the heat treatment of these alloys at 500°C reduced their strength and
increased their ductility. The properties of the third alloy, zircaloy A, were little changed by the
500°C heat treatment.

Figure 7. No significant change in room temperature strength for zircaloy C
after exposure to Ga2O3 in cerium oxide (six weeks at 300 and 500°C)
YS: yield strength; UTS: ultimate tensile strength; EMT: empty
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Figure 8. Slight change in room temperature ductility for zircaloy C
after exposure to Ga2O3 in cerium oxide (six weeks at 300 and 500°C)
Elong: elongation; RA: reduction in cross-sectional area; EMT: empty
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Discussion
Liquid gallium is highly reactive with most metals since it readily alloys with elemental
components that are in many structural materials. For example, gallium forms intermetallic
compounds with iron, nickel, chromium, cobalt, vanadium and zirconium. Even these elements have
limited solubility in gallium at temperatures as high as ~500°C; they would not be suitable for use
in structural materials to contain gallium above 300°C because of their chemical conversion to ICs of
the form MxGay, where Mx refers to a metallic element. However, in the present application, in which
the total amount of gallium in a 3.66-m (12-ft) fuel pin is expected to be ~0.02 g, formation of ICs
would be very limited. If in the unlikely event that all of the gallium present in a fuel pin were to
reach the cladding interface in one location, only a very small amount of the cladding wall would
be converted to ICs and the effect on tensile properties will be slight to negligible. These studies have
also shown no embrittlement of zircaloy caused by either classic LME effects from liquid gallium or
reactions that result in the formation of small amounts of ICF or an oxide layer on the zircaloy.
LME is a phenomenon similar to stress corrosion cracking that can occur with certain liquid
metal-solid metal combinations. However, the kinetics and mechanisms of LME are not clearly
understood. One explanation is that chemisorption of the liquid reduces bond cohesion at the
surface [14,15], or that chemisorption creates dislocations at the tip of a crack that subsequently
interact with the dislocation structure in the plastic zone leading to further microcracking [16,17].
Wetting by the liquid metal and the presence of a tensile stress are necessary for LME to occur, but if
the component elements form stable, high-melting-point compounds, severe LME is unlikely [18,19].
Because zirconium readily forms a series of ICs with gallium at temperatures to 800°C, its resistance
to LME is not surprising.
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On the other hand, ICF results in conversion of zirconium in zircaloy to a brittle intermetallic
phase, which could affect the mechanical properties of the cladding. However, after reaction at 300°C
to form a think layer of IC on the inner diameter surface of the zircaloy (but more than expected in a
fuel pin), there was no effect on the tensile properties. When a similar experiment was conducted
at 350°C and the thickness of the IC increased, a modest loss in ductility was found. This finding
further supports a conclusion that gallium effects are mass limited.
The distortion that results from ICF appears to be related to stresses that develop in the wall of
some types of zircaloy tubing during interalloying. In preliminary tests at 400 to 600°C with either
pure zirconium or non-vendor-supplied zircaloy II, no distortion was noted with quantities of liquid
gallium that later caused distortion in two of the three vendor supplied materials. Differences
associated with the type of zircaloy tested were the appearance of much more porosity in the outer IC
that formed and less cracking of the inner IC where distortion was not observed. In the materials
where distortion occurred, the IC was more dense and exhibited numerous cracks usually in a
direction perpendicular to the wall. As the quantity of gallium available to react with the zircaloy was
reduced, distortion was eliminated. For small quantities of gallium at ≥350°C, the liquid gallium is
quickly consumed to locally form IC, thus ending the reaction. However, when additional (excess)
gallium is available, further reaction can occur as the zirconium and gallium continue to react. It is
very likely that liquid gallium either diffuses through the first IC that forms or reaches the metal-IC
interface via cracks in the IC. It is during this process that stresses likely develop and lead to
distortion. It is well known from oxidation studies that certain volume rations of corrosion product
(oxide) to metal can lead to tensile stresses in the metal [20].
Most probably, though not certainly, gallium will be present in MOX fuel as an oxide rather than
in metallic form [10]. In corrosion tests involving oxides (Ga2O3, Ce2O3, CaO or ZrO2) in contact with
zircaloy, formation of zirconium oxide at the metal-oxide interface was found at 500°C. With Ga2O3,
gallium was present below the oxide at 500°C. At 700°C, ZrxGay was identified below the oxide.
Because zirconium forms a very stable oxide (Figure 9), oxide formation on the fuel cladding inner
diameter surface is likely, although the rate of formation at temperatures below 500°C is unknown
(e.g. at 300°C there was a very slight indication of oxide formation after 12 weeks).
Figure 9. Phase stability diagram for oxides of interest
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The room temperature, 300 and 500°C tensile test results after exposure to oxide (Ga2O3 in
Ce2O3) for six weeks at 300 or 500°C (temperatures that bracket the expected LWR clad normal
operating temperature of ~400°C) do not appear to indicate any appreciable effect of concentration of
Ga2O3 on strength or ductility. Two of the zircaloy materials showed significant changes in room
temperature properties from heat treatment at 500°C. However, there were no further effects
attributable to exposure to the various concentrations of Ga 2O3 for six weeks.
Conclusions
Corrosion testing revealed that liquid gallium reacts with zircaloy to form an IC of the form
ZrxGay. The extent of reaction is a function of temperature, but more importantly, is strongly
dependent on the amount of gallium involved. Although distortion of some zircaloys can be a
by-product of ICF at >300°C, distortion in susceptible materials at 500°C did not occur at ratios
4
5
of weight of gallium to surface area of zircaloy that were 10 to 10 higher than those expected with
WG-MOX fuel in an LWR fuel pin. Mechanical property testing after corrosion exposure to form
a thin IC layer on the gage section of zircaloy specimens further confirmed that there should be little
effect of small quantities of gallium in MOX fuel on the zircaloy cladding.
No localised corrosion effects were found. In the corrosion tests (up to 500°C), there was no
evidence of grain boundary attack in addition to ICF. In the LME tests at 30 and 100°C, there was
no change in the tensile properties when zircaloy was tested in liquid gallium and the fracture
remained ductile.
Results of testing in Ga2O3 or Ce2O3-Ga2O3 mixtures did not indicate any significant effects at
300°C. At 500°C, an oxide layer formed on the zircaloy and room temperature tensile tests for two of
the materials showed a loss in strength with a corresponding increase in ductility. The oxide layer also
formed during exposure of zircaloy to several other oxide powders, making it uncertain whether any
of the observed mechanical effects are related to the presence of gallium.
At 700°C, which is considerably above LWR operating temperatures, there was evidence of
reduction of Ga2O3 by zircaloy and formation of a gallium-rich corrosion product below the ubiquitous
oxide layer. However, this gallium-rich zone was not confirmed in tests with <100% Ga 2O3.
Based on the results obtained, it does not appear that 1 to 10 ppm gallium in MOX fuel will have
any measurable effect on the properties of zircaloy cladding.
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Abstract
A review is given of the experimental techniques used in the VENUS critical facility. These techniques
comprise the measurement of the critical water level, the reactivity effect of the water level,
the determination of axial and horizontal pin-by-pin fission rate distributions, the measurement of
several spectrum indices and both angular and radial fission rate distributions inside a fuel rod and the
determination of the delayed neutron fraction β eff. With the help of the measurement of the critical
water level and its reactivity effect other reactivity effects can be determined. Examples are control
rod worth, americium effect in MOX fuel and the influence of the water density.
The VIPEX programme aims at validating neutron codes for different aspects of the control of
reactors with MOX fuel. Parameters that have been investigated in the framework of this programme
241
are the Am effect on reactivity, control rod worths in MOX, the delayed neutron fraction β eff, the
detector response in MOX, the reactivity effect of the water moderator density and the flux tilt at the
border of a MOX and UO2 assembly.
Comparisons will be given between measurement results and calculations of several parameters
determined in the framework of the VIPEX programme.
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Introduction
For more than 25 years already, the VENUS critical facility has been used for benchmarking
calculation codes for in-core and out-of-core neutron physics. The introduction of MOX in nuclear
power plants has created a need for neutron physics benchmarks that deal with fuel configurations
(partially filled) with MOX. Due to the high number and the diversity of the available MOX rods, the
VENUS critical facility is particularly suited for establishing these kind of MOX benchmarks.
Over the last 10 years several international programmes have been executed in the framework of
MOX benchmarking [1,2,3]. These programmes include VIP-BWR, VIP-PWR, VIPO and
VIPEX-PWR. The most recent programme, VIPEX-PWR, aims at establishing benchmarks for the
reactor control of MOX configurations.
Description of the VENUS facility
The VENUS critical facility is a water-moderated zero-power reactor. It consists of an open
(non-pressurised) stainless steel cylindrical vessel including a set of grids which maintain fuel rods in
a vertical position.
After a fuel configuration has been loaded, criticality is reached by raising the water level within
the vessel. Via a series of pipes and pumps, water is led to the vessel from a storage tank that contains
water when the reactor is not in operation. Reactivity control is obtained by controlling the water
level in the vessel. With help of the pumps the water level can be controlled in a rough way (about
0.5 cm). Fine tuning is done by the so-called water level control rods (WLCR), which are thick
aluminium bars. By regulating their insertion into the water the water level can be controlled in
principle in steps of 0.0001 mm, in other words sufficiently well for all purposes.
Reactivity is sometimes controlled by means of absorbing rods if experiments are performed at a
fixed nominal water level. Since the neutron flux is very low, no water circulation is needed in order
to keep the fuel rods at low (room) temperature.
Whilst the water level goes up in the vessel, air is injected simultaneously into the jacket
(a closed stainless steel circular cavity located inside the vessel) and the two dump-tanks (i.e. two
closed tanks each as large as the vessel itself) connected to the vessel. The dump-tanks and the jacket
are kept under pressure, allowing the water level in the open vessel to go up whilst maintaining the
water level constant both in the jacket and in the two dump-tanks (see Figure 1).
Figure 1. Vertical cross-section of the VENUS critical facility
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HDT
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The reactor shut-down is induced by emptying the vessel. This can be done by opening the
“safety-valves” and allowing the air to escape from the jacket and the dump tanks; water is thereby
transferred very rapidly into the jacket and the dump tanks.
The VENUS reactor is characterised by a high experimental flexibility, featured by:
•

direct access and manual handling of individual fuel pins;

•

easy loading of reactor;

•

easy removal of the reactor grids;

•

special (dismountable) pins and removable grid parts;

•

easy water density simulation (down to 50% of density at room temperature);

•

reactor control through water level variation or regulating rod;

•

boron poisoning (up to 2000 ppm);

•

special nuclear measuring devices compatible with the grids (e.g. fission chambers).

Moreover, the reactor allows for experiments to be carried out with a high accuracy due to:
•

strict tolerance for fuel pin geometry;

•

fuel pins with the same dimensional characteristics as LWR fuel;

•

strict tolerances of the reactor grid geometry (0.05 mm on pitch);

•

no perturbation of the investigated configuration;

•

no local power perturbation due to fuel pin scanning;

•

no local perturbation of the fine structure due to the use of dismountable fuel pins.

Parameters that can be measured with the VENUS reactor
The following parameters are measured with the VENUS reactor:
•

the critical water level h c;

•

the reactivity coefficient δρ/δh;

•

the axial fission rate distribution;

•

the horizontal fission rate distribution;
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•

spectrum indices F5/F9, F8/F9, C8/F9;

•

fission rate distribution inside fuel rod;

•

detector response;

•

the delayed neutron fraction β eff.

The critical water level
The critical water level is measured in order to determine the critical mass of the loaded
configuration. With adjustments to the outer feeding zone, the critical level can be arranged to a
limited extent. Recent configurations had a critical height of about 40 to 45 cm. This height was
chosen for the reason that the intermediate grid of the reactor would not interact with the neutrons
(the upper water level had to be at least one extrapolation length below the grid), while on the other
hand the level should not be too low for reasons of precision of the measurements.
The random uncertainty of the value of the critical level is 0.02 cm, the systematic uncertainty is
about 0.07 cm. The random uncertainty is due to the reading of the water level and the temperature
correction. The systematic uncertainty is mainly due to the determination of the lower level of the
active part of the MOX and Gd fuel.
The comparison of the same or similar configurations will only be affected by the random
uncertainty. This is in particular important when reactivity effects of small changes of the configuration
are measured.
With help of the critical level measurements changes in reactivity can also be measured. These
changes can be due to:
•

Am effect;

•

changes in moderator density;

•

replacements of absorber rods (Gd, B 4C, AgInCd).

Reactivity effect of the water level
The reactivity coefficient δρ/δh is measured to make a link between the uncertainty of the critical
level measurement and the uncertainty of the reactivity. Normally a value for δρ/δh is measured of
about 0.30 to 0.35%/cm. Given the random uncertainty of the critical water level of 0.02 cm, the
uncertainty of the reactivity is about 0.007% or 7 pcm. In case the systematic uncertainty plays a role,
too, the uncertainty of the reactivity is about 24.5 pcm.
The reactivity coefficient is determined by the measurement of two successive periods, created
by making the reactor supercritical with an increment of the water level. This is done with the water
level control rods, therefore the increment of the water level is known very accurately.
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The reactivity effect is calculated on basis of the measured periods T together with some
calculated parameters like the delayed neutron fraction β eff, the prompt neutron lifetime l, the relative
fraction of each delayed neutron group ai and the corresponding decay constant λi. It is expressed by
the following formula:
ρ=

Tβ eff
l
+
l+T l+T

∑1+ λ T
ai

i

i

The uncertainty on the value of the reactivity coefficient due to the experimental uncertainties
(period, water level increment) is estimated to be between 3 and 5%.
Axial and horizontal fission rate distribution
The axial and horizontal fission rate distribution can be used directly for validation purposes by
comparing the measured and calculated fission rate distribution.
Moreover, the axial fission rate distribution is used to determine the axial buckling. In this way
a measure of the axial leakage is obtained, which is used for validation of two-dimensional codes.
The axial buckling is measured with an uncertainty between 2 and 4%. The axial fission rate
distribution is measured with an uncertainty from point to point of approximately 2% for UO2 rods
and 3% for MOX rods. The higher uncertainty for MOX is due to the higher background correction.
For the horizontal fission rate distribution the uncertainty from pin to pin is estimated to be 1%
for UO2 rods and 1.5% for MOX rods. These numbers account for comparison of similar rods.
If one compares different types of rods (e.g. UO2 and MOX), an additional systematic
uncertainty of 1.4% has to be taken into account due to different fission yield and self shielding
corrections for U and Pu.
Both the axial and horizontal fission rate distribution are measured by gamma scanning. The rods
140
are irradiated during a sufficiently long time to permit the measurement of the fission product La by
a gamma scanning installation using two similar NaI crystals (see Figure 2). Between the fuel rod and
the NaI crystal a collimator is placed with a variable slit width. Normally the slit width is 1 cm. The rods
can be positioned in front of the collimator with an accuracy of much less than 0.1 mm.
Figure 2. Cross-section of the gamma-scanner
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The axial fission rate distribution is determined by measuring 30 to 40 positions on one fuel rod.
Between every 3 to 5 points a so-called monitor is measured, which consists of a few irradiated
pellets. These monitor measurements are used for a check of the decay correction applied to the
measurements.
Eventually the axial buckling can be derived from the fission rate distribution by fitting the
results with a cosine function.
The horizontal fission rate distribution is determined by measuring an amount of 50 to 100 rods.
On each rod five positions are measured around midplane, together with a measurement of the
monitor. The measurement results are corrected for decay, axial fission rate distribution, gamma self
shielding and fission yield.
An alternative for using gamma scanning is the use of fission chambers. Fission chambers are
often used as a check of the gamma scanning results of the axial fission rate distribution, but
sometimes they are used for a stand-alone measurement. Fission chambers can be loaded either at the
position of a fuel rod or diagonally in between two fuel rods. In both cases there is a perturbation of
the fuel configuration due to the lack of one fuel rod or the introduction of the fission chamber,
therefore the gamma scanning method is preferred. Also the horizontal fission rate distribution can
be verified by fission chamber measurements.
Spectrum indices
In some validation cases general fission rate distributions do not give sufficient information.
In these cases more information is requested about the contribution to the fission (or other nuclear
reaction) rate by the different isotopes. Therefore some spectrum indices can be measured. A spectrum
index is the ratio of two different reaction rates. Spectrum indices that are measured at the VENUS
are F5/F9, F8/F9 and C8/F9. F and C stand for fission and capture reactions, respectively, while
235
238
239
5, 8 and 9 stand for U, U and Pu. Random uncertainties on the measured values are between
2 and 2.5%.
A spectrum index is measured by placing two foils in a dismountable fuel rod at the same
distance from midplane. The foils are chosen in function of the spectrum index that is measured,
235
239
e.g. a U and a Pu foil for the F5/F9 spectrum index. After irradiation the foils are unloaded and
measured by gamma spectrometry (Ge detector). Dependent on the reactions that are considered, the
activities of fission products or activation products are measured and corrected for e.g. foil mass,
decay, gamma self shielding, fission yield, branching ratio, etc. Since both foils have been irradiated
under the same conditions, no corrections for the position of the foils are necessary.
For some spectrum indices fission chambers can be an alternative for foil measurements by
235
239
performing measurements with e.g. both U and Pu fission chambers.
Fission rate distributions inside a fuel rod
Radial fission rate distributions inside a fuel rod have been measured in the past. This method
has been innovated and can also be applied for the measurement of the angular fission rate
distribution (flux tilt). The method is based on irradiation of a foil and cutting the foil into pieces. The
activity of the pieces is a measure of the fission rate distribution. The uncertainty of the activity
measurement per piece is estimated to be 2%.
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β eff
Two methods are applied to measure the effective delayed neutron fraction:
•

the critical size increase;

•

the negative reactivity insertion.

The critical size increase technique
This technique is a combination of calculations and experiments. A keff calculation with a neutronic
computer code of a first core configuration together with critical level measurements is performed.
A bias factor is defined by BF = 1/ k eff(1).
The critical size is then increased by adding fuel rods (second loading); critical level
measurements and reactivity (period) measurements by raising the water level in the vessel are
carried out and one obtains h c(1) in cm and (∂ρ/∂h) in $/cm.
A keff calculation of this second loading with a water level (buckling) corresponding to the first
loading is also done; this gives k eff(2) > keff(2).
This procedure can be repeated N times, and the delayed neutron fraction is determined with the
following expression:
β eff =

keff ( N ) − keff (1)
 ∂ρ 
  × (hc ( i ) − hc (i −1) )
 
i =1 ∂h i
N

∑

× BF

The negative reactivity insertion
With this technique, the delayed neutron fraction is derived from:

β eff

 ∂ρ 
  × ∂h
 ∂h 
=
ρ$

where ρ$:
the measured negative reactivity insertion in $;
dρ/dh: the calculated or measured reactivity coefficient in cm -1;
dh:
the measured water level change between the critical level and the subcritical level
(hcrit - hsubcrit) in cm.
The negative reactivity ρ$ is determined by measuring the count rate ratio f between the critical
state and the subcritical state; one has ρ$ = (1/f) - 1.
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The reactivity coefficient is deduced from:
∂ρ
π 2
L2
2
=
×(
) ×
∂h hc + λ hc + λ
1 + L2 B 2

where: L: diffusion length (cm);
λ: extrapolated length and reflector saving (cm);
B: axial buckling (cm).
The VIPEX-PWR programme
The aim of the VIPEX-PWR programme is to determine reactorphysical parameters of MOX
assemblies that are mainly of interest for reactor operation. With the help of these measured parameters
reactorphysical codes can be validated with respect to these specific features. It is sponsored by
BNFL, KAERI, CRIEPI and MHI (including the Japanese utilities).
The VIPEX-PWR programme has been divided in two phases. During Phase 1 the following
parameters have been determined:
•
•
•

eff;
241

Am effect;

control rod worth.

Phase 2 dealt with the following parameters:
•

flux tilt;

•

moderator density effect on reactivity;

•

detector response and fission rate distribution.

Figure 3 shows the overall layout of the PWR MOX configuration that has been studied in the
VIPEX-PWR programme.
Other aspects of the shown configuration have been studied in the VIP programme. For a good
link with this programme the shown MOX configuration has been loaded with all the fuel rods at
exactly the same position as in the VIP programme.
239
The fraction of delayed neutrons β eff is very important for reactor control. For Pu it is about
235
twice to three times as small as for U. So in principle plutonium becomes much faster prompt
critical than uranium. In mixed plutonium-uranium configurations this effect is of course less
pronounced, but it is still very important to have a good quantification of the delayed neutron fraction.
Furthermore many reactivity effects are measured in the framework of the VIPEX-PWR programme,
and a good knowledge of the value for β eff is indispensable for the evaluation of these measurements.
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Figure 3. Overall layout of the PWR MOX
configuration studied in the VIPEX-PWR programme

The β eff measurement is based on a method called increase of critical size. It has been explained
in more detail in the previous section.
The ageing of plutonium by the decay of
reactivity of a MOX assembly.

241

Pu to

241

Am has a significant influence on the

241

The Am effect has been measured by determination of the critical height of the VIPEX
configuration and comparison with the results from the VIP programme. The reactivity effect of the
water level has also been determined to take into account the change of this parameter. The average
241
reactivity effect of the water level has been taken into account when the reactivity effect of Am was
determined. The axial buckling has been measured by fission chambers to verify that the axial
leakage has not changed significantly by the increase of the critical water level.
For a determination of the difference between the “cold” and “hot” condition of a reactor, in
other words during start-up or operation, the reactivity effect of the moderator density has been
investigated.
The moderator density effect on the reactivity has also been measured by determining the critical
height of several configurations. The original VIPEX configuration has a moderator density of 73%
compared to the moderator density at room temperature. The density reduction is obtained by
introduction of aluminium rods between the fuel rods as shown in Figure 4. To measure the effect of
moderator density these aluminium rods have been pulled from the configuration in three subsequent
steps. After each step the critical height and the reactivity effect of the water level has been measured.
Also in this case the axial buckling has been measured for the same reason as mentioned above.
The reason for measuring the flux tilt is that the peripheral rods of this assembly are subject to a
large shift of the neutron spectrum, since the neutrons from the UO2 assembly have a lower average
energy than those from the MOX assembly. The fission cross-section for low energy neutrons
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is higher, resulting in a higher reaction rate for these neutrons. This is partially compensated by the
higher neutron flux from the MOX assembly; still, large power differences inside the fuel rod are
expected.
The following procedure is followed for the measurement of the flux tilt. A pellet is loaded in a
dismountable fuel rod and placed at the border of the MOX fuel assembly. The configuration is
irradiated for some time and after irradiation the dismountable fuel rod is unloaded from the reactor.
The pellet is discharged and put on an XY table. With the help of a very narrow collimator the
activity of the pellet is measured pointwise. In this way the spatial distribution of the reaction rate is
measured.
Additionally the aluminium cladding that was around the pellets during irradiation has been cut
into slices and the activity of the fission products captured by the foil has been measured. In this way
the fission rate distribution in the outer radius of the pellet has been obtained.
It has already been mentioned that the neutron spectrum in a MOX assembly is faster than in a
UO2 assembly. Since the neutron absorbing capacities of control rods are mainly based on the absorption
of thermal neutrons (B, Cd), their effectiveness (control rod worth) is less in a MOX fuel assembly.
The control rod worth has been measured by inserting stepwise control rods at several positions
and determining the resulting difference in critical height.
In a nuclear power plant the power of some fuel assemblies is monitored by fission chambers.
Since the neutron spectrum in a MOX fuel assembly is harder, the response of the fission chamber
will be different in the MOX assembly. To determine the difference in response of a fission chamber
in a UO2 and a MOX assembly the so-called detector response has been measured.
The detector response has been measured by placing identical fission chambers in the centre of
the MOX assembly and the UO2 assembly and measuring the count rate at several power levels.
The fission chambers have been interchanged of position and again the count rates have been
measured at several power levels. In this way the ratio can be determined of the response of a fission
chamber in a MOX assembly and in a UO2 assembly.
Au and Mn foils have been irradiated in the same positions to investigate whether there could be
a large gamma contribution to the fission chamber count rate.
The horizontal and vertical fission rate distribution has been measured in order to have an
experimental indication of the power in the MOX assembly and the UO 2 assembly.
Results of the VIPEX programme
In this section several parameters measured in the framework of the VIPEX programme are
compared to calculated values [4]. The (C-E)/E values will be given.
241

Am effect

241
241
The (C-E)/E value of the Am effect is 5.8%. The reactivity effect by the ingrowth of Am is
calculated by multiplying the measured difference in critical height of the previous and present
configuration with the measured reactivity effect. The measured reactivity effect also evolves in the
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course of time, therefore it has been evaluated and a mean value has been derived. The uncertainty of
the evaluated value is estimated to be 4%. Since the uncertainty of the difference in critical height
is only 1%, the total uncertainty of the reactivity effect is estimated to be 4%.
Control rod worth
Several control rod configurations have been investigated. A comparison between the measured
and calculated values is given in Table 1. The measured value has been determined by fitting the
values of the reactivity coefficient with respect to the reciprocal third power of the critical level plus
extrapolation length:

1
∂ρ
= a h3 + b
∂h
where a and b are fitting parameters.
Table 1. Control rod effect – difference between calculation and measurement
Start configuration

End configuration

Basic

4 control rods

2.3

4 control rods

4 CR plus extra feeding zone

5.8

4 CR plus extra feeding zone

8 CR

1.4

8 CR

12 CR

1.3

12 CR

16 CR

2.9

16 CR

16 CR plus extra feeding zone

16 CR plus extra feeding zone

20 CR

Total

(C-E)/E (%)

10.2
1.8
1.9

From the table it appears that the calculation of the influence of an extra feeding zone is less
accurate than the calculation of the influence of control rods, the actual goal of this experiment.
No explanation has been found for this phenomenon. Since the measured reactivity effect of the
control rods has an uncertainty of about 3%, the calculations of the control rod worth fall within
the uncertainty range.
Detector response
The measured detector response gives a good agreement with the calculation (WIMS 7b, 1998
AEA Technology). The C-E/E value of the count rate ratio between the MOX and UO2 assembly is
1.2%. The calculation of the detector response measured in the framework of the previous programme
VIP-PWR resulted in a C-E/E value of 0.4%.
The uncertainty of the measured value is 0.3%. It can be concluded that the calculation gives a
result with an uncertainty of about 1%.
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Fission rate distribution
The C-E/E values are shown in Figure 4. For the MOX assembly the standard deviation of the
C-E/E values is 0.8%, for the UO2 assembly this is 1.5%. These values are comparable to the
measurement uncertainties; 1.5% and 1% for MOX and UO 2, respectively.
Figure 4. (C-E)/E values
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Flux tilt
A comparison between the calculated and measured maximum value of the flux tilt shows that
the difference is less than 1%. However, the calculated and measured position of the maximum differ
by 45°. In this case the flux tilt has been determined by measuring the activity of an Al foil
surrounding the irradiated fuel pellets.
Another type of measurement has been performed, where the irradiated fuel pellets have been
measured with a very narrow (2 mm × 2 mm) collimator in order to directly measure the fission rate
distribution in the pellet. These measurements have been performed with a low accuracy, but they
confirmed the distribution as measured via the activity of the Al foil.
A programme proposal for the investigation of weapon-grade plutonium
For the investigation of weapons-grade plutonium a limited amount of MOX rods of type 0.7/4.3,
that contain 4.3% Pu and natural U, are available at VENUS, as shown in Table 2. However, only
about 25 rods with 50 cm fuel stack length of this fuel type are available, which may limit the
experimental possibilities.
Table 2. Characteristics of fuel rods available at the VENUS critical facility
Fuel type
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX
MOX

235

U/Pu
(w/o)
0.6/4.8
0.3/5.4
0.3/9.7
0.4/14.3
3/1
2/2.7
1.7/3
0.7/4.3
0.7/5.1

Isotopic composition Pu (w/o)
238/239/240/241/242
1/63/24/8/4
1/63/24/8/4
1/61/24/9/5
1/62/24/9/4
0/92/7/1/0
0/79/17/3/1
0/79/17/3/1
0/96/4/0/0
0/79/17/3/1
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Fabrication
process
MIMAS
MIMAS
MIMAS
MIMAS
vibrated

pelleted
pelleted

Number
of rods
75
66
215
229
408
470
65
25
62

There are also about 400 MOX rods available with weapons-grade plutonium. A major drawback
of these rods is that they contain only 1% Pu and that the plutonium is mixed with 3% enriched
uranium. These rods are not considered in the programme proposal for the moment.
Some preliminary calculations have been performed to investigate the usefulness of these rods.
These calculations are reported in [5].
To investigate the behaviour of weapons-grade plutonium in a nuclear power plant, it is possible
to execute an experimental programme that determines basic parameters for neutron code validation
in a BWR core with 4.3 enriched weapons-grade plutonium. This programme can be executed with
presently available fuel rods.
A similar programme can be considered for PWR cores where a quarter of a PWR assembly can
be studied. Also BWR Island MOX cores can be investigated.
Conclusion
The VIPEX programme has provided very useful data for the validation of reactor codes for
specific reactor control problems.
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Abstract
In the frame of the AIDA/MOX programme between France and Russia, the disposition of plutonium in
reactors was studied. The AIDA/MOX programme [1] covers different areas, among which are the
neutronic consequences of loading reactors with weapons-grade plutonium. This paper describes mainly
the neutron physics aspects in order to improve the plutonium degradation and the plutonium
consumption in a fast reactor and in a thermal reactor.
The weapons-grade plutonium disposition is efficient when using standard reactors. FR may be used due
to their larger velocity of consumption. Special designs can improve the Pu consumption by increasing
the Pu content or removing the uranium support. Using minor actinides in the fuel also improves the
reprocessing resistance.
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Introduction
In the frame of the AIDA/MOX programme between France and Russia, the disposition of
plutonium in reactors was studied. The AIDA/MOX programme [1] covers different areas, among which
are the neutronic aspects of loading reactors with weapons-grade plutonium.
Sensitivity studies and core studies were performed at IPPE and Kurchatov Institute (Russia), and at
CEA (France) in order to compare data, codes and analysis of the results. The aim is to assess the
capacity and the safety behaviour of plutonium disposition in standard reactors (PWR, VVER, BN, ...).
This paper will present the scoping studies applied to PWR and FR in order to improve the
degradation of plutonium during irradiation. This approach allows a physical analysis and is a basis for
applied studies on PWR and FR.
Theoretical background
The plutonium inventory variation in a MOX fuel results from a production term, by captures on
242
U, and from a consumption by fissions on (fissile) Pu isotopes and captures on Pu. For example, in a
standard PWR, the mass balance in the fuel is the following:

238

238

U
+ 50 Kg/TWhe
Pu

- 125 Kg/TWhe
fission (110 Kg/TWhe)
M.A. = (+ 15 Kg/TWhe)
238

The consumption is improved by reducing the source term ( U) or increasing the reaction rate
(flux, and/or cross-sections). For large flux levels, fast reactors are favourable, but for large
cross-sections a thermal neutron spectrum is favourable. Thus, we analyse the plutonium consumption in
two kinds of reactors: standard PWR and FR.
Also, we may improve the proliferation resistance by using high emitters of α particles ,γ or
238
neutrons. For example, in the depletion chain of heavy nuclides (see Figure 1) for a MOX fuel, the Pu,
236
Pu are α emitters, the 242Pu is a poison. Then, in order to enhance the resistance, we add 237Np or 241Am,
or use a support of reprocessed uranium.
The calculations were performed with the code system APOLLO2-CRONOS2 for the PWR cores,
ERANOS for FR reactors and TRIPOLI 4 for the Monte Carlo route, all based on data from JEF-2
libraries.
FR capability evaluation
In order to assess weapon Pu burning rates and isotopic degradation in fast reactors, several scoping
studies have been performed.
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The parameters varied have been the size of the core (from 250 MWe to 1500 MWe), the fertile
support for plutonium (either uranium or thorium), the plutonium content in the fuel (including Pu burner
designs with large Pu contents), and some addition elements to plutonium, intended to enhance the
radiation or heat release of spent fuel plutonium, and thus proliferation resistance.
Reactivity coefficients, isotopic degradation kinetics and mass balances were also assessed.
Uranium/weapon Pu fuels
The plutonium burning is assessed for three reactor types: a small one, like the Phénix reactor
(250 MWe), a large one, like the Super-Phénix reactor (1200 MWe), and finally a large plutonium burner
(1500 MWe, Pu content increased by reducing the fuel volume fraction in the core, according to CAPRA
design recommendations [2]).
With respect to a loading with reactor-grade plutonium, the plutonium content is reduced because of
the higher plutonium quality. Hence, the plutonium consumption rate is reduced. The sodium void effect
is smaller (lesser content in plutonium even isotopes), and the Doppler constant is stable. Linear pin
ratings are also almost the same.
240

In order to obtain a Pu/Pu content around 20% at the end of the fuel residence period, the burn-up
required ranges between 11 and 14% (see Table 1). The corresponding fuel residence times range
between 800 and 1200 efpd, the shorter residence times being for the higher Pu contents in the fuel
238
239
(lesser conversion from U to Pu).
The overall plutonium consumption is also directly linked to the initial plutonium content, as shown
in Table 2 (for a weapons-grade Pu loading). A yearly weapons-grade plutonium consumption of ≈400
kg/year (load factor = 0.8) is achievable in a large Pu burner.
A multiple weapons-grade plutonium recycling in a large Pu burner has also been investigated.
At each end of life, the spent fuel is recovered after a cooling period, and the fission products are
removed. A supply of fresh uranium and weapons-grade plutonium is then made in order to begin a new
cycle of irradiation.
240
A quasi-equilibrium is reached after ≈7 recycling (i.e. roughly 20 years of operation). The Pu/Pu
ratio stabilises to ≈35% at BOL conditions and 43% at EOL conditions. The asymptotic Pu consumption
is then 58 kg/TWhe, or ≈600 kg/year. The sodium void reactivity (1.3% ∆k/kk′ for voiding the fuel zones)
is lower than for a reactor-grade plutonium recycling in a large-size fast reactor.

Thorium/weapon Pu fuels
This study has been performed on a small core design (250 MWe, like the Phénix reactor), by
changing the (U,Pu)O2 fuel to (Th,Pu)O2 with weapons-grade plutonium.
The average Pu/(Th + Pu) content in the core is 21 w%. With respect to the reference core, the
sodium void reactivity is greatly reduced, to less than 1$, for a voiding of the fuel zones. This is due to
232
238
233
the favourable neutronic characteristics of Th (less fissile at high energies than U) and U (lesser
239
increase of neutron production for high energies than Pu). The Doppler constant is almost the same, as
well as the delayed neutron fraction [3].
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The overall plutonium consumption is 82 kg/TWhe (i.e. 140 kg/year), far from the fission limit of
≈110 kg/TWhe because a significant part of the 233U produced contributes to the fissions.
The degradation of the plutonium isotopic composition remains low, despite the absence of internal
240
Pu breeding: a 12% content in Pu/Pu is reached at end of life conditions (540 efpd), corresponding to
a burn-up of 5.9 at%.
239

Furthermore, the amount of uranium produced is 45 kg/TWhe (i.e. 80 kg/year), this uranium being
233
232
itself a good weapons material (≈96% U/U). However, it includes small amounts of U decaying on
hard gamma emitters (>2 MeV).
Other elements mixed to plutonium
The basic idea is to make the spent fuel plutonium more resistant to proliferation by increasing its
specific decay heat and neutron source.
238

The most active plutonium isotope is Pu, which has a large decay heat and neutron source
(see Table 3). In order to increase its proportion in the spent fuel plutonium we can use the capture
237
241
242
reaction on Np or the capture followed by decay on Am (this decay also yields some Pu, another
strong neutron emitter).
237

241

Three solutions have been investigated: to add Np or Am to the fuel, or to use reprocessed
236
237
uranium as a fertile support to plutonium (with U, which yields Np by capture).
236
To use reprocessed uranium is the less efficient solution, due to the low U content
236
238
( U/U = 0.5%), and to the indirect chain connecting U to Pu (two successive neutron captures are
required).
236

237

241

Similarly, the addition of Np is more efficient than the addition of Am to the fuel. However, to
237
241
add an absorbing element such as Np or Am to the fuel leads to an increase of the sodium void
reactivity and a decrease in the Doppler constant.
237
A good trade-off seems then to add 2.5 w% Np to the fuel (see Table 4). This addition offsets
almost exactly the improvement in sodium void reactivity and Doppler constant brought by the change
from reactor-grape to weapons-grade plutonium in such a core.

Summary and conclusions for fast reactors
A single irradiation of weapons-grade plutonium in a fast reactor does not much degrade the
240
isotopic composition of the plutonium: ≈1000 efpd are required to reach a 20% Pu/Pu content.
Nevertheless, large-size plutonium burners can burn significant quantities of plutonium (≈400 kg/year
for a 1500 MWe plant).
237

238

237

Adding some Np to the fresh fuel enhances the Pu production. With a limited Np content in
237
the fuel, the safety parameters are affected very little. A good trade-off is to put 2.5% Np in the fuel;
this can increase by a factor of 4 the specific decay heat and by 50% the neutronic emission of spent fuel
plutonium.
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A multiple recycling in a large plutonium burner allows to achieve large consumption rates
240
(60 kg/TWhe or 600 kg/year for a 1500 MWe plant), with a Pu/Pu content in the fuel larger than 35%.
The use of thorium as a fertile support to plutonium does not significantly increase the degradation
of weapons-grade plutonium, but only its consumption (80 kg/TWhe). Furthermore, there is a large
233
production of uranium (40 kg/TWhe, with 96% U/U), which can also be considered as a weapons
material.
PWR capability evaluation
The parameters investigated were the moderation ratio, the fuel type (with or without U, use of Np,
Am, U), the irradiation time, the reactivity coefficients, the degradation kinetics of plutonium and the
mass balances.

(U,Pu)O2 fuels
First, we compare civil-grade and weapons-grade plutonium irradiated in the form of standard MOX
fuel in a PWR for an identical fuel management. Table 5 gives a comparison of the main reactivity
coefficients. The main impact is on the initial plutonium content and on the initial fissile plutonium
content. The boron effect is slightly larger due to the absence of the even plutonium isotopes which
increase the thermal flux. The void effect is strongly negative; in this case, the main positive effect due
to the even isotopes is absent.
At the end of fuel life, the weapons-grade plutonium consumption is about 35% of the initial
plutonium, compared to 26% for civil-grade. The mass balances are given in Table 6. The plutonium
consumption is directly linked to the initial plutonium content; this explains why the weapons-grade
plutonium consumption (mainly per fission) is lower than the civil-grade plutonium consumption.
The plutonium degradation vs. irradiation time is shown in Figure 2 for a standard PWR. A burn-up of
240
≈15 GWd/tHM is needed to reach ≈20% of Pu in the plutonium.
In order to enhance the plutonium degradation and proliferation resistance, neptunium was added to
the fuel, and also americium, or uranium provided by the reprocessing of irradiated uranium.
238
237
Table 7 shows the evolution of the Pu/Pu content with increasing Np additions. The major
239
240
238
isotopes are Pu, Pu and then Pu with 3% of initial neptunium. The heat emission is strongly
238
increased, by a factor 5 to 10 vs. the initial neptunium content. The neutron emission, partly to Pu, is
increased by 25%. For the reactivity coefficients, the neptunium introduction limits the initial neptunium
content to 1%.

Table 8 shows the impact on the same parameters, but with the addition of americium instead of
neptunium. The impact on the parameters is lower than for neptunium insertion in standard MOX fuel.
The use of reprocessed uranium increases the production of neptunium in the fuel. Then, we may
hope to find similar effects than when using directly neptunium. There is a factor of 10 on the neptunium
238
production by using the reprocessed uranium support in MOX fuel and a factor of 3 on the Pu
production.
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Fuels without uranium
Another way to improve plutonium consumption and degradation is to use an inert matrix support or
238
a thorium support. This cuts the production term by U.
The evaluation of reactivity coefficients is summarised in Table 9. Using thorium allows to improve
these reactivity coefficients, the weak points of such fuels being the void effect, the Doppler effect and
the β eff values. As for boron efficiency, the values are in an acceptable range. More precise evaluations
are needed to improve these evaluations. We may improve feasibility by using these fuels as targets in
standard PWR assemblies.
The plutonium degradation is important. Table 10 shows the plutonium degradation during
240
irradiation. In 300 efpd, the Pu fraction reaches more than 20%. This is an efficient way to enhance the
238
degradation in short irradiation time but not the resistance to reprocessing, due to the small Pu content.
The overall plutonium composition is very important, reaching some 110 kg/TWhe in the inert
matrix case.
Summary and conclusions for thermal reactors
Adding neptunium to the fuel allows a stronger effect on plutonium degradation and reprocessing
resistance (increase of decay heat, neutron emission, ...) than adding americium or uranium.
240
The plutonium degradation ( Pu = 20%) is reached after 20 GWd/tHM for a consumption of about
1.8 metric tonnes; after an irradiation of 45 GWd/tHM, the consumption reaches 3.6 metric tonnes.
The reactivity coefficients for a MOX fuel using weapons plutonium are in the usual range for
standard UOX and MOX fuels. For the Pu w/o U fuel, the reactivity coefficients are outside of the usual
range, but this allows to improve the consumption.
Conclusions
Weapons-grade plutonium disposition is efficient when using standard reactors. Anyway, due to
their larger velocity of consumption, FR may be used. Special designs can improve Pu consumption by
increasing the Pu content or removing the uranium support. Using neptunium also improves the
reprocessing resistance.
Reactor physics analysis [4] (reactivity coefficients, mass balances, residual power, particle
emission, ...) allowed to improve the plutonium denaturation and resistance with small modifications of
standard designs (or larger modifications, if needed).
In terms of need of experiments to validate the loading of 30% MOX in a standard UOX-PWR,
there is no large need of experiments. The majority of parameters are covered by existing experiments.
Some are not, like the delayed neutron fraction. Others can be improved like the void coefficient.
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Table 1.
240

Pu/Pu
10%
15%
20%
25%

240

Pu/Pu content vs. burn-up and irradiation time in (U,Pu)O 2 fast reactors
Small size
(250 MWe)

Large size
(1200 MWe)

Large Pu burner
(1500 MWe)

3.6 at% or 270 efpd
7.6 at% or 570 efpd
12.3 at% or 950 efpd
17.2 at% or 1320 efpd

3.1 at% or 350 efpd
6.7 at% or 750 efpd
10.8 at% or 1250 efpd
not available

4.5 at% or 250 efpd
9.6 at% or 560 efpd
14.2 at% or 800 efpd
19.1 at% or 1080 efpd

Table 2. Plutonium balance (EOL-BOL) vs. core size and design, fast reactors

Initial Pu content (w%)
Fuel residence time (efpd)
Pu balance (kg/TWhe)
Pu balance (kg/year), load factor = 0.8

Small size

Large size

Large Pu burner

17
540
-15
-27

14
900
-1
-10

28
855
-38
-400
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Table 3. Specific decay heat and neutron source of plutonium isotopes
238

239

Pu

Specific decay heat (W/kg, α + β)
Neutron source (n/g/s, sp. fission)

240

Pu

567
5
2.6 10

2
3

241

Pu

7
4
8.7 10

Pu

3
–

242

Pu

0.1
5
1.8 10

237

Table 4. Effects of the addition of 2.5 w% Np to the
fuel (for a 13 at% burn-up) on spent fuel Pu, fast reactors

240

Pu/Pu
Pu/Pu
Decay heat (W/kg)
Neutron source (n/s/kg)
238

0 w% 237Np

2.5 w% 237Np

22%
0%
4
2 107

20%
4%
28
3 107

Table 5. Reactivity coefficients, (U,Pu)O 2 fuels in standard PWRs
Civil-grade

Weapons-grade

7.4
-3.3
-3.6
-33
-3.2

4
-4.8
-5.5
-53
-3.1

Initial Pu content (w%)
Boron efficiency (0 MWd/tHM) (10 -5/ppm)
-5
Boron efficiency (45 MWd/tHM) (10 /ppm)
Global void defect (%)
-5
Doppler coefficient (10 /°C)

Table 6. Mass balances, (U,Pu)O2 fuels in standard PWRs
Civil-grade

Weapons-grade

-2100
-51

-1540
-38

Mass balance Pu (Kg)
Mass balance (Kg/TWhe)

Table 7. 237Np addition to standard PWR fuel
Initial Np content
238
Pu/Pu (45 GWd/tHM)
Mass heat (W/Kg)
Neutron emission n/s.g

0%
0.6%
8
3.8 107

0.5%
6.1%
38
4.6 107

1%
9.5%
56
5.1 107

3%
12.7%
80
5.5 107

Table 8. 241Am addition to standard PWR fuel
Initial Am content
238
Pu/Pu (45 GWd/tHM)
Mass heat (W/Kg)
Neutron emission n/s.g

0%
0.6%
8
3.8 107
206

0.5%
4%
26
3.85 107

1%
5.8%
36
4.2 107

2.5%
6.9%
42
4.25 107

Table 9. Pu without U fuels in PWRs: Reactivity coefficients
Inert matrix

Thorium

0.5
-4.1
-13
-3
-1.2
-0.6

0.6
-3.5
-5.1
-30
-3.3
-3.0

3

Initial Pu content (g/cm )
Boron efficiency (0 efpd) (10 -5/ppm)
Boron efficiency (1200 efpd) (10 -5/ppm)
Global void defect (95%) (%)
Doppler coefficient (0 efpd) (10 -5/°C)
-5
Doppler coefficient (1200 efpd) (10 /°C)

Table 10. Pu without U fuels in PWRs: Pu degradation
Inert matrix
Time efpd
239
Pu/Pu (%)
240
Pu/Pu (%)
241
Pu/Pu (%)
242
Pu/Pu (%)

100
084
012
003
001

300
065
023
011
001

Thorium

600
033
039
021
007

100
090
008
002
000

300
082
014
004
000

600
067
024
008
001

Figure 1
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STUDY ON PLUTONIUM BURNING IN A FAST REACTOR

Toshio Wakabayashi, Stuart N. Hunter, Kazuteru Sugino
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation, Japan

Abstract
One of the distinctive features of a fast reactor is its good neutron economy. Utilising the excess of
neutrons enables us to construct flexible cores, such that they breed or burn plutonium (Pu),
whichever is demanded by the requirements of the complete nuclear fuel cycle.
There has been an increasing focus on the research and development work necessary for the
utilisation of the excellent Pu burning characteristics of fast reactor cores. At PNC in Japan, studies
on Pu burning fast reactor cores have been undertaken to demonstrate the flexibility of the Pu
utilising characteristics of fast reactors; the studies lay particular emphasis on the effects of variations
in Pu vector.
The PNC assessment of Pu burning consisted of first a general and wide-ranging study, then of a
more detailed assessment of the effects of varying Pu vector; finally, an initial design optimisation
was produced, capable of burning the range of Pu vectors. The results of the studies given here are
those of general relevance for Pu burner cores, together with those particular to weapons-grade Pu.
In progressing through the three stages of the studies more detailed calculational models and methods
were adopted. Some comments are given on the adaptation of calculational methods to Pu burner cores.
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Introduction
One of the distinctive features of a fast reactor is its good neutron economy. Utilising the excess
of neutrons enables us to construct flexible cores, such that they breed or burn plutonium (Pu),
whichever is demanded by the requirements of the complete nuclear fuel cycle.
There has been an increasing focus on the research and development work necessary for the
utilisation of the excellent Pu burning characteristics of fast reactor cores. At PNC in Japan, studies
on Pu burning fast reactor cores have been undertaken to demonstrate the flexibility of the Pu
utilising characteristics of fast reactors; the studies lay particular emphasis on the effects of variations
in Pu vector.
The PNC assessment of Pu burning consisted of first a general and wide-ranging study, then of a
more detailed assessment of the effects of varying Pu vector; finally, an initial design optimisation
was produced, capable of burning the range of Pu vectors. The results of the studies given here are
those of general relevance for Pu burner cores, together with those particular to weapons-grade Pu.
In progressing through the three stages of the studies more detailed calculational models and methods
were adopted. Some comments are given on the adaptation of calculational methods to Pu burner cores.
General survey
The following three approaches to burning Pu efficiently in a fast reactor were considered:
•

enhancement of neutron leakage with a high Pu enrichment MOX fuel;

•

introduction of neutron absorber into a core with high Pu enrichment MOX fuel;

•

Pu fuel without uranium.

Systematic parameter studies were implemented to investigate the basic characteristics (Pu and
minor actinide (MA) burning rate, burn-up reactivity loss, Doppler coefficient, Na void reactivity,
peak pin rating, etc.) of Pu and MA burning fast reactors, and also to clarify the feasibility of such Pu
and MA burner fast reactors. Highly enriched MOX fuels and Pu fuels without uranium were
considered for Pu burning enhancement.
A core of 600 MW(e), 1600 MW(th), was selected as the reference in this study. The core is a
two-region homogeneous type of 60 cm height, which has a pancake shape to enhance neutron
leakage. The core diameter is ~4 m to keep a six month batch length as a minimum requirement for a
commercial reactor. The core configuration of the 600 MW(e) class Pu burner is shown in Figure 1.
Summary of general survey
The results of the survey, in addition to demonstrating the general feasibility of a Pu burner core
(including the option of weapons-grade Pu), identified a number of factors as important to the
successful design of a Pu burning fast reactor core:
•

239
238
Blanket regions, axial and radial, should be removed to reduce the breeding of Pu from U.

210

•

The core Pu enrichment should be as high as possible, in order to maximise the rate of Pu
burning. This means either a uranium-free fuel or, if the established MOX fuel type is
required, a peak Pu enrichment of ~45% (limited by reprocessing considerations).

•

The fuel inventory has to be comparatively low in order to meet criticality criteria with a
high Pu fraction. (A high leakage design and including absorber in the core can offset some
of the Pu reactivity, but a low fuel volume fraction is the most effective method.)

•

•

239
There is a large reactivity loss with burn-up, caused by the reduction/elimination of Pu
238
breeding from U in the core. The reactivity loss is a principal factor in the rod shutdown
margin. The main method adopted for controlling these parameters was to reduce the
refuelling cycle length, ~ six months was considered as an economically viable minimum.
10
The introduction of B as burnable poison reduces the reactivity loss, but also has the effect
of reducing rod worths.

The usual safety-related parameters of Doppler coefficient and Na void reactivity are a
potential source of difficulty, since they are sensitive to changes in the core (both Pu vector
and the presence of absorber).

Pu vector study
The second stage PNC study of the 600 MW(e) Pu burner core was a detailed examination of the
effect of Pu vector. All the design conclusions from the original general study were taken into
account. In particular, main parameters used for comparing core/fuel cycle variants were the Doppler
and Na void safety parameters and the rod shutdown margin. The Doppler and Na void phenomena
have opposing effects on the magnitude of severe (coolant boiling) fault transients; the ratio of
Na void-to-Doppler was used as a simple measure to aid comparisons; the value for the reference Pu
burner from the original general study was adopted as a limit for Na void-to-Doppler values.
The shutdown margin is required to be positive; where values of the shutdown margin were not
available, the reactivity loss per cycle was used in its place (though this can be somewhat inaccurate,
because of variations in rod worths as noted in the general survey).
The assessment of Pu vectors had as an aim to demonstrate the flexibility of fast reactors in a Pu
burning role, by showing it was feasible for a single reactor design to use cores with widely differing
Pu vectors. To that end, an identical S/A design – S/A pitch, number of pins and pin size – would be
adopted for all Pu vectors. The study was, as far as possible, limited to those technologies which have
already been demonstrated; thus highly enriched MOX, rather than U-free, fuel was used.
To compensate for the reactivity variations with different Pu vectors, since final pin size would
be independent of Pu vector, the fuel inventory was varied by altering the amount of fuel within the
pins. Both diluent filled unfuelled pins and void, in the form of a pellet bore (of variable size), were
considered as the replacement material for the varying fuel inventory.
Diluent S/As were not considered. The placement of such S/As has to be carefully selected to
avoid excessive local rating peaks, so there will be only limited possible values for the numbers of
such S/As. Whilst there may be qualitatively similar rating distribution problems caused by individual
unfuelled pins within a S/A, the smaller scale and greater uniformity (of a single S/A compared with
the whole core) should greatly reduce any effects.
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In the absence of an established diluent material that can be mixed with the MOX in the fuel
pellets, all diluents were considered as in separate unfuelled pins. This had a notable effect on the
peak pin ratings, increasing them in proportion to the number of diluent pins. The peak pin rating was
a third major parameter considered in the Pu vector assessment. The use of void, in the form of
hollow pellets, avoids the increase in pin ratings associated with diluent pins; however, there are
benefits to be had from including certain materials as diluent, and pellet integrity considerations
would limit the maximum bore size.
Whilst the Pu vector study covered a range of Pu qualities, from weapons-grade to degraded Pu
from multiple recycling in a Pu burner, only results for weapons-grade Pu are considered here.
The effects of various single diluent materials were examined; this lead to the effect of combining
absorber with another material being examined. The sensitivity to changes in number of batches,
batch length and peak Pu enrichment were assessed. Since the intention of the study was to use
a single pin size for all grades of Pu, to accommodate degraded Pu it was necessary to increase the pin
size above that of the reference design; the effect of varying pin size on weapons-grade Pu was
examined. To improve shutdown margins, the effect of increasing the numbers of control rods was
investigated.
Reference cases
The Pu vector study used different calculational methods and models from those employed in the
general survey. The changes were a response to the differences in characteristics between the
breederless Pu burner core and a standard breeder core. More details are given in the section entitled
Calculational method considerations.
In the earlier stages of the study, a fixed S/A geometry was used, the pin size for the reference Pu
burner, which corresponds to a fuel volume fraction of just 18%. Table 1 shows initial calculations
for weapons-grade Pu; the required reduction in fuel volume (below 18%) was achieved by
introducing void into the pins (rather than reducing pin size). All diluent fractions are given as the
number of pins, out of the S/A total of 217. Two peak ratings are given, depending on whether
the void is in the pellet bore or separate unfuelled pins.
Table 1 also shows the sensitivity to changing the number of batches in the fuel cycle. Increasing
the number of batches degrades the safety parameters, primarily by increasing Na void reactivity;
it reduces the diluent (void) fraction and thus reduces peak ratings, and it also reduces the reactivity
loss with burn-up. Increasing the number of batches has the effect of increasing the discharge
irradiation: whilst, with a 4 batch × 6 month cycle, irradiation/clad damage is not a major factor
(and was not generally considered in the studies), it should be taken into account for higher irradiation
fuel cycles.
Diluent material
The next stage of the study was to examine the effects of using different materials, rather than
void, as the diluent. The diluent materials examined could be broadly classified as: transparent to
neutrons, moderators and absorber. Table 2 shows results for selected diluent materials: BeO and
11
10
Al2O3 are transparent, B4C and ZrH1.7 are moderators of differing strength, B4C is an absorber.
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Both transparent and moderating diluent materials have a similar effect to using void as diluent,
except that with the diluent in separate pins from the fuel the peak rating is increased ~40%. The ZrH
moderator stands out from the other diluents in this group in having a much larger Doppler coefficient
and also a higher reactivity loss with burn-up. (The apparent wide variation in Na void values is an
artefact of the near-zero value of the base case, it is not significant.)
The absorber diluent shows completely different characteristics from any of the other diluents.
A much smaller diluent fraction is required, so the peak rating is proportionately lower. In contrast
with the other diluents, the absorber diluent results in degraded values of the safety parameters – the
Na void-to-Doppler ratio is an order of magnitude higher than the reference case (rather than an order
of magnitude lower). Conversely, the absorber diluent gives a reactivity loss with burn-up that is
~1% ∆k/k less than the reference case, rather than ~2% ∆k/k higher as with the other diluents.
It follows from the above results that, adopting a mixture of absorber and non-absorber materials
as diluent would allow the combination of safety parameters and reactivity loss with burn-up to be
optimised by choosing the proportions of the diluent components. This was examined next.
Mixed absorber and non-absorber diluent
To confirm the effects of varying the absorber and non-absorber diluent material, a diluent of
10
B4C was used in which the B fraction was varied; the left hand columns of Table 3 show the results.
10
By reducing the absorber ( B) content of the diluent, it was possible to improve the safety parameters
until the Na void-to-Doppler ratio was within the target (-285). This had the expected offsetting
effects of increasing the reactivity loss with burn-up, and it also increased the amount of diluent
required and thereby increased the peak rating.
Table 3 also includes sensitivity calculations showing the effects of changing the batch length,
10
the number of batches and the peak Pu enrichment. With the diluent B fraction adjusted to give the
same Na void-to-Doppler ratio, the most significant effects were as follows. Reducing the batch
length caused a significant reduction in the reactivity loss with burn-up. Reducing the Pu enrichment
caused the diluent fraction to reduce, and so the peak rating reduced likewise (the Pu burning rate also
reduced). All three sensitivities showed a reduction in discharge irradiation, this was most marked
when the number of batches was reduced.
Calculations were done in which a number of the different non-absorber diluent materials were
10
used in combination with the B4C absorber. Figure 2 shows how the Na void-to-Doppler ratio and
the reactivity loss with burn-up are traded off against each other as the diluent composition changes.
All but one of the non-absorber diluent materials are much the same in effect, only ZrH stands out as
producing significantly better results than the rest. This is consistent with the results in Table 2.
Whilst ZrH was the best non-absorber diluent material in terms of safety parameters and
reactivity loss with burn-up, two alternatives were also given further consideration. Void diluent has
11
the significant advantage of not causing any direct increase in pin ratings. B4C is chemically
10
compatible with B4C absorber, thus it is potentially more flexible in the choice of diluent
composition.
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Pin size
The next stage of the study was to consider variations in the pin size. Again, a combination of
11
non-absorber and absorber diluents was used; both ZrH and B4C were examined as the non-absorber
diluent. Table 4 shows the results. Note that the values in the table are actually for the reference Pu
vector – the weapons-grade Pu showed similar results (the reference Pu results are shown because
they are more comprehensive). With diluent compositions chosen such that the Na void-to-Doppler
ratio remains the same: increasing the pin size has the effect of increasing the amount of diluent, and
hence increasing pin ratings. It also has the effect of reducing the reactivity loss with burn-up,
but because there is an even larger reduction in rod worths the shutdown margins get worse.
Other results in Table 4 are consistent with earlier sensitivities. Unlike earlier in the Pu vector
sensitivity study, shutdown margin values are available. As the proportion of absorber in the diluent
increases and causes the reactivity loss with burn-up to reduce, so the shutdown margins improve.
Number of control rods
With the sort of pin size that would be necessary to accommodate degraded Pu (150% to 200%
of the reference Pu burner volume) the shutdown margins were not achieving the positive values
required. The reference Pu burner core was capable of accommodating an increased number of
control rods without any reduction in the minimum spacing. The effects of increasing the number of
control rods were examined. Table 5 shows the effect on shutdown margins for three typical cases
of the different Pu vectors considered. Increasing the number of rods could significantly improve the
shutdown margins.
A number of alternate control rod configurations were assessed. Parameters other than the
number of rods were altered and the comparison of the different options involved other parameters
in addition to shutdown margin. Option VII was identified as the most suitable.
The improved shutdown margins obtained with the alternate control rod configuration gave
scope for increasing the batch length above the six month minimum. Table 6 shows the sensitivity
10
to changes in batch length with the new control rod configuration. The cases are with a ZrH and B4C
diluent combination, adjusted to give the Na void-to-Doppler ratio limit. The shutdown margin is
seen to reduce markedly as the batch length increases, and the amount of diluent varies comparatively
little.
Summary of Pu vector study
The Pu vector survey was successful in showing the possibility of a single Pu burning reactor
being able to handle cores with widely different Pu vectors. This was an excellent demonstration of
the flexibility of fast reactors in a Pu burning role.
The various tables of results demonstrate the sensitivities of reactor characteristics to core and
fuel cycle parameters. A number of points, additional to those found earlier in the section Summary of
general survey, significant for the adaptation of a fast reactor to burning weapons-grade Pu:
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•

The use of diluent pins allows a flexible reduction in the fuel inventory, as required by core
reactivity. However, peak pin ratings are increased by diluent; the use of hollow fuel pellets
and/or a reduced pin size avoids increasing peak rating.

•

The use of a combination of absorber and non-absorber materials as diluent, even in a
comparatively small number of diluent pins, gives the ability to adjust the safety parameters
(Na void reactivity and Doppler coefficient), optimising them against the reactivity loss with
burn-up.

•

ZrH, a strong moderator, gave significantly better core characteristics than any of the
alternative non-absorber moderators examined.

•

Increasing the number of control rods was effective in reducing the reactivity loss with
burn-up. Increasing the worth of the individual rods should be similarly effective. In practice,
these options may well be unavailable.

An optimised core design
From the results of the Pu vector survey, an initial optimisation of the Pu burner design was
produced. For these limited number of calculations it was possible to use more detailed models than
in the varied calculations described earlier. A heterogeneous fuel cell model was introduced; non-core
regions were modelled in more detail; a full 3-D explicit batch representation was used to calculate
peak ratings and irradiations.
The parameter that presented the greatest difficulty in achieving acceptable values was the peak
pin rating. To meet rod shutdown margins it was necessary to increase the number of control rods
over the reference design; this was so effective that batch lengths somewhat greater than the
minimum six months were possible.
The pin rating limit used was 430 W/cm. To minimise ratings, hollow fuel pellets were adopted.
The amount of void was limited, in order to ensure that there was enough diluent material to allow
the required safety parameter values. ZrH was adopted as the non-absorber diluent material, since the
amount of diluent required was thereby reduced. With a bore size of 45% of the pellet diameter, there
was sufficient diluent to allow the adjustment of the absorber to non-absorber ratio produce safety
parameters meeting the target for the Na void-to-Doppler ratio.
The optimised design used a pin size of 165% of the volume in the reference core. This value
was determined by the requirements of the degraded Pu vector.
The main parameters of the optimised design are shown in Table 7, in which both weapons-grade
Pu and degraded Pu cases are shown. The study was successful in producing acceptable core/fuel
cycles within the same basic reactor design for these two very different Pu vectors; a good
demonstration of the flexibility of Pu burning fast reactors. When the major factors of shutdown
margins, peak ratings and safety parameters (Na void-to-Doppler ratio) are examined, it is seen that
for each Pu vector the design provides only a limited margin. It therefore would be difficult to
accommodate a much wider range of Pu vectors within the single design. A design intended for
a single Pu vector would, of course, be capable of rather greater margins.
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It should be noted that the core optimised with degraded Pu has a uniform Pu enrichment, ~45%.
This gives a small improvement in the Pu burning rate compared with the more usual two enrichment
zones. A balance of peak rating between inner and outer core zones is achieved by having different
diluent fractions in the two regions. It did not prove possible to adopt this feature for the
weapons-grade Pu core, because of the rating increase caused by adding extra diluent to the inner core
region.
Calculational method considerations
There are some differences between the Pu burner cores and traditional breeder cores which have
a bearing on the models and methods that are appropriate to use. The lack of breeder regions acting
as a buffer between the core and shield regions means that they are more closely coupled than is
usual, this has a number of effects. The presence of diluent materials within the core can alter the flux
spectrum.
The core reactivity is unusually sensitive to changes in the design and model of the composition
of the shield regions. Changes which in a breeder core might be considered rather minor can alter the
Pu burner core reactivity by several per cent.
To accurately calculate the leakage component of the Na void reactivity, it was necessary to
model in detail the composition variation at the edge of the core.
Both the presence of diluent materials and the closer coupling with the shield cause the flux to be
softer than in a typical breeder core. The effect of the shield is to make the flux softer at the edge of
the core; Figure 3 shows flux and rating spectra for the reference core. In extreme cases it is possible
for significant thermal fission to occur; this tends to be greatest near core edges, with the potential for
anomalous rating distributions.
The coarse (7-group) flux representation used for breeder cores was not entirely satisfactory with
the Pu burner core-core reactivities were subject to a random variation of ~1%; this was a
consequence of the softer spectrum in the Pu burner.
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Table 1. Reference case and weapons-grade Pu with the same pin size
Reference
Pu
No. of batches
Diluent fractions (pins)
Pu enrichment (%)
(inner)
(outer)
Na void worth (%∆k/kk′)
Doppler constant
Void: Doppler ratio
Peak rating (hollow pellet)
(W/cm)
(empty pin)
Reactivity loss/cycle
(%∆k/kk′)
Pu burn rate
(all)
(Kg/TWhe)
(fissile)
Mean discharge irradiation
(GWd/te)

Weapons-grade Pu

4
none
37.5
45.0
1.631
-.00573
-285
279.9
279.9
4.304

4
57
39.24
45.00
0.140
-.00554
-25
292.6
396.8
5.899

5
50
39.86
45.00
0.445
-.00529
-84
289.5
376.2
5.756

6
43
40.23
44.88
0.710
-.00509
-139
286.8
357.7
5.619

72.3
74.6
102.1

72.0
95.5
138.4

71.7
94.1
165.7

71.7
93.3
190.8

Pu compositions

238

Pu / 239Pu / 240Pu / 241Pu / 242Pu / 241Am

Weapons-grade:

0% / 94% / 6% / 0% / 0% / 0%

Reference:

1.8% / 58.2% / 22.3% / 11.1% / 5.5% / 1.1%

Degraded:

3.4% / 32.6% / 39.8% / 8.0% / 15.4% / 0.8%

Table 2. Various single diluents with weapons-grade Pu (fixed pin size)
10

B4C

ZrH1.7

58
39.82
44.90
0.196
-.00620
-32
408.9

58.3
40.00
45.00
0.022
-.00705
-3
410.2

63
42.23
44.91
0.230
-.01486
-15
429.8

B4C
(50% 10B)
13.2
38.69
45.02
3.385
-.00180
-1881
303.9

6.083

5.979

5.984

6.316

3.494

72.0
95.5

69.3
97.7

70.6
96.3

70.0
97.2

68.2
100.1

76.8
95.1

138.4

141.0

139.2

139.5

143.7

108.7

Diluent material

“Void”

BeO

Al2O3

Diluent fraction (pins)
Pu enrichment (inner)
(%)
(outer)
Na void (%∆k/kk′)
Doppler constant
Void: Doppler ratio
Peak pin rating (W/cm)
Reactivity loss/cycle
(%∆k/kk′)
Pu burn rate
(all)
(Kg/TWhe)
(fissile)
Mean discharge
irradiation (GWd/te)

57
39.24
45.00
0.140
-.00554
-25
292.6

60
40.24
44.96
0.048
-.00758
-6
418.0

5.899
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Table 3. Mix of absorber (10B4)C) and non-absorber (11B4C) diluents
(sensitivity to number and length of batches, Pu enrichment)
Batch length
No. of batches
Peak Pu enrichment

6 months
4
45%

5 months
4
45%

6 months
3
45%

6 months
4
40%

10

B enrichment (%)
20%
10%
5%
3%
5%
3%
5%
3%
10%
5%
Diluent fraction (pins)
23.3
32.8
40.9
46.0
43.7
49.3
44.9
50.8
18.5
24.0
Na void worth
2.773 2.150 1.481 1.395 1.474 0.995 1.478 0.980 1.791 1.386
(%∆k/kk′)
Doppler
-.00245 -.00331 -.00419 -.00506 -.00429 -.00510 -.00419 -.00516 -.00465 -.00534
Void: Doppler ratio
-1132
-650
-337
-276
-344
-195
-353
-194
-385
-260
Peak pin rating (W/cm)
322
342
360
374
361
375
370
387
316
326
Reactivity loss/ cycle
3.820 4.182 4.622 4.945 3.835 4.128 4.528 4.888 4.286 4.640
(%∆k/kk′)
Pu burn rate
(all)
75.4
74.1
75.6
72.1
73.4
72.5
74.7
72.5
67.2
66.3
(Kg/TWhe)
(fissile)
95.2
95.4
94.9
95.6
96.7
96.9
96.5
96.9
88.7
88.7
Mean discharge
114.3 119.9 125.7 129.5 106.5 110.1
96.5
99.9
111.8 114.9
irradiation (GWd/te)

Table 4. Effect of varying pin size, absorber and ZrH or 11B4C diluent (reference grade Pu)
11

Diluent (non-absorber)
Pin size

ZrH

B4C

× 1.5

× 2.0

Diluent frac. (pins) #

× 2.2

76.4
72.0
65.0
56.5
95.7
119
2 / 57
(1.0)
(1.6)
(3.0)
(5.0)
(1.9)
(0.4)
Na void worth (%∆k/kk′) 1.470 1.699 2.114 2.511 1.569 0.856 1.269
Doppler constant
-.00694 -.00618 -.00492 -.00388 -.00562 -.00959 -.01434
Void: Doppler ratio
-212
-274
-430
-648
-279
-89
-88
Peak pin rating (W/cm)
423
410
396
378
500
618
372
Loss/cycle (%)
4.311 4.006 3.593 3.245 3.193 4.270 3.277
Pu burn rate
(all)
70.8
71.5
73.2
74.6
72.9
69.3
72.2
(Kg/TWhe)
(fissile)
75.7
75.8
76.5
76.8
78.1
77.6
80.8
Mean discharge
104.9 101.8
97.1
91.9
91.2
102.7
92.2
irradiation (GWd/te)
Rod group worth (PCR)
6.70
6.60
5.17
5.33
3.69
1.79
1.68
1.25
1.40
0.98
(%∆k/kk′)
(BCR)
Shutdown margin (PCR) -0.59
-0.26
-0.69
-2.19
-3.04
-0.28
-0.52
-1.33
(%∆k/kk′)
(BCR) +0.14 +0.11
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× 1.5
4 / 38

× 2.0
5 / 29 6.5 / 41

1.801 2.077 1.610
-.00882 -.00693 -.00571
-204
-300
-282
340
331
358
2.482 2.340 1.606
74.3
75.7
78.8
80.3
80.3
84.0
82.4

79.7

62.9

3.93
0.96
-1.30
-0.77

4.02
0.98
-.087
-.057

2.73
0.61
-1.20
-0.82

Table 5. Effect of varying pin size, absorber and ZrH or 11B4C diluent (reference grade Pu)
Rod distribution

Original

I

II

V

VI

VII

No. of PCRs

27

33

36

36

36

42

No. of BCRs

9

12

12

18

18

12

Typical degraded
Pu case

Shutdown margin (PCR)

-0.39

+0.94

+1.57

+2.04

+1.66

+3.61

(%∆k/kk′)

(BCR)

-0.93

-0.18

-0.63

+1.28

+1.44

+0.19

Typical degraded
Pu case

Shutdown margin (PCR)

-0.69

+0.66

+1.26

+1.80

+1.54

+3.28

(%∆k/kk′)

(BCR)

-0.28

+0.47

-0.03

+1.80

+1.94

+0.79

Typical degraded
Pu case

Shutdown margin (PCR)

-0.75

+0.11

+0.46

+0.75

+0.51

+2.02

(%∆k/kk′)

-0.48

0.0

-0.32

+1.03

+1.15

+0.22

(BCR)

Table 6. Batch length increase with increased control rods
(10B4C and ZrH diluent to give void: Doppler limit)
Pu enrichment (%)

41.21/45.39

43.43/45.06

44.22/44.89

24 / 32

24 / 29

24 / 27

4*6 months

4*9 months

4*10.5 months

1.230

1.285

1.319

-.00425

-.00459

-.00466

Void: Doppler ratio

-290

-280

-283

Peak pin rating (W/cm)

392.6

380.2

377.1

Reactivity loss/cycle
(%∆k/kk′)

2.093

3.485

4.219

Mean discharge irradiation
(GWd/te)

88.6

130.4

150.2

Shutdown margin
(%∆k/kk′)

+1.89
+0.38

+0.78
+0.33

+0.13
+0.33

Diluent fraction
(B4C/ZrH)

(pins)

Fuel cycle
Na void (%∆k/kk′)
Doppler constant

(PCR)
(BCR)
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Table 7. Optimised core parameters
Weapons-grade Pu

Degraded Pu

4 * 9.75 months

4 * 10.5 months

hollow (45% bore)

solid

24

21 / 0

8 (30% 10B)

–

40.25 / 45.03

45.05 / 45.05

0.822

2.013

-.00499

-.00821

-165

-245

428 / 418
419 / 400

417 / 340
406 / 315

4.878

4.545

7.91 / 2.12

8.33 / 2.22

Shutdown margin (PCR/BCR)
(%∆k/kk′)

+0.14 / +0.67

+0.55 / +0.36

Delayed neutron fraction (%)

0.2613

0.3176

Prompt neutron lifetime (sec)

0.6220 × 10

Fuel cycle
Fuel pellet type
ZrH Diluent (inner/outer) (pins)
B4C diluent (pins)
Pu enrichment (inner/outer) (%)
Na void worth (%∆k/kk′)
Doppler constant
Void: Doppler ratio
Peak pin ratings
(inner/outer) (W/cm)

(BOC)
(EOC)

Reactivity loss/cycle (%∆k/kk′)
Rod worth (PCR/BCR) (%∆k/kk′)

-6

0.5432 × 10-6

Mean discharge irradiation (GWd/te)

152.8

116.9

Peak discharge irradiation (GWd/te)

195.6

171.9
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Figure 1. Configuration of the Pu burner core (600 MWe, MOX fuel)
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Figure 2. Effect of absorber: Non-absorber diluent
composition for various non-absorber materials
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Figure 3. Flux and rating spectra at core edge and centre
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